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Greenspan goes from ‘walking
on water, to skating on thin ice’
by William Engdahl

The Internet-heavy Nasdaq stock index has bounded past the real target of the Greenspan interest-rate tightening is to rein
in the recent stock index rises of 20% and more per annum,historic record high of 4,700, with no immediate end to the

rally in sight, to hear Wall Street stock brokers tell it. Since especially in the Nasdaq high-stock index. The Fed is trying to
stop an out-of-control stock asset bubble, without triggering aNovember 1999, the Nasdaq stocks, which include Microsoft,

Intel, Sun Systems, Cisco Systems, Yahoo, and America On- crash, or a panic exit from the overvalued dollar.
However, Greenspan’s only weapon to do all this, raisingline, have risen 56%. That represents an annualized paper

gain of 168%, something which the Cali cocaine cartel would short-term Fed funds, or rates of overnight money to the bank-
ing system, is affecting everything but the Nasdaq itself. Andfind mouth-watering. This ranks the Nasdaq bubble, as many

observers have noted, alongside the South Sea Bubble and Greenspan, whose policies fostered the growth of the specula-
tive bubble in the first place, is doing nothing to change thosethe 17th-century Dutch Tulip Bubble for rapidity of rise.

In recent days, volatility in the world’s major stock, bond, axiomatic policies.
and currency markets has increased dramatically, often
swinging up or down 2% or more within a given trading day, a ‘Old Economy,’ ‘New Economy’

Continental European bank strategist George Andersenclassic sign of impending market panic. Warnings are coming
almost daily from leading central bankers, private fund man- recently remarked to EIR, “So far this year, the Fed’s interest

rate rises and threats of more have hit the Dow Industrials,agers, and financial commentators and economists, that a
crash of the Nasdaq bubble is imminent. the place where most of the stocks of the so-called ‘Old Econ-

omy’ are listed. But these companies are not the problem. TheThe Federal Reserve, under Chairman Alan Greenspan,
apparently intends to try to curb the stock-tied consumer- Nasdaq is.” Yet, the Nasdaq seems immune to Fed rate hikes.

A flood of speculative cash is chasing ever riskier and morespending boom, in order to prevent a looming U.S. dollar
crisis, which would rapidly get out of control. Taking Green- marginal “.com” companies listed on the over-the-counter

Nasdaq.span’s Feb. 17 “Humphrey-Hawkins” testimony before the
House Banking Committee, his argument seems to be that, “The four Fed rate hikes so far have hit the housing sector

and home mortgage refinancings,” Andersen said. “It hasalthough there is no sign of inflation in the Consumer Price
Index, there are alarming productivity gains. Productivity raised the cost of government debt service. It has caused the

Dow Industrials index to lose 13% since the New Year. Butgains, Greenspan continues, lead to higher corporate profits
and higher stock prices. The higher stock prices feed the insid- if it is the case, which many now believe, that the ‘wealth

effect’ Greenspan is trying to kill, is tied to the Nasdaq, andious “wealth effect,” where families indulge in a spending
binge, on the assumption that their wealth is growing, at least not to the Dow, then Greenspan and the world economy are

in deep trouble.”in their mutual funds. That consumer binge, he says, is leading
to “unsustainable” levels of imports, and near-capacity do- One Wall Street bond analyst summed up Greenspan’s

impossible dilemma. The Fed chief, who only months agomestic economic output.
All this can “potentially” lead to inflation, so, the Fed was seen to have superhuman powers by many in the Con-

gress and the world of finance, has gone “from walking onintends to smash productivity growth to contain “potential
inflation.” Got it? No one else does either. That is because the water, to skating on thin ice,” with his interest rate strategy,
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the analyst said. The risk is overwhelming now, that the much- London Sunday Telegraph said in its Feb. 27 editorial, “One
. . . more harbinger that a catastrophic bust is now a real possi-desired “soft landing” of the U.S. economy will turn into a

nasty “hard landing.” bility is the departure of the City’s most famously bearish
fund manager, Tony Dye of Phillips & Drew. . . . At the mo-That would mean not only a crash of the U.S. and global

stock markets. But also, it would mean soaring U.S. interest ment when Mr. Dye’s doomsaying may at last be about to
come true, his message is least acceptable to his clients.”rates, as an emergency measure to protect the dollar from

panic capital flight by the record number of foreigners who The editorial cited the alarming trend in Britain where
homeowners take out mortgages against their dwellings inhave piled into the U.S. stock bubble in recent years.

That “Volcker-style” high-interest-rate reaction by the order to reap the whirlwind in Internet stocks. “If both the
housing market turns down and the dot.com bubble bursts—Fed, in turn, would induce a severe U.S. economic depression,

in turn triggering a domino-style collapse of the emerging as it surely will—borrowers who have taken the equity out of
their houses and blown it in the stock market will be in aeconomies in Asia and other countries to the status of “sub-

merging” economies. Europe would lose its largest export penurious state,” it said.
market, and itself be plunged into the maelstrom. At that point,
most likely an uncontrollable financial, monetary, and eco- More warnings

The Bundesbank’s (Germany’s central bank) Februarynomic contraction would be in full swing.
The inevitable correction to years of exponentially rising Monthly Report gave an unusually blunt warning of world

trouble ahead. “While looking at the fairly positive dynamicfinancial and monetary values at the expense of the physical
economy, as depicted by Lyndon LaRouche’s “Triple globally,” it said, “at the same time there exist a number of

risks. Among them, within primarily the OECD [Organiza-Curve,” or typical collapse function, will—barring a global
financial reorganization along the lines of LaRouche’s pro- tion for Economic Cooperation and Development] countries,

the risk in the extremely high stock markets should be cited,posal for a New Bretton Woods system—cause hundreds of
millions more human beings to be thrown onto a waste heap especially in the United States. Were there to be a significant

fall in the stock market in the United States, the effect it wouldof joblessness and worse.
have, in the context of the dependency of the level of U.S.
consumer demand on [stock market] investments, would beA ‘red-Dye’ trail

One of the more clinical signals of impending market especially negative. . . . As well, in the list of risks, there is
the continuing danger of a worsening of the American balancecollapse, came with the report that one of the most prominent

City of London fund managers, Tony Dye, has been forced of payments. This could lead to a weakening of the dollar,
which can lead to a growing price inflation there.”to resign.

Dye has been one of the most outspoken critics in the City On Feb. 28, Bundesbank President Ernst Welteke warned
that “stock prices, particularly of technology stocks, haveof London in recent years against the Internet speculation

mania. He abruptly resigned as Chief Investment Officer of risen dramatically.” He expressed “worries that a dangerous
speculative bubble has emerged,” and urged banks to restrictPDFM, a major fund manager arm owned by the Swiss UBS

bank. Dye’s resignation, ironically, comes on the eve of the lending to avoid feeding stock speculation.
That same day, Hans Meyer, president of the Swiss centralvery global stock market crash which Dye has warned of for

the past five years. bank, similarly warned of coming dramatic developments on
global markets. It will be “something between a crash and aDye has repeatedly publicly attacked the absurd practice

popular among fund managers, who simply track the large correction,” he forecast. “Above all in the U.S.A and in high-
tech stocks, the high stock prices no longer correspond tostock indices, such as the S&P-500, the Dow Industrials, or

the London FTSE-100, where only five or six stocks often realistic expectations. That a correction is coming, I am con-
vinced. The question is only when.”can manipulate a rise in the entire index. He railed against

the stratospheric over-valuation of Internet companies, the The London Guardian joined in the alarm on Feb. 28.
City Editor Larry Elliott, in a feature titled “History Pointsstocks of the so-called “New Economy,” which have yet to

prove that they are able to even earn a profit, while traditional to Another Crash Landing,” said that the “gravity-defying
performance of stocks in London and New York is eerilystocks of blue chip companies, which are healthy and profit-

able, are being dumped simply because they are deemed redolent of 1929.” Greenspan is desperately trying to push
stock prices down smoothly, Elliott said, because “he knows“Old Economy” in the eyes of the new generation of fund

managers. that the alternative could be a full-scale panic.”
Some British and continental European commentators areDye was forced to resign, according to sources, for ada-

mantly resisting the rush into the hyperinflated Internet finally waking up to what LaRouche and EIR have been say-
ing. But they have yet to draw the necessary conclusion: Thatstocks—or stocks at all. He kept a major part of his fund in

liquid cash. His refusal reportedly led to mass withdrawals the current financial system is hopelessly bankrupt, and needs
to be replaced with one that values the physical economy ofby pension funds and other major clients out of PDFM, as

PDFM fell to last place in earnings at the end of 1999. As the nations—not the profits of shareholders.
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tion of debt for Third World countries, in support of an initia-
The European Parliament tive by the Pope.

The motion will be discussed and voted on by the Italian
Senate. If approved, it will bind the government to launch an
international initiative for a New Bretton Woods. In order to
be approved, the motion needs votes from the “progressive
bloc” of leftist parties as well. Therefore, a diplomatic ini-Resolution submitted
tiative has been begun by the signers, to gain such broader
support. A similar interrogatory has also been presented infor a New Bretton Woods
the lower house of Parliament, the Chamber of Deputies.

The city council in Milan will also discuss the proposalby Claudio Celani
for a New Bretton Woods, as a result of an initiative by Aldo
Brandirali, a prominent member of the Forza Italia party,

On Feb. 16, a written interrogatory was filed before the which is part of the city’s ruling coalition.
European Parliament, calling on the European Commission
to discuss issues relating to the international financial crisis A bipartisan issue

The fact that the current initiative comes from conserva-and the need for a new financial and monetary system,
modelled on the successful Bretton Woods System, which tive quarters, has nothing to do with ideology. In fact, the

process began at the beginning of last year, when the Italianwas abandoned in 1971. The interrogatory was filed by Rep.
Cristiana Muscardini, an Italian conservative Member of the Solidarity Movement, associated with Lyndon LaRouche,

called on all political forces to carry out a public debate on theEuropean Parliament, and is expected to be supported by
signers from other EU member countries. Muscardini’s ini- international financial crisis and the need for a New Bretton

Woods. The campaign struck a chord immediately amongtiative derives from a campaign launched internationally by
the LaRouche movement, which met with a particularly Catholic layers, on the basis of the Pope’s criticism of neo-

liberal capitalism. However, the first members of Parliamentstrong response in the Italian Parliament.
to respond positively were members of the progressive bloc,
who drafted a motion that was filed in the Chamber of Depu-‘Real economy’

Muscardini’s interrogatory, entitled “Real Economy and ties and in the Senate (with 68 signers) by representatives
of the center-left alignment: communists, socialists, SocialFinancial Economy,” characterizes the internationalfinancial

crisis as systemic, and condemns the devastating economic Democrats, and Christian Democrats. The motion, although
exposing the destabilizing reality of financial globalization,and social effects of the speculative financial bubble, as well

as the potential hyperinflationary effects of a financial bailout fell short of calling for a New Bretton Woods, and limited
itself to propose an international “Tobin Tax” on speculativepolicy. It asks the European Commission whether it has ever

considered “the possibility of reintroducing in the financial financial transactions. The motion calls on the government
“to promote international agreements, in particular with EUsystem”: a) pegging of currency values to some element of

real economic substance; and b) more exchange controls. The members, in order to extend such taxation.”
The Tobin Tax motion found a broad resonance—soEuropean Commission is also asked to assess the possibility

of creating new credit lines for large infrastructure projects, much so that Prime Minister Massimo D’Alema, during a
visit to Greece on Jan. 10, picked it up, and called forand to organize an international conference, “similar to the

Bretton Woods one in 1944, with the aim of creating a new an international agreement to control speculative transac-
tions.international monetary system capable of eliminating, gradu-

ally, the mechanisms which have led to the creation of the Now, the motion in the Italian Senate and the interroga-
tory in the European Parliament go a step further, and lay‘speculative bubble,’ and of initiating starting programs to

relaunch the real economy.” out a comprehensive reconstruction program for the world
economy, modelled on the historical Bretton Woods and Mar-Muscardini’s statement is a condensed version of a longer

motion, which had earlier been presented to the Italian Senate. shall Plan experiences. It is therefore to be hoped that other
members of the European Parliament, and of the nationalThat motion has so far been signed by 23 senators from the

conservative bloc, belonging to the three parties Forza Italia parliaments of EU member-nations, will follow the example
of their Italian colleagues and file similar initiatives calling(FI), Alleanza Nazionale (AN), and Centro Cristiano Demo-

cratico (CCD). The first signer of the motion is Sen. Riccardo for a New Bretton Woods conference. Elected representatives
from every faction should rise above the petty squabblings ofPedrizzi, deputy chairman of the AN group and a party col-

league of Muscardini. Pedrizzi is also a member of the Inter- party politics and join in a bipartisan effort, reflecting the
universal underlying issue of national sovereignty and thenational Parliamentarians for the Jubilee initiative, which is

connected to the Catholic Church, and calls for the cancella- general welfare.
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Labor in Focus by Marianna Wertz

Boeing struck over ‘shareholder value’
that you can sell because they’re great
products. Because they’re great prod-Engineers and technicians warn that “shareholder value” is
ucts, people buy them and the com-threatening Boeing’s long-term survival. pany makes money,” he said. But,
“since the merger, and since the out-The strike by 19,000 engineers and before those employees take some of siders have come into the Boeing
Company, there’s been a shift in em-technical workers, which began on the numerous job offers waiting just

beyond the picket lines.Feb. 9 against the Boeing Company, phasis.”
Instead of production, the com-has called into question the supremacy SPEEA spokesman Bill Dugavich

told EIR on Feb. 29 that engineers areof the “shareholder values” outlook pany has focussed on cutting costs and
“shareholder value,” Dugavich said.which has taken over American corpo- already leaving. “Before the strike,

there were letters printed in our news-rate culture in the post-industrial era. “The shift is, research and develop-
ment money has been funnelled to ar-This is the largest white-collar strike paper about people leaving, because of

the atmosphere at the Boeing Com-against an individual company in eas where they can develop new ways
to cut costs, in production and in engi-American history, and the first-ever pany. Currently, we know that many

of our workers—they’re high-techstrike against Boeing (aside from a neering. You can look up several of the
executive statements, Harry Stone-one-day action in 1992), the world’s people, they can go out and get a differ-

ent jobsomewhere else.Manyof them,number-one commercial aircraft- cipher said it, that Boeing is primarily
interested in stock value, shareholdermaker and the United States’s largest the first day of the strike, sent out their

resumés,” he said.exporter. Its importance, therefore, value. The bottom line of that is, you
sacrifice employees, you sacrifice theshould not be underestimated. Talks between the company and

theunionbrokedownonFeb.26,whenCharles Bofferding, the executive product for the sake of the stock price.
If you’ve watched Boeing’s stock re-director of the Society of Professional SPEEA refused to put to a vote the

company’s third offer, which includedEngineering Employees in Aerospace cently, it just isn’t working. The stock
is going down, the morale is going(SPEEA), told his strikers on Feb. 20, medical benefit take-aways that,

SPEEA said, would result in a net loss“This is about the future of the Boeing down, sales are going down.”
Dugavich continued, “That’s aCompany. We are not fighting against to members, even with proposed pay

increases.Boeing; we are fighting for Boeing. large part of what these people are
striking over. These are engineers andWe want to see employees and cus- Federal mediators, who have

failed in two attempts to settle thetomers respected as much as share- technical workers, who pride them-
selves in building planes that flyholders. In fact, we think that the cur- strike, have declared an impasse and

will not initiate new talks.rent obsession with shareholder value higher, faster, and farther. In order to
let them do that, you need to have anthreatens Boeing’s long-term sur- Boeingwasoneof the lastholdouts

in America’s corporate world, againstvival.” environment that treats employees
fairly.”As both sides in this conflict now the notion that only “the bottom line”

counts. Because the company employsadmit, the strike has the potential to Allan Rathbun, a 22-year veteran
Boeing engineer, underscored this inend Boeing’s market supremacy. some of the most skilled workers in the

world, they recognized, at least until“These kind of things are the kinds of an interview with EIR (to be published
in a future issue). Rathbun said that,things that could kill this company,” the last few years, the importance of

maintaining working conditions, in-Jerry Calhoun, Boeing’s vice presi- especially since the merger, engineers
and technicians have taken to callingdent of employee and union relations, cluding wage and benefit packages,

that are conducive to keeping their em-told the media. their daily work the “Management
Plan du Jour,” so disorganized is theThe union is hoping that Boeing ployees productive.

SPEEA spokesman Dugavich saidmanagement, controlled, after last management.
Rathbun said he thinks that Boeingyear’s merger with McDonnell Doug- that the company shifted emphasis

after the 1998-99merger withMcDon-las, by Chief Executive Officer Harry forced the strike, in order to destroy the
union and impose a contract to save“Chainsaw” Stonecipher (as he is nell Douglas. “Traditionally, Boeing

has prided itself in developing cutting-known on the picket lines), will come money. But, he said, “I think they mis-
judged it, because there’s a lot of sup-to its senses, and change the way it has edge products, new airplanes, devel-

oping technologies, the kinds of thingsbeen treating its valuable employees, port” for the strike.
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Business Briefs

South America vey shows that the number of Australians system is doomed, at least as far as America
who own shares of stock jumped last year by is concerned. The four countries that make

up thebulk of the U.S. trade deficit are China,1.3 million people, to 7.6 million, or 53.7%Highway, rail, gas
of the adult population. This overtakes Can- Japan, Canada, and Mexico.links move forward ada at 52%, and the U.K. and United States, Further, “The Fed chairman thinks the
which are both in the high 40s. imbalances in the economy, of which the

A 460 kilometer highway between the Peru- The massive influx of investorshas come trade deficit is one, cannot be sustained. At
vian port of Ilo and the Bolivian capital of from two sources: first, the demutualization some point foreigners will want something
La Paz has been completed, Bolivian Am- of very large insurance companies, includ- more for their goods than pieces of paper
bassador to Peru Jorge Gumucio announced ing AMP, Australia’s largest, which have with pictures of American Presidents on
in Lima on Feb. 17. It will be officially inau- turned life insurance policyholders, without them. They will want higher interest rates if
gurated by Peruvian President Alberto Fuji- any action on their part, into stockholders, they are not to unload their dollars on world
mori and Bolivian President Banzer Suárez via a company sharefloat; second, the partial markets, driving the dollar down and infla-
after April’s general elections in Peru, and is privatization of Telstra, the national tele- tion in America up.” Thus, Federal Reserve
a key part of the inter-oceanic corridor envi- communications company, which was pro- Chairman Alan Greenspan is likely to keep
sioned by Fujimori, involving Brazil, Para- moted as an investment opportunity for raising interest rates for the foreseeable fu-
guay, Bolivia, and Peru. “mum and dad” investors. Since 1997, some ture, and “were Greenspan to carry out his

The two heads of state have also signed 2.9 million people, or one-fifth of the adult threat, the cries of the protectionists would
agreements for construction of a rail line be- population, have entered the market for the surely be heard in the land, arguing that it
tween Ilo and La Paz, and a pipeline between first time. would be far better to stem the flood of im-
Ilo and Cochabamba, Bolivia, for the trans- ports with tariffs and other protectionist
port of Bolivian natural gas. Gumucio said measures than to riska recession, drive down
that within three years, Bolivia will divert share prices, and increase unemployment by
more than half the natural gas that it now ex- raising interest rates.”Economic Policyports through the Chilean port of Arica, to
the Peruvain port of Ilo. Free trade is losingBolivia lost its outlet to the Pacific Ocean

Asiato Chile in the British-orchestrated 1879-81 friends, says columnist
War of the Pacific, and tensions between the

Iran and China upgradetwo countries still run high over access to
There are mounting signs that free trade willPacific ports. In 1992, Fujimori ceded to Bo- economic, strategic tiesbe replaced by a new system of tariffs andlivia a free-trade zone and use of all port
other protectionist measures in the next fewfacilities in Ilo. Via agreements signed since
years, columnist Irwin Steltzer warned in the Iran and China signed a letter of understand-1992 with the Presidentsof Boliviaand Para-
Feb.27 LondonSunday Times, in acommen- ing on expansion of economic and strategicguay, Fujimori has taken steps to ensure con-
tary entitled “Free Trade Is Starting To Run ties on Feb. 21, as Chinese Foreign Ministerstruction of a large inter-oceanic corridor,
Out of Friends.” The warning indicates the Tang Jiaxuan arrived in Tehran. Iranian For-which would connect the Paraná-Paraguay
oligarchy’s nervousness over the trend, but, eign Minister Kamal Kharazzi describedWaterway to the Peruvian ports of Ilo and
without a New Bretton Woods system, China’s role in Iran’s foreign policy as veryMatarani, through a network of highways
would not in itself necessarily represent important, and said that there are favorableand railroads.
something positive. conditions for economic cooperation. “Iran

is willing to promote economic and indus-Steltzer cited Al Gore’s recent behind-
closed-doors promises to the AFL-CIO lead- trial ties with China in line with the policy

of south-south cooperation,” he said.ership, that he would reneg on the WorldFinance
Trade Organization deal with China, and peg Siavosh Zargar-Ya’qubi, director gen-

eral for the South and East Asia Departmentany future multilateral trade pacts with theAustralians lead world
developing countries to their accepting the at the Iranian Foreign Ministry, said that

in stock ownership same environmental and labor standards China is providing financing of more than
now applied to the G-7. This, Steltzer wrote, $900 million to Iran for its development

projects, and that China is currently active inA flood of new investors into the Australian virtually guarantees that Clinton’s effort to
get normal trade relations status with Chinastock market in 1999 has seen Australia more than 18 large Iranian national projects.

On the basisof recentagreements, Chinawillovertake Canada, the U.K., and the United passed by Congress, will fail.
Steltzer cited the massive growth in theStates to become the nation with the highest provide Iran with more financial facilities.

Zargar-Ya’qubi also said that the two na-level of share ownership per capita in the U.S. balance of trade deficit last year as fur-
ther evidence that the so-called free-tradeworld. An Australian Stock Exchange sur- tions are negotiating important energy proj-
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Briefly

ISRAELI National Infrastructure
Minister Eliahu Suissa said that Israel
is doing the planning work for a nu-
clear power station. “Today we use

ects, and that Iran is trying to gain a share in the Landesbanken, but will go after the sav- coal and are beginning to use natural
China’s liquid natural gas market. ing and loan institutions as well. gas, and we are speaking of solar en-

On Feb. 21, Iranian President Seyyed There had been an understanding that the ergy and hydroelectric energy. . . .
Mohammad Khatami and Tang Jiaxuan in- S&Ls would not be touched, because of their There is absolutely no reason not to
augurated thefirstpart of theTehransubway. role in regional development, Schaub said. speak about this [nuclear] energy,” he
A consortium of three Chinese firms pro- However, in December 1999, the European said, the Feb. 23 Jerusalem Post re-
vided all technical and material require- Banking Association, representing the large ported.
ments, while Iranian firms carried out con- private banks, filed an official complaint

against the German public banks at the EUstruction. The $550 million contract was BUENOS AIRES, Argentina’s
financed by Chinese export banks, in return competitiveness office, and, for the first slum population has grown 15% over
for Iranian crude oil. time, it included the S&Ls in its complaint. the past two years, from 86,600 to

The subway solves a major transport and This has changed the situation, said Schaub, 100,000, and this is probably an un-
pollution problem for the city of more than because this is ground on which the EC can derestimate. The “misery villages,”
10 million. The project was planned in the act. He concluded that, in the age of global- as they are called, are increasingly
1970s, but construction was not gotten under ization, the public banking sector in Ger- populated by people from surround-
way until the mid-1990s, due to the Islamic many has to be put through a big overhaul. ing countries, Bolivia and Paraguay
revolution in 1979 and the Iran-Iraq War The only resistance in Germany to this sui- in particular.
(1980-88). The project includes a rail link to cidal policy is coming from the state govern-

ments.the city of Karaj, west of Tehran. INDONESIA’S new budget, dic-
tated by the International Monetary
Fund, allots 50% of tax revenues to
pay interest on the government debtCorporate

Germany assumed in bailing out the banks. The
$5.7 billion for interest on the bondsVodafone takeovers
is one-third of total state revenues. ToPublic banks to lose leave huge debt help pay the debt, the education bud-state guarantees get was cut 20%.

The British communications giant Voda-
fone, under a 1999 British revision of corpo-A far-reaching agreement between the Euro- KUWAITI Oil Minister Sheikh

Saud Nasser al-Sabah said on Feb. 24pean Commission (EC) and the German rate laws, will have to write off losses of
about $200 billion over 20 years, the Feb. 21government on withdrawing state guaran- that his government will shift its sup-

port for OPEC quotas, and increasetees for German public banks, is expected to German daily Die Welt reported, based on
estimates by German banking experts.be reached before the end of the year, stated production, in order to lower the price

of oil.Alexander Schaub, head of the European As a consequence of its recent takeovers,
it has accumulated new debt roughly equiva-Union (EU) “competitiveness office,” in an

interview with the German economic daily lent to the market capitalization of its vic- UNILEVER, the Anglo-Dutchfirm
which is the world’s largest consumerHandelsblatt on Feb. 22. According to tims. However, the book value of the two re-

cently acquired companies, Airtouch in theSchaub, the progress in negotiations is a con- goods group, announced on Feb. 22
that it will eliminate 25,000 jobssequence of a new generation of politicians United States and Mannesmann in Germany

(which depends on the value of real estate,taking over leading positions in Germany. (10% of its workforce) over the next
five years, as part of a restructuring inWhile the previous Christian Democratic machines, and other assets owned by the

companies, rather than their stock price), isgovernment of Helmut Kohl government which some of its underperforming
businesses will be either reorganizedhad insisted on maintaining a strong public only a small fraction of their market capital-

ization.That is, the takeoverofMannesmannbanking sector, the new chairman of the or divested.
Christian Democratic Union parliamentary has created a net loss of $200 billion, when

combined with the Airtouch takeover.group, Friedrich Merz, has called for dis- THE TRAPPIST monks of the
151-year-old New Melleray Abbey inmantling state guarantees for the Landes- This doesn’t mean that Vodafone is

bankrupt, said Die Welt, but it will “com-banken, the public state banks. Iowa, finding that they can no longer
support themselves from farming,A working group of the German govern- pletely devastate” its balance sheet for years

to come. Even if Vodafone is making profitsment, headed by Deputy Finance Minister have begun to make hand-crafted
wooden caskets. They said they willCaio Koch-Weser, has signalled its readi- from its ordinary operations, it will by law

be unable to pay out a dividend to its stock-ness to compromise with the EC on state soon set up a website to advertise
their product.guarantees for public German banks. But, as holders as long as the huge write-offs con-

tinue.Schaub emphasized, the EC will not stop at
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EIRFeature

U.S.A. VS. LYNDON LAROUCHE

‘He’s a bad guy, but
we can’t say why’
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

February 15, 2000 we had to get him in other ways. Believe us; we can’t tell you
why, but, he is a very bad guy.” What is the evidence that I

The record shows, that for nearly thirty years, elements of the am that alleged “bad guy”? The answer has been, repeatedly,
to the effect: “We can’t tell you. The evidence is secret.”U.S. Department of Justice have been engaged in world-wide

political targetting of me and my associates. This includes The Department refuses to submit the putative evidence to
scrutiny. It is usually withheld, either on the pretext of na-early 1970s operations run in conjunction with Secretary of

State Henry A. Kissinger’s U.S. State Department.1 During tional security, or simply that of protecting the authorship of
what both known circumstances and other evidence have of-the last ten years or so of that period, some U.S. officials, and

others, have challenged the relevant agencies with some of the ten shown to have been false reports.
In brief, these attacks on me and my associates, whichevidence which shows, that those prosecutions and correlated

harassment of me and my associates, had been clearly fraudu- have been virtually continuous over nearly thirty years, have
been modelled on the government’s, and a corrupt mass newslent, politically motivated targetting.

The Justice Department has responded to that evidence, media’s resort to those fraudulent, Star-Chamber methods,
which are notorious from the history of the practice of Seven-repeatedly, in judicial proceedings and elsewhere, with state-

ments to the effect: “You have to understand why we had to teenth-Century English law. These are the methods of ruling
by aid of the enforcement of official lies. Today, in that prac-do it that way. We couldn’t use our secret files in court; so,
tice of tendentious sophistry common to today’s U.S. govern-
ment and its legal practice, lies are not called “lies”; instead,
they are called, “matters of policy.”1. During the 1974-76, the State Department circulated internationally, the

January 1974 New York Times attack on LaRouche, and other vilifications Crucial has been a barrage of ex parte, in camera, and
drawn from both the FBI and private sources. For example, on March 18, similar sessions, in which arguments based upon such fraudu-
1976, a cable was sent “To All American Diplomatic and Consular Posts,”

lently alleged evidence have been used, to induce some Fed-describing the NationalCaucusof LaborCommittees (the philosophical asso-
eral judges to ignore the law selectively in cases involvingciation founded by Lyndon LaRouche) as “a small, fanatical . . . violence-

oriented” organization, and repeating other derogatory characterizations me and my associates as “a matter of policy.”2 Prosecutions
taken from the FBI. After a Bangladesh government newspaper published and libels based upon the alleged authority of so-called secret
an article by an EIR correspondent, a March 24, 1976 cable was sent to the
U.S. Embassy in Dacca, over Kissinger’s signature, also quoting from the
New York Times. Declassified State Department documents also point to 2. Boston’s Federal Judge Keeton is among the notable exceptions. See his

review of the abortive trial over which he had presided: See Memorandumthe involvement of Kissinger’s State Department in the expulsion of EIR
correspondents from the Foreign Press Association in Germany in 1975, and and Order, August 10, 1988, U.S.A. v. The LaRouche Campaign, et al.,

United States District Court District of Massachusetts CR. No. 86-323-K.in the arrest and detention of an EIR correspondent in Lima, Peru in 1976.
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Lyndon LaRouche is led
off in handcuffs on Jan.
27, 1989, after having
been sentenced to 15
years in Federal prison.
He was released on
parole in 1994.

evidence are intrinsically fraudulent uses of the word “se- what you report they are continuing to do?”
The best short reply to the latter question is: “Do youcrecy”; but, these continue to be the principal tactics still

used by corrupt U.S. Justice Department officials, and their remember Edgar Allan Poe’s ‘The Purloined Letter’?” As I
shall show here, the answer to such questions lies, so to speak,accomplices, to cover up a massive, decades-long “get

LaRouche” hoax, run jointly through the U.S. Department of right under your noses; the evidence is already in plain sight,
and it is simple, clear, and conclusive.Justice and the mass media.

Despite that reliance upon so-called secret evidence, out First, review the highlights of the case itself, and then turn
your attention to the evidence of the nature of those high-of an approximately thirty-year record of the Justice Depart-

ment’s wrong-doing against me and my associates, some cru- ranking, government perpetrators’ motives, the crucial politi-
cal evidence which is sitting there in plain sight.cial kinds of public evidence of the nature of those so-called

secret files has leaked out through the cracks in process and
procedure. What is known from the public record, is more

1. A case of prosecutorialthan sufficient to expose those elements of government, and
their accomplices, as engaged in the most massive, most long- and judicial fraud
running, shocking story of known politically motivated cor-
ruption, by and in those and other niches of the Justice Depart- Some who remember the richly documented account of
ment and other agencies.3

the case published under the title of Railroad!, in 1989, will
Perhaps the most common question posed by those who recall a significant number of the relevant facts reported

have walked through some of the crucial features of this de- there.4 Indeed, more than ten years later, Railroad! remains
cades-long government operation, is, “What do you suggest a rich lode of relevant documentation, mandatory study for
as a plausible motive for the operation which you describe?” anyone seriously studying the thirty-odd-year history of “the
The question has been posed repeatedly to me personally, as LaRouche case.” This present report, apart from being much
it has also been reported to me by others, “What explanation more compact than that earlier one, has two notable distinc-
do you have for why anyone would have the motive for doing tions in respect to the nature of its content. First, during the

3. A fair, if incomplete view of the reasons why this characterization is
required, is to be obtained through study of the documentation supplied in 4. Commission to Investigate Human Rights Violations (Washington,

D.C.: 1989).the 1989 publication, Railroad! See below.
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As DNC attorney Keeney argued, in August 1999, in mov-
ing for the nullification of the 1965 act before Judge Sentelle,
the nullification of that act by the Federal Court was already
in progress.6 However, that acknowledged, the truth of that
particular case, is the way in which former National Chairman
Fowler and the DNC’s Keeney acted to move for accelerating

Henry Kissinger’s such a nullification, in the past August 1999 proceedings.
operations against Looking at that matter in that way, shows the political
LaRouche date

character of those forces in both the Justice Department andback to the early
Federal Court who have been behind the targetting of me and1970s. His motives

were always purely my associates during a period of approximately thirty years
political in nature, to date.
but were carried This is the kind of connection you must examine, if you
out secretly, under

are to understand the crucial factors shaping U.S. politicsthe cover of
and government as a whole during the recent thirty years,“national

security.” especially the most recent quarter-century, since the 1976
national election-campaign. Indeed, to find the root of the
thirty-year-long “LaRouche case,” the case itself must be situ-
ated within the setting of the profound political changes in therecent ten years, much new, crucially relevant information has

come to light, dispelling some of those distracting, secondary direction of national policy-shaping since the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy, especially since those changestopics, which had been viewed previously as unresolved,

murky, debatable issues of prosecutorial and related conduct, which began to erupt during the 1968-1972 interval.
It is fully consistent with the observation I have just made,arising around the edges of what had been an otherwise clear

array of the preponderance of the evidence in these cases.5 that the principal features of a largely secret, and still presently
ongoing government targetting of me by the U.S. DepartmentThe second, and much more important reason for prepar-

ing and issuing this new report on the matter, is the need to of Justice, date from an operation set into motion on January
12, 1983, at the urging of former Secretary of State Henry A.restate the matter in ways which make clear to the reader why

this continuing, fraudulent targetting of me and my associates Kissinger and his cronies. Indeed, the fact that this has been,
and still is an operation involving institutions of secret gov-still continues, after more than thirty years to date. At bottom,

as I shall show here, there is but one underlying motive behind ernmental agencies, is unarguable; every attempt to bring the
evidence into court is resisted by the government’s own, usu-it all. As one of the observers of this case closest to it all along,

I understand that no one could really understand the motives ally successful pleading, that that evidence can not be re-
vealed, because it is officially secret. This is a still-continuingfor the extremely convoluted deviousness of the Justice De-

partment and its accomplices, unless and until the legal side operation, which ultimately sent me, and others, to prison
in January 1989, an operation which continues, under coverof the case is situated where the truth in all matters lies, within

its real-life setting, within the relevant, clear historical and provided by the permanent bureaucracy of the Criminal Divi-
sion of the U.S. Department of Justice, to the present day.7political perspective. The setting of the case within that histor-

ical perspective, is the special task of this present report. This presently continuing operation was set into motion
For example: among those crucially relevant matters, no

one could understand why the son of the Justice Department’s
6. In the August 16, 1999 oral argument before a three-judge panel in D.C.’s

John Keeney would have been involved, since the Summer Federal District Court, Keeney stated, “. . . The Dissent is going to put into
of 1996, in a desperate effort to use the Democratic Party’s question the Constitutionality of the Act [the 1965 Voting Rights Act]. And

that’s a different question than the statutory interpretation of the act itself.”National Committee (DNC) as a tool for bringing about a
The Dissent to which Keeney referred was authored by U.S. Supreme Courtnullification of the 1965 Voting Rights Act. That action, un-
Justice Scalia and endorsed by Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justice Thomasless turned back soon, presently threatens to bring about,
in the 1996 case Morse v. Republican Party of Virginia, 116 S. CT.1186

chain-reaction fashion, the already visible signs of a threat- (1996).
ened, early virtual extinction of the Democratic Party, during 7. The principal relevant U.S. Justice Department official, back in 1983, and
and following the coming general election. still today, is a top official of the permanent bureaucracy of the Department,

Deputy Assistant Attorney General John Keeney, the father of the same John
Keeney, Jr., who, as attorney for the Democratic National Committee, moved
in Federal Court for the nullification of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. See5. The belated release, in January 1992, of the official FBI document exposing

the FBI’s 1973 intent to bring about what the FBI described as the “elimina- “John Keeney, John Richard, and the DOJ Permanent Bureaucracy,” EIR,
June 30, 1995; “Justice Department: The Corruption Is in the Permanenttion” of Lyndon LaRouche, is typical of the way in which crucially clarifying

elements of evidence have turned up, sometimes decades after the fact of the Bureaucracy,” EIR, April 25, 1997; and, Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “Lying
and Racism inside the Democratic Party,” EIR, Dec. 17, 1999.matter. See references to that “elimination” document, below.
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under Executive Order 12333’s provisions pertaining to se-
cret foreign intelligence operations of the U.S. government,
run in concert with private, non-governmental agencies.8 That
fact notwithstanding, to understand competently this 1983-
2000 aspect of the ongoing “Get LaRouche” operation, one
must go to the root of those operations; one must take into
account the political setting of four earlier, pre-1983 phases
of the same operation, a series of Justice Department, and
related operations, beginning no later than 1973.

The four earlier phases
Typical of the evidence on the public record, is an official

Nov. 23, 1973 document, an official record of both the New
York City office of the FBI and also the higher authorities in
the FBI’s Washington, D.C. headquarters, stating, that the
FBI was orchestrating its assets in the leadership of the Com-
munist Party U.S.A., to bring about my personal “elimina-
tion.” That FBI document, first released in full in January
1992, coincides with evidence of an ongoing operation which
my associates and I had published in March 1973, and of an
“elimination” operation, targetting me personally, which we
exposed publicly during January 1974. Although those gov-
ernment-related secret operations of 1973 against me are of-
ficially dated by that evidence to November 1973, the admis-
sions contained within the document referencing my FBI agents with sledgehammers in Leesburg, Virginia during the

400-agent raid of Oct. 6-7, 1986.prospective “elimination,” show the true flavor of the opera-
tions conducted by the FBI and others, internationally, during
the earlier months that same year,9 and for several more
years thereafter.10

There is another political feature of that same, 1973 FBI
targetting of me for “elimination,” which is also a very sig-8. E.O. 12333 Section 2.7 reads, “Agencies within the Intelligence Commu-

nity are authorized to enter into contracts or arrangements for the provision nificant part of nearly thirty-year record of corrupt complicity
of goods or services with private companies or institutions in the United by government and mass-media. The evidence against the
States and need not reveal the sponsorship of such contracts or arrangements mass media includes the role of the New York Times, in
for authorized intelligence purposes. . . .”

January and February of 1974, in producing a massive, fraud-
9. On March 27, 1973, various Philadelphia media, including Channel 3 ulent campaign of public defamation of me, in the Times’
TV’s 6 p.m. news and the Philadelphia Tribune, gave wide coverage to an

effort to provide a diversionary cover-up for that FBI “elimi-announcement by the FBI’s surrogate Communist Party U.S.A.-linked Ed
nation” operation.11 During the entirety of the nearly threeSchwartz, head of the Philadelphia Campaign for Adequate Welfare Reform

(CAWRN), which demanded a halt to the holding of the founding conference decades since that lying concoction by the Times, virtually the
of the National Unemployed and Welfare Rights Organization (NUWRO), entirety of the U.S. major news media has become a wittingly
an organization catalyzed by Lyndon LaRouche and the National Caucus of complicit part of that same, continuing dirty political opera-
Labor Committees (NCLC). Schwartz’s statement also called for the Left to

tion centered in the U.S. Department of Justice. Typical ofstop the NUWRO conference, and following its airing by the media, Commu-
this, are a celebrated policy-statement which appeared on thenist Party hooligans deployed to mobilize riotous assembly to prevent the

conference from occurring.

10. The release of this document essentially did no more than confirm what
of the Soviet diplomatic service emphasized that CPUSA National Chairmanwe knew and stated at various points during the course of December 1973 and
Gus Hall was “a personal friend of Leonid Brezhnev,” then Soviet Generalearly January 1974. We had conclusive evidence of collaboration between
Secretary. This discussion, in New York City, was initiated by a Sovietcertain U.S. and foreign official agencies, including the United Kingdom and
diplomat, in the immediate aftermath of the abortive elimination operationthe State Security agencies of East Germany, during the second half of 1973.
conducted with FBI coordination, during December 1973. Second, as corrob-We also had repeated evidence of activity by known hit-squad capabilities
orated by crucial documentary evidence secured during that same period, theimported into New York City, and directly targetting me during December
East Germany Ministry of State Security was conducting an operation against1973. The FBI document confirms the facts we reported to the press during
me, run, in part, through West Germany, from about February 1974 throughearly January 1974. The fact that the FBI was orchestrating the affairs within
no later than June 1974, during part of the same period of operations refer-the Communist Party’s National Committee in this way, has global strategic
enced by the FBI “elimination” document dating from November 1973.implications for the U.S. government at that time. Two facts from the middle

1970s illustrate the point in a crucial way. First, in early 1974, a top official 11. New York Times, January 20, 1974.
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editorial page of the Washington Post, on
Sept. 24, 1976,12 and the fact of later ex-
pressions of precisely that policy, in opera-
tions by both the Post, Times, and others,
up to the present time.

Then, beginning no later than that doc-
umented, abortive “elimination” attempt of
November-December 1973, the FBI un-
leashed a second phase of the 1973 COIN-
TELPRO operations against me and my as-
sociates. Despite the exposure of the FBI’s
role behind its Communist Party assets, the
FBI not only continued, but intensified and
broadened the same general operation
which had been conducted through at least
most of 1973. This continued into no later
than September 1977.13

The third of the four, pre-1983 phases
of the presently documented operations
came to the surface in May 1978.

In later, related developments of 1978-
1983, the evidence showed, that behind the
Justice Department’s dirty glove in these
matters, in addition to complicit actions by
a corrupt mass news media, there was an-
other, private hand, the hand of very power-
ful, but so-called unofficial private intelli-
gence organizations, organizations which
have become an integral part of corrupt op-
erations conducted by official agencies.

The array of these private intelligence
The FBI Airtel of November 1973 which proposes to use the Communist Party USA

organizations, is typified by the cases of the “for the purpose of ultimately eliminating” LaRouche.
American Family Foundation (AFF)14 and

12. September 24, 1976, Stephen Rosenfeld writes an op-ed in the Washing-
ton Post titled “NCLC: A Domestic Political Menace,” in which he sets out

also called for an attack which would have murdered LaRouche.a media policy for dealing with LaRouche: “We of the press should be chary
The wanton killing of innocent children and others at Waco by a similarof offering them print or air time. There is no reason to be too delicate about

task-force, had the crucial involvement of AFF-linked “experts” such as Rickit: Every day we decide whose voices to relay. A duplicitous violence prone
Ross of the Cult Awareness Network.group with fascistic proclivities should not be presented to the public unless

The AFF was established in the early 1980s as a private counterintelli-there is reason to present it in those terms. . . . The government should be
gence and special operations group modeled on the “Watson Plan” of IBM’sencouraged to take all legal steps to keep the NCLC from violating the
ThomasWatson, Jr.At thecloseofWorldWar II, Watsondrewupoperationalpolitical rights of other Americans.”
plans to “privatize” the function of the Office of Strategic Services on behalf

13. Letter from FBI Director Clarence Kelly to Warren Hamerman dated of some of Wall Street’s most powerful families, who normally avoid the
September 13, 1977. This letter ostensibly closed the case then being used spotlight, using a network of private corporations and law firms for opera-
as a pretext for continuing the ongoing FBICOINTELPRO and related opera- tional and financial support.
tions. However, the operations actually continued internationally until about An operational warchest of more than a million dollars was amassed for
the same time that the Mont Pelerin Society and Anti-Defamation League AFF’s early projects and its largest donors included the Bodman Foundation
were launching their 1978 “COINTELPRO”-style operations under nomi- and various foundations of Richard Mellon Scaife. Watson’s nephew, John
nally private covers. N. Irwin III, was a member of Bodman’s board of directors. Scaife funded

John Train’s “Get LaRouche” Salon. Bodman was housed in the law offices14. The American Family Foundation (AFF) created the fable that LaRouche
was themastermindofadestructiveanddangerouscult.Thisbecame attached of Morris and McVeigh, who provided support to the intelligence operation

known as the ProcessChurch, a satanic cult,whose active supporters includedto most media portrayals of LaRouche, and laid the groundwork for the
infamous 1986 raid by a joint Federal-state task-force of 400 armed agents John Markham, the lead Federal prosecutor in the Boston trial of LaRouche.

The AFF launched the early 1980s operations in Europe againstled by the FBI on offices related to LaRouche’s activities in Leesburg, Vir-
ginia. An armed task-force also surrounded LaRouche’s Leesburg residence, LaRouche’s associates there. Father Haack, AFF’s International Education

director, coordinated operations in Germany and France, exporting the cultand according to statements by law enforcement operatives involved, plans
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Anti-Defamation League.15 Such private intelligence capabil- groundwork for a later, new wave of corrupt Justice Depart-
ment operations launched at, once again, the instigation ofities, well connected in official Washington, D.C., and also in

Europe, are only typified by the late John J. McCloy’s circles, Henry Kissinger, beginning no later than the second half of
1982.21and similar, government-like capabilities, whose home-base

inside the U.S.A. is certain powerful circles of “Wall Street” The ground for a new wave of post-1982 prosecutorial
operations as such was prepared during the second half offinancial houses and the law firms with which those financial

houses are associated, as typified by study of the biography 1979, by the same New York Times which had run the 1974
cover-up for the FBI’s aborted “elimination” operation.22 Thisof the late McCloy.16

Following the Congress’s mid-1970s exposure of some Times operation represents the fourth in the series of four
well-documented phases leading up to the January 1983 laun-shocking examples of the Justice Department’s other opera-

tions operating under “internal security” covers,17 there was ching of operations under title of Executive Orders 12331,
12333, and 12334.23 The Times’ operation was an escalationa greater emphasis on running these same kinds of operations

under nominally private covers.18 So, during the period of of the world-wide defamation operations launched under joint
sponsorship of the Mont Pelerin Society/Heritage FoundationZbigniew Brzezinski’s official reign inside the Carter Admin-

istration, 1978-1980, two private international organizations and Anti-Defamation League during May 1978. That 1979
case is a crucial link in pinning down the nature of the 1973-were key in launching the continuation of former Justice De-

partment operations. These were a private branch of British 2000 “Get LaRouche” operation as a whole.
That operation of 1979-1980, centered around the Timesintelligence, known as Friedrich von Hayek’s and Professor

Milton Friedman’s Mont Pelerin Society, and such operations and the ADL, is hereinafter to be viewed, thus, as the fourth
and final of the known series of trials and related operationsof the London-created New York Council of Foreign Rela-

tions (CFR), as the Zbigniew Brzezinski-led Trilateral Com- which preceded the presently ongoing, 1983-2000 phase of
the Justice Department’s role. That 1979-1980 role of themission.19

The Mont Pelerin Society was deployed for this purpose Times and ADL, which I have just identified as the fourth
phase of pre-1983 operations, is summarized as follows.under the cover of the Washington, D.C.-based Heritage

Foundation, which Mont Pelerin had recently taken over. It
deployed in this action in tandem with a private auxiliary of

of U.S. corporate heads and institutional leaders. In March 1978, the ADLthe Justice Department’s permanent bureaucracy, the Anti-
began a systematic harassment and defamation campaign, working through

Defamation League (ADL). In May 1978, both the Heritage the Jewish Community Relations Council to demand that LaRouche’s views
Foundation and ADL issued defamatory, widely circulated, be banned from public locations, and publishing the lie in various press

outlets thatLaRouche was the most dangerousand violent right-wing extrem-lying reports.20 This defamatory campaign laid the political
ist around. See, e.g., the Berkeley Barb, August 1978, “Who Are the Terror-
ists,” where ADL Western Coordinator David Lehrer spread this defamationslander with a 1980 article in the German publication PDI. PDI was later
against LaRouche. Finally, in 1979, the ADL put these defamations out indocumented to have been funded by the East German intelligence service,
its own name in an ADL Fact-Finding report.the STASI.

21. Letter from Henry A. Kissinger to FBI Director William Webster, Aug.15. The ADL has always maintained a close relationship with the DOJ’s
19, 1982.permanent bureaucracy. For example, a February 4, 1985 FBI memo to all

field offices in the United States, contains a list of ADL regional telephone 22. On October 7 and 8, 1979, the New York Times published the Blum
numbers and the FBI’s speed dial codes for these numbers. and Montgomery slander piece under the titles, “U.S. Labor Party: Cult

Surrounded by Controversy,” and “One Man Leads U.S. Labor Party on Its16. Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “How Our World Was Nearly Destroyed,” and
Erratic Path.” Then, an editorial titled “The Cult of LaRouche,” is publishedStuartRosenblatt, “HowMr. FixitNearlyWrecked theWorld,”abook review
on October 10, 1979.of Kai Bird’s biography of John J. McCloy, The Chairman, in EIR, Oct.

23, 1998. 23. The three relevant Executive Orders are:
E.O. 12331, Oct. 20, 1981, which reestablished the President’s Foreign17. United States Senate, Hearings before the Select Committee to Study

Intelligence Advisory Board (PFIAB). PFIAB was originally established inGovernmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities; Vol. 6,
1956 under Eisenhower; it was dissolved by Carter, and reestablished in theFederal Bureau of Investigation. 94th Congress, Second Session, 1975.
Reagan-Bush Administration. Members of PFIAB in 1982-1983 included:18. The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) was adopted by Congress in
Anne Armstrong (chairman), Leo Cherne (vice-chairman), David Abshire,November 21, 1974 as a by-product of the Church Committee and related
Edward Bennett Williams, Adm. Thomas Moorer, Bobby Ray Inman, H.proceedings. This is a crucial development, as bearing upon the post-Septem-
Ross Perot, and Claire Booth Luce.ber 1977 shift to the attack launched jointly by Heritage, ADL, et al.

E.O. 12333, Dec. 4, 1981, “United States Intelligence Activities,” a revi-
19. Founding of CFR during 1920s under direction of British intelligence’s sion of E.O. 12036 (1978); it established the National Security Council as
John Wheeler-Bennet, the sponsor of Henry A. Kissinger’s Professor Wil- the “highest Executive Branch entity” for review, guidance, and direction of
liam Yandell Elliot. all foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, and covert operations, and it

permitted U.S. intelligence agencies to enter into secret contracts for services20. The June 1978 Heritage Foundation “Institution Analysis” Report au-
thored by Francis Watson entitled “U.S. Labor Party,” utilizing a bizarre set with “private companies or institutions.”

E.O. 12334, also Dec. 4, 1981, reestablished the Intelligence Oversightof formulations gathered fromsuch “sources”as thehard-line MaoistOctober
League newspaper, and the Socialist Workers Party newspaper, The Mili- Board, a three-member board which provided legal “cover” to covert opera-

tions.tant. Branding LaRouche a violent extremist, it was distributed to hundreds
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On the basis of information received from multiple ground for the 1982-1983 launching of the presently continu-
ing, 1983-2000, 12333 operation.sources, several of my associates, under my direction, went

up the back-trail of evidence leading to discovery of hard
proof, that the Times was organizing a public defamation, a Kissinger and the 12333 file

The 1983-2000 12333 operation against me and my asso-defamation intended, according to the voluntary statement of
the Times’ agents themselves, to set me, personally, up for ciates, was set into motion on the initiative of former U.S.

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and Kissinger’s Washing-imprisonment, through widespread and persisting waves of
defamation with charges which the Times then knew to be ton, D.C. law firm, Arnold and Porter.

Formally, Kissinger’s and Arnold and Porter’s operationfalse.
In the course of this investigation, we were able to docu- went into effect beginning Kissinger’s August 19, 1982 “Dear

Bill” letter to then FBI Director William Webster. Throughment the existence of precisely such an operation and intent.
This included our investigators’ secretly tape-recorded res- repeated efforts in this same campaign by Kissinger and his

attorneys,28 and with support from Edward Bennett Williams,taurant interview with the relevant two Times reporters, Paul
Montgomery and Howard Blum.24 That tape-recording was

the Wall Street Journal, Readers’ Digest, the Anti-Defamation Leaguethen promptly presented, at press conferences called for this
(ADL), and members of the intelligence community then linked to Vice-

purpose, in New York City and in Washington, D.C.25
President George Bush and Lt. Col. Oliver North, to orchestrate a coordinated

That public exposure of that operation resulted in the campaign of mass-media defamation against the 12333-targetted LaRouche.
Pittsburgh multi-millionaire Richard Mellon Scaife, of Ted Olson SalonTimes’ resort to a detour. New York’s most notorious attor-
notoriety, was a key backer of the operation which brought King and drug-ney, Roy Marcus Cohn, former crony of both J. Edgar Hoover
use promoter John Foster “Chip” Berlet into the Train cabal’s operations. Asand Senator Joseph McCarthy, was used to plant a prior pub-
ADL operative Myra Boland’s later testimony showed, NBC-TV’s Lynch

lished version of the defamation which the Times itself had had lied under oath in deposition hearings, respecting Train’s role in shaping
intended to publish, and did publish, in a featured series dated her libelous frauds of March 1984. Train and members of his circle such as

Pat Lynch, served as a cover for conducting controlled witnesses, calledOct. 7 and 8, 1979.26

“defectors,” into the witness pool of perjured witnesses for Federal prosecu-Among Cohn’s stable of assets used for this operation,
tors’ use in both the Boston and Alexandria trials. The methods of brainwash-was a former convict and client, Ed Kayatt, who published an
ing used to create such witnesses have been documented in legal discovery

advertiser throwaway, Our Town, on New York City’s East of government and related evidence. All of the witnesses among so-called
Side. Using a local gutter type, Dennis King, as a diversionary former associates of the defendants, were part of that witness pool maintained

under private cover, thus providing prosecutors the pretext for evading theirputative author, Kayatt’s Cohn-controlled Our Town pub-
accountability for use of what they knew or suspected to be perjured wit-lished a series of wild-eyed defamations, which then supplied
nesses. The core of this prepared pack of perjurers was the group identifiedthe Times’ Montgomery and Blum the “prior publication”
at both the Boston and Alexandria trials as the “Hallowe’en Party” group,

cover for their previously planned libel. This operation was the group which NBC-TV’s Pat Lynch conduited to the Federal prosecutors.
coordinated, massively, with the ADL. That same King was 28. On August 19, 1982, Henry Kissinger wrote a “Dear Bill” letter to FBI
to appear later, during 1983-1984, together with NBC-TV’s Director William Webster thanking him for an earlier note, and to put him

on notice that Kissinger’s attorney, Bill Rogers of Arnold and Porter lawPat Lynch, as an asset of the U.S. government’s secret, Execu-
firm, would be contacting him “about LaRouche.” Four days later, Rogerstive Order 12333 operations, most notably in a 1989 book
sent a letter to Webster asking for the FBI to look into the LaRouche “group,”which he and his publisher, a Kissinger crony, acknowledged
thanking the Director for his “interest in the matter,” and relating that Kis-

then to have been the funded activities of well-known quasi- singer hopes “the Bureau takes appropriate action.” On September 16, Web-
non-governmental organizations (“quangos”) and other pri- ster replied that the FBI is “limited” in what it can do “since the data we have

[doesn’t] justify an inquiry,” at this time. Eight days later, the FBI’s Securityvate fronts, such as Walter Raymond’s Project Democracy
Chief of Intelligence Division, James Nolan, issued a report on “LaRoucheoperations, for the U.S. official intelligence community.27

and the EIR,”concocting apretext for launching a foreign counterintelligenceThis series of four successive operations prepared the
investigation of LaRouche and EIR by claiming that their activities and
publications are “propitious to Soviet disinformation and propaganda inter-
ests” even though “there is no firm evidence that Soviets are directing or24. The meeting took place at Charley O’s restaurant in New York City on
funding LaRouche or his organization.” Then on November 25, KissingerJuly 23, 1979.
again writes to Webster demanding an investigation of LaRouche and his25. In the July 23, 1979 meeting, reporter Blum stated that the proposed
associates, but this time he uses the buzzwords “disinformation campaignNew York Times article was intended to start a government investigation of
supported by foreign intelligence services,” and insists that the FBI mustfindLaRouche and his associates and he needed an “eye catcher.” Blum stated
out “who finances this network.” This November 25 letter is hand-deliveredthat, “the article does not have to be especially true.” Blum went on to say,
to Webster by PFIAB member Edward Bennett Williams. In December,“A government investigation is what you and I want, isn’t it,” and, “. . . while
various divisions of the FBI look into it, but conclude there are no violationsit might sound cynical, it ismore important for the government that something
of law. But then, on January 12, 1983, Webster reports that at a PFIABappears in the New York Times than whether or not it is true.”
meeting the subject of whether the FBI had a basis for investigating “under

26. Ibid, see footnote 22. the guidelines or otherwise,” the “U.S. Labor Party and . . . LaRouche,”
is discussed. Edward Bennett Williams raised the question of “sources of27.During aperiod including May1983, NBC-TVreporterPat Lynchpartici-

pated in planning sessions hosted by New York private banker John Train. funding,” and “whether hostile foreign intelligence agencies” were involved.
The tripwire had been crossed, and on the same day the General LitigationThese meetings featured Train’s coordinating role, using agents of NBC-TV,
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an attorney for the Katharine Meyer Graham of the As of August 19, 1982, the date of Kissinger’s letter to
FBI Director Webster, there were five publicly well knownLaRouche-hating Washington Post, the President’s Foreign

Intelligence Advisory Board (PFIAB), on January 12, 1983, issues behind Kissinger’s personal motives for targetting of
me for Justice Department dirty operations. All five wereadopted the proposal of Kissinger and of Kissinger’s attor-

neys, Arnold and Porter. On that same day, FBI Director both political in nature, and involved my associates’ ongoing
journalistic investigations into matters of notable public inter-Webster ordered the FBI’s Oliver “Buck” Revell to carry out

the FBI’s own implementation of the PFIAB order of David est, respecting corrupt activities in which Kissinger was per-
sonally involved.Abshire, Edward Bennett Williams, et al. On December 13,

1982, the head of the permanent bureaucracy of the Justice First, was the continuing political controversy between
Kissinger and me over the issue of urgent reforms in the post-Department’s Criminal Division, Deputy Assistant Attorney

General John Keeney, assigned his old Internal Security of- 1971 international monetary system. This personal contro-
versy dated from the 1974-1976 interval, involving Kissing-fice, now veiled under the name of General Litigation and

Legal Advice Section (GLLAS), to handle the matter.29 er’s actions in his various capacities as U.S. Secretary of State
and National Security Advisor.31 Merely typical of Kissing-GLLAS remained on that assignment, through the 1988 Alex-

andria Federal indictment and trial.30 er’s relevant state of mind during that period, is his 1974
crafting, in his capacity as National Security Advisor, of the

and Legal Advice Section (GLLAS) of the DOJ filed a formal request for the subsequently declassified, pro-genocidal National Security
FBI to open an investigation. [Council] Study Memorandum 200.32

29. John C. Keeney, Sr. joined the Justice Department in 1951, during the
heydayof J.EdgarHooverand McCarthyism,andwasassigned to the Internal

for prosecutors in the LaRouche criminal case, if the government were toSecurity Division; Keeney was put in charge of anti-communist Smith Act
initiate an involuntary bankruptcy action. Shortly after this, four seniorcases until 1960, when he transferred to the Criminal Division. Since 1973,
GLLAS attorneys, including Flannagan and Stone, held a conference callhe has been the senior career prosecutor in the Criminal Division—where he
with DOJ bankruptcy specialist David Schiller. Documents later releasedhas far more power than the temporary political appointees who nominally
under the FOIA contain handwritten notes made by Reynolds during the call,head the Criminal Division.
in which Reynolds wrote: “Benefit is that a trustee is immediately appointed.SenatorEdward Kennedy in1973 said that “the Internal SecurityDivision
They are ordered to shut down the business immediately.” A marginal noteof the Justice Department represents the Second Coming of Joe McCarthy
next to this reads: “Trustee’s role is to shut down the entities.” (This totallyand the House UnAmerican Activities Committee.” The Internal Security
contradicted the prosecutors’ official denials, that they did not intend to shutDivision was disbanded after the Congressional investigations of the 1970s,
down the publishing companies.)and its functions and personnel were divided up between the new Internal

When the judge in the 1988 Boston trial of LaRouche ordered an “all-Security Section of the Criminal Division (espionage cases and the Foreign
agency search” of Federal agencies, including the office of Vice PresidentAgents Registration Act), and the newly created General Litigation and Legal
George Bush, for any exculpatory documents concerning LaRouche, it wasAdvice Section (GLLAS) of the Criminal Division.
Benjamin Flannagan of GLLAS who coordinated the search—and, of course,The most notorious figure from the old Internal Security Division was
found nothing.Guy Goodwin, who ran over 100 grand juries in the early 1970s targetting

After the collapse of the Boston case, the Justice Department prepared toradicals, anti-war activists, unions, and others. Goodwin went into GLLAS
move the case to the Eastern District of Virginia, where they could be certainas a special advisor in 1979.
of having a rigged judge and jury. However, to bring a second indictmentMuch of the “LaRouche” portfolio also went into GLLAS, under the
while the first was still pending was highly questionable, even by Justicedirection of Benjamin Flannagan, who had been in the old Internal Security
Department standards.Prosecutors went toMark Richard for formal approvalDivision with Keeney starting in 1955. Flannagan headed the unit in GLLAS
to bring the second prosecution against Lyndon LaRouche, and then Keeneycalled “special civil matters,” which included the defense of civil actions
signed the official authorization.which could “interfere with . . . national security operations.”

On October 14, LaRouche and the other targets of the Alexandria prose-It was the GLLAS section, which ordered the FBI to investigate Henry
cution went into Federal court in Washington, D.C., to attempt to enjoinKissinger’s complaints against LaRouche. Five days after the January 12,
the pending indictment. Because the action involved a pending grand jury1983 meeting of the President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, a
indictment, the courtroom, presided over by Judge Stanley Sporkin (the for-Justice Department memorandum from D. Lowell Jensen, the Assistant At-
mer CIA general counsel), was closed. Just as the proceeding got under way,torney General in charge of the Criminal Division, instructed the FBI to
two attorneys from GLLAS, Flannagan and Stone, came running breathlesslyreport the results of its investigation directly in writing to Lawrence Lippe,
up to the courtroom and demanded entrance. In an affidavit submitted in athe chief of the GLLAS section. Kissinger’s law firm, Arnold and Porter, in
later case, Flannagan stated that he had been “personally directed by . . . JohnWashington, communicated directly with Lippe and the GLLAS section,
Keeney to go to Judge Sporkin’s courtroom” to assist Alexandria prosecutoraccording to FBI documents.
Henry Hudson in opposing LaRouche’s request for an injunction. Sporkin

30. Beyond the Kissinger matter, GLLAS was involved in virtually every quickly denied the injunction, and within a few hours, LaRouche and six
aspect of the LaRouche case in the 1980s. In 1984, GLLAS defended the codefendants were indicted.
Secret Service’s denial of security protection to Presidential candidate

31. This included an official, fraudulent, and defamatory letter, dated MarchLaRouche. The litigation was handled by GLLAS senior legal advisors Ben-
18, 1976, issued against me internationally over Kissinger’s personal signa-jamin Flannagan and Victor Stone.
ture.The issuewas myongoing campaigning for monetary reforms consistentIn 1986, GLLAS was assigned by then-Criminal Division head William
with the proposal for a just new world economic order adopted at the AugustWeld to coordinate collection of the Boston contempt fines against organiza-
1976 Colombo, Sri Lanka conference of the Non-Aligned Nations organi-tions identified with Lyndon LaRouche—which led to the illegal bankruptcy
zation.seizure of three publishing and distributing companies. In March 1987, Weld

contacted James Reynolds of GLLAS, to ask if there would be any problem 32. Excerpts from Kissinger’s 1974 “National Security Study Memorandum
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Reagan.34 This ongoing work was well
known to Kissinger’s circles at that time.

Third, was our published attention to
the contents of a public address which Kis-
singer himself had delivered to a London
Chatham House audience on May 10,
1982, in which Kissinger bragged that he
had worked behind the back of his Presi-
dent, under British direction, during the
period he served as U.S. Secretary of
State and National Security Advisor. In
that address, Kissinger described himself
as a follower of Winston Churchill and
opponent of the “American intellectual
tradition” represented by Churchill’s polit-
ical opponent and war-time ally President
Franklin D. Roosevelt. The report we pub-
lished was based on the transcript of that
address issued by Kissinger’s representa-
tives themselves, including persons asso-
ciated with the same PFIAB organization
which, in January 1983, set into motion
the secret-intelligence operations con-
ducted under provisions of Executive Or-
der 12333.35

The fourth issue was our news organi-
zation’s investigation of information indi-
cating Kissinger’s personal involvement,
with Israel’s Ariel Sharon and others, in a
disgusting “West Bank land-scam” opera-
tion, which was one of the world’s most
notable, scurrilous, and profitable real es-
tate swindles occurring at that time.36

The fifth issue was my authorship of a
Henry Kissinger’s “Dear Bill” letter of August 1982, asking William Webster, then special report, Operation Juárez, pub-
Director of the FBI, for his help in going after LaRouche. lished just a short time before Kissinger’s

now-notorious “Dear Bill” letter to FBI Di-

Second, was my launching of a public campaign, in Febru-
ary 1982, to overturn Kissinger’s arms-control policies.33 This

34. In all its principal features, the relevant, concluding five-minute segment
attack on existing, Kissingerian arms-control policies, re- of the President’s March 23, 1983 address, followed the outline I had pre-
flected my ongoing back-channel discussions with the Soviet sented as a tentative option, to the Soviet Government, at a Washington hotel

back-channel meetingof 1982. This coincidence was not accidental. Notably,Government, discussions which led to the March 23, 1983
however, Lt.-Gen. (ret.) Daniel Graham’s Heritage Foundation, which hadannouncement of a Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) pro-
been a savage opponent of SDI during the latter part of 1982 and early 1983,posal to the Soviet government, by President Ronald
intervened quickly, through certain Republican Party channels, to force a
radical modification of the policy, modifications which led into the intrinsi-
cally incompetent notion of ballistic missile defense being popularized in
some circles today.200: Implications of Worldwide Population Growth for U.S. Security and

Overseas Interests,” Dec. 10, 1974, were published in EIR, June 9, 1995. 35. The transcript of Kissinger’s Chatham House address was obtained by
EIR from Kissinger’s office at the Center for Strategic and International33. This was a two-day EIR seminar in Washington, D.C., on Feb. 18-19,
Studies (CSIS). The chairman of CSIS was David Abshire, who was one of1982, on ballistic missile defense based on new physical principles. See
those who pressed Kissinger’s demand for an FBI investigation of LaRoucheLyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “Only Beam-Weapons Could Bring to an End the
upon the President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board in January 1983.Kissingerian Age of Mutual Thermonuclear Terror: A Proposed Modern

Military Policy of the United States,” a National Democratic Policy Commit- 36. “Moscow’s Secret Weapon: Ariel Sharon and the Israeli Mafia,” EIR
Special Report, March 1, 1986, Chapters I and II.tee pamphlet (New York City: 1982).
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rector Webster.37 Operation Juárez set forth a proposed U.S.
policy for dealing with what I had foreseen, since Spring
1982, as an impending Mexico debt-crisis, to be expected no
later than September 1982. The crisis exploded mere days
following the initial publication of that report. During the
period immediately following, Kissinger was heavily de-
ployed into Mexico, with U.S. government backing, in the
effort to prevent Mexico’s government of President López
Portillo from continuing to respond to the crisis in the manner
outlined in Operation Juárez.38

On each and all of these particularfive issues, the underly-
ing philosophical differences between Kissinger and me,
were, and remain exactly the same. In all five cases, our jour-

Chief Deputynalistic investigations of Kissinger and his activities were no
Assistant Attorney

more abrasive, indeed less personally intrusive, than what General John
subjects of investigation customarily enjoy at the hands of (“Jack”) Kenney,

Sr.any endeavor in contemporary investigative journalism by
major-media agencies. Kissinger’s repeated, typically cow-
ardly demand of both the Justice Department and PFIAB, was
that the ability of my associates to continue to engage in these which have cooperated in this dirty Justice Department, politi-

cal operation, through either all or a great part of the 1973-journalistic activities must be shut down by any and all means
available. Kissinger’s political cronies in PFIAB, and the 2000 interval to date.

The outcome of that secret-intelligence-directed opera-Justice Department, complied.
In direct response to that PFIAB action, FBI Director tion launched on Kissinger’s behalf, is best summarized by

focussing attention on the crucially relevant features of threeWilliam Webster set an anti-LaRouche operation into motion
within the FBI, while John Keeney of the Justice Depart- trials, and a most extraordinary additional action of October

1986. Those elements and their interconnections are chieflyment’s Criminal Division assigned the old Internal Security
Division of the Justice Department, the General Litigation as follows.

A. A prolonged (1984-1988) set of grand-jury proceed-and Legal Advice Section (GLLAS) of that Division, to con-
duct an Executive Order 12333 operation, under “national ings, and subsequent mass-trial, held in Federal Court in Bos-

ton, Massachusetts, a trial which the prosecution implicitlysecurity,” foreign intelligence, cover, against me, and also my
associates. The circles of Vice-President Bush, including Col. lost, in a Spring 1988 mistrial.

In that case, which ended as a result of a drawing-downOliver North, and National Security Council advisors such as
Roy Godson, came to play a leading part in the dirty opera- of an exhausted jury, the jurors’ expressed their unanimous

opinion, that they would exonerate the defendants on alltions targetting me and my associates. This has continued
since January 1983 to the present day. charges, and qualified that by observing that the issue of the

case was government wrong-doing.39 A more elegant, judicialThe knownfigure of the Justice Department central to this
continuing operation, since January 1983 to the present day, opinion to similar effect was later supplied by the trial judge

in that case.40has been the same Deputy Assistant Attorney General John
Keeney who made the GLLAS assignment on Kissinger’s At that point, the prosecution had the option of retrying

that case, one they were virtually assured of losing. So, al-behalf, possibly the dirtiest man in the Justice Department
from then to the present day. Such is the morality of the New
York Times, the Washington Post, and the other mass media

39.After themistrial inBoston, several jurorswere interviewedby theBoston
Herald. The May 5, 1988 issue carried a headline, “LaRouche Jury Would
HaveVoted ‘NotGuilty.’ ” Thearticle reported that jurorswould have“unan-37. See Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “Mexico/Ibero-America Policy Study:

Operation Juárez,” EIR Special Report, Aug. 2, 1982. imously decided they would find LaRouche, six aides and five organizations
innocent of all charges based on evidence presented since the trial began on38. During this period, Kissinger received a series of appointments to official
Dec. 7.” One of the jurors interviewed cited government misconduct as aposts within the Reagan Administration, including to PFIAB itself. These
compelling factor in his vote: “It seemed some of the government’s peopleappointments of Kissinger correlate precisely, in form and intent, with the
caused the problem [for LaRouche] . . . adding that evidence showed peopleestablishment of both Project Democracy and its twin, the National Endow-
working on behalf of the government may have been involved in some ofment for Democracy (NED), to the board of which latter Kissinger was
this fraud to discredit the campaign.” See Railroad!.appointed. The latter two Orwellian concoctions in the art of Doublespeak

and Newspeak, Project Democracy and NED, played a pivotal role in aspects 40. In an August 10, 1988 Memorandum and Order, Judge Keeton found
“institutional and systemic prosecutorial misconduct that occurred duringof the “Get LaRouche” task-force’s operations then, and that role continues

to the present day. the first trial.”
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though a retrial date of January 1989 was tentatively set, the of the U.S. himself!
This brings us to the matter of a second trial, a FederalFederal prosecutors conspired to avoid defeat in Boston, by

trying the defendants, first, on different, specially pre-con- bankruptcy in Virginia.
C. A 1987 Federal seizure and shut-down, later ruled tococted charges, in a less scrupulous jurisdiction, in Alexan-

dria, Virginia. Thus, they rushed to bring a new case to trial have been unlawful, under pretext of Federal bankruptcy law,
of several organizations in Virginia. This was later decided,in Virginia, before the January date tentatively arranged for

retrial in Boston. By early 1987, the Justice Department’s in successive Federal bankruptcy proceedings, to have been
a case of constructive fraud upon the court by the relevantmulti-jurisdictional, State-Federal prosecutorial task-force

had crafted the option used in the later, railroad-style trial in U.S. Attorney, Henry Hudson. All income-generating and
loan-repayment operations of these entities, were perma-Federal Court in Alexandria. As was to be expected all along,

after the Alexandria conviction, the prosecution abandoned nently shut down at that point, by the court. The relevant
Federal judge, Albert V. Bryan, Jr., refused to allow the seizedthe Boston retrial.

This introduction of a new trial, while a retrial of another organizations opportunity to conduct a timely challenge to
Federal case was pending, was worse than merely highly ir-
regular. However, at the urging of GLLAS, and the pleasure
of a former CIA official, Judge Sporkin, the Alexandria trav-
esty of justice was ordered to proceed forthwith.41

B. Meanwhile, on October 6-7, 1986, an armed force of DOJ, GLLAS caughtmore than four hundred, including the equivalent of several
military companies of heavily armed members of a combined lying in Wilson case
Federal, State, and local task-force, invaded and occupied the
town of Leesburg, Virginia. The included intention of at least

In court papers filed on Jan. 18, the Department of Justicesome elements of this task-force, was to use the cover of that
operation as the occasion for what would be later described admitted that it used false testimony to convict former

CIA officer Ed Wilson in 1983. Numerous high-rankingas a “Waco-style” operation, designed for assassinating me,
my wife, and others, at my place of residence, a few miles present and former DOJ officials are implicated in the

filing of the perjurous affidavit, which played a crucialdistant from Leesburg. This intention was subsequently ad-
mitted by agents of the Justice Department Criminal Divi- role in the conviction and imprisonment of Wilson; most

of these officials were also involved in the targettingsion’s task-force itself, and was otherwise confirmed, objec-
tively, by the way in which military teams were deployed at and frame-up of Lyndon LaRouche during the relevant

time period.the place of residence, from dawn of October 6th through
early morning of October 7th. Higher authorities in Washing- Wilson was a direct CIA employee from 1955 to 1971,

and then he “left” the CIA and joined the Naval Intelli-ton prevented this shoot-out, by going over the head of strike-
force director, and Criminal Division head William Weld, gence unit Task Force 157. In the mid-1970s, Wilson and

his partner Frank Terpil were involved in providing arms,to order that the waiting Special Forces-style attack on my
location be disbanded. explosives, and training to the Libyan government.

Wilson was indicted in Houston in 1982 for illegallyThis October 6-7, 1986 armed occupation of Leesburg,
occurred on the eve of President Ronald Reagan’s meeting shipping explosives to Libya. His defense revolved around

his assertion that his activity was authorized by the CIA,with Soviet General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev at Reyk-
javik, Iceland. The issue of that latter meeting was the same and, more broadly, that he had been asked by a high-rank-

ing CIA official to ingratiate himself with the Libyans bySDI, of which the Gorbachev government and press described
me, in most violent language, as its hated original author and playing the role of a “renegade American” in order to

gather intelligence for U.S. agencies.spokesman. Since I was well known as the initiator of the SDI,
as that had been introduced officially by President Ronald During Wilson’s trial, DOJ prosecutor Ted Greenberg

filed an affidavit from a high-ranking CIA official, CharlesReagan on March 23, 1983, the assassination of me at that
juncture would have appeared to the world as a Justice Depart- Briggs, which stated that Wilson had not been asked or

requested to provide any services for the CIA after 1971.ment killing on Soviet orders, and thus an implied personal
threat, with William Weld’s complicity, against the President The affidavit made such an impression on the jury, that

they asked to have it re-read to them during their delibera-
tions. Within an hour of the reading of the affidavit, they

41. See footnote 30. It is instructive to note how many of the same Justice returned a verdict of “guilty.”
Department and GLLAS personnel, who were involved in the targetting and

Two months after Wilson’s conviction, a CIA memo-frame-up of LaRouche, are also implicated in the filing of false testimony in
randum documented at least 80 contacts between the CIAthe case of renegade CIA officer Edwin Wilson in the early 1980s, and then

covering up this prosecutorial misconduct. (See box, this page.)
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this unlawful, indeed fraudulent government action bankrupt- within the Commonwealth of Virginia, induced a relevant
official to reverse herself, by fraudulently redefining the loansing and seizing thosefirms. It is to be stressed, that, in proceed-

ings which occurred following the Alexandria trial and con- later jeopardized by the impending bankruptcy action to have
been regular business loans, when most of them were in factviction of me and my fellow-defendants, the Federal courts

ruled that the bringing of the bankruptcy itself had been an of the “soft,” political loans classification, like the election-
campaign loans of leading Commonwealth figures at thatact of fraud upon the court by the U.S. Department of Justice.

Nonetheless, despite those rulings, I remained in Federal time. These loans were often zero-interest rate, and were cus-
tomarily rolled over until finally retired. Shortly after herprison for more than four more years; so, the “Get LaRouche”

task-force was permitted to continue to enjoy the ill-gotten shocking turnabout, that Virginia official was rewarded for
her good behavior, by her appointment as a judge of the state’sends, which had been secured by aid of Justice Department

fraud on the Federal bankruptcy court. Supreme Court.
This combination of actions, the Federal government’sAs an accompanying, and preceding element of this same

operation, corrupt, February 1987 actions by authorities fraudulent actions in the bankruptcy proceedings, and the pre-

and Wilson after 1971; 36 of these were substantial enough were forwarded to Larry Lippe by Benjamin Flannagan
to contradict the Briggs affidavit. Now, the government of GLLAS. (This is but three days after Flannagan had
has finally admitted that the Briggs affidavit was false. come running into Judge Sporkin’s courtroom to stop
“They knowingly used false testimony,” defense attorney LaRouche from getting an injunction against the pending
David Adler said recently. “Briggs’s affidavit said Wilson Alexandria indictment.) Flannagan recommended that the
was not working for the CIA, but he was doing everything DOJ not disclose any information about the misconduct in
from giving advice to locating military hardware to re- the Wilson case, saying, “I see no point in airing the Dept’s
cruiting.” ‘dirty linen’ when we don’t need to.” Added is a notation:

“DO NOT DISCLOSE, NO ACTION.” Flannagan’s ad-
Overlaps with the LaRouche case vice was followed.

A significant number of the DOJ and its General Litiga- D. Lowell Jensen was the Assistant Attorney General
tion and Legal Advice Section (GenLit, or GLLAS) per- in charge of the Criminal Division in 1983, who ordered
sonnel involved in the targetting of LaRouche, were also the FBI to investigate Kissinger’s phony complaint against
implicated in the misconduct in the Wilson case: LaRouche in 1983. Jensen is now a Federal judge.

Mark Richard is a Deputy Assistant Attorney General Stephen Trott replaced Jensen as head of the Criminal
and Jack Keeney’s sidekick, who played a central role in Division, from 1983 to 1986, oversaw the first stages of
both the LaRouche frame-up and in the cover-up in the the frame-up of LaRouche, and the fraudulent Boston
Wilson case. grand jury proceedings which paved the way for the 1987

Ted Greenberg was the chief government prosecutor bankruptcy shutdown of publishing companies associated
against Wilson; as a prosecutor in Alexandria, Virginia, with LaRouche. Trott is now a Federal judge.
Greenberg was the channel used to contact the Special William Weld, as U.S. Attorney in Boston, initiated
Operations Division of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in connec- the first attempted frame-up of LaRouche starting in 1984;
tion with the seizure of documents in the 1986 Leesburg later, at DOJ headquarters, he quashed an investigation of
raid; he was also consulted on the illegal bankruptcy action a prosecutor who had leaked information about Wilson.
against LaRouche. In addition, Stanley Sporkin, then the CIA’s General

Karen Morrissette of the DOJ’s GLLAS, played a Counsel, certified the accuracy of the Briggs affidavit on
prominent role in the Wilson case, both as a prosecutor, Feb. 3, 1983, with his own signature and the CIA seal, but
and then in the ensuing cover-up. he realized almost immediately that the Briggs affidavit

In January 1987, Morrissette drafted a memo for Law- was inaccurate, and he asked Greenberg not to use the
rence Lippe, the chief of GLLAS who had overseen the affidavit, or to modify it. Greenberg refused, and nothing
Henry Kissinger-prompted investigation of LaRouche in was done by Sporkin or anyone else to rectify the situation
1983. Morrissette’s memo was addressed to William until ten months later, when DOJ lawyers slipped an ellip-
Weld, then head of the Criminal Division, and pertained tical correction into their appeal brief, on the assumption
to possible improper conduct on the part of DOJ prosecutor that the Appeals Court would pass over it “without much
Lawrence Barcella in leaking information to author Peter attention.” That turned out to be true, and it has taken
Maas. Wilson 16 years to force the Justice Department cover-up

On Oct. 17, 1988, this memo and related documents into the open.—Edward Spannaus
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alleged mail-fraud and one count, also
based on the loan issue, charging me
personally with a “Klein conspiracy.”
The latter, arcane charge, otherwise
stated, was intent “to obstruct and im-
pede the functions of the Internal Reve-
nue Service.”

The mail fraud charges were predi-
cated upon the outstanding loans of the
entities which had been unlawfully
bankrupted by the prosecutorial task-
force itself. The indictment was
launched by the same U.S. Attorney
Henry Hudson who had launched the
fraud on the court which shut down con-
tinued payments, including payments
on some of the same instances for which
the charges at trial were heard before the
same, fully-witting Federal Judge
Bryan, who had previously stopped any
action to allow those entities to continue
repayment of those loans. However, the
issue of the bankruptcy, and of the actual
character of those loans themselves,
was kept out of court by pre-trial and in-
trial rulings by savagely enforced, re-
peated order of the same Judge Bryan
who had acted to prevent the subject
entities from continuing their ongoing
programs of loan retirement.

Most crucial was that judge’s Rule
403 in limine ruling, pre-trial, disallow-
ing the introduction of what the court
admitted to be relevant evidence bear-
ing upon the bankruptcy and other rele-
vant matters. That and related pretrialMemorandum from William Webster to the FBI’s Oliver “Buck” Revell, citing the PFIAB
exclusions of relevant evidence bydiscussion of targetting LaRouche and the LaRouche organization.
Bryan, were designed to ensure that the
Alexandria indictment was not rejected

by the jury as the Boston indictment had been. Although theparatory actions of February, taken by corrupt Common-
mail fraud charges featured in the Alexandria indictment werewealth officials, were among the most crucial preparatory
new, and involved legally complex new issues not consideredsteps for crafting the prosecutor’s orchestration of the perjury-
in Boston, the included umbrella charge of conspiracy in theridden Federal mail-fraud and “Klein conspiracy” indict-
Alexandria case was a virtual copy, axiomatically, of that inments of October 14, 1988.42

the Boston case; the prosecution’s wild-eyed theory of anD. A railroad-style prosecution, by the U.S. Department
alleged conspiracy by me, was the same in both cases. Theof Justice, was launched out of the Eastern District of Vir-
multi-jurisdictional prosecutorial team was determined to ex-ginia, during October 1988, using the Federal Bankruptcy
clude any hearing of those facts, common to both cases, whichcase, together with the fraudulent charges placed by the Com-
had been decisive in the jury’s reactions in Boston. Judgemonwealth of Virginia, as the sole pretext for twelve counts of
Bryan also excluded from the trial any hearing on evidence
on the complex new legal questions posed by the mail fraud

42. As post-trial evidence showed beyond doubt, in that trial, not only most
charges. That and related pretrial rulings by that Judge Bryan,of the key prosecution witnesses, but even members of the jury gave false
ensured that the subsequent trial was assuredly a fraud by thetestimony under oath! The prosecution was fully witting that those witnesses’

testimony was false. court, in and of itself.
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Crucial issues of the trial time of the indictment, had repeatedly instructed all relevant
parties, including all of the defense attorneys, of my intentionIt has been established, on the record, that the unlawful

Federal bankrupting of those entities had been undertaken to do so. One of the co-defendants was also personally com-
mitted to testify, but was effectively prevented from doing sofor the aforethought purpose, of crafting otherwise untenable

Federal indictments on loan-fraud charges. That had been the by his attorney’s failure to prepare him for trial. Since I was
the person most frequently mentioned by the prosecution, theopinion shared among the members of the multi-jurisdictional

prosecutorial team, that loan-fraud charges could not be one principally accused by the indictment and in other ways,
in a trial in which I was in fact innocent, but not permitted tobrought against target LaRouche, unless the relevant entities

were not only put into bankruptcy, but forced to cease ongoing respond to the mass of charges presented in the indictment
and prosecution’s proceeding, that trial was, necessarily arepayments of loans, by the task-force’s shutting down the

fraudulently bankrupted entities. That evidence demonstrates farce in fact in its entirety. Indeed, it would be fairly estimated
that my testimony alone, taking into account direct, cross, andthat the bankruptcy-action was taken as an intended, as well

as merely objective fraud upon the bankruptcy court. More- redirect, would have required about two to three additional
weeks in itself.over, the systematic recruitment of prospective trial witnesses

for a loan-fraud case, was not begun until after the bankruptcy The problems were, first of all, the fact that many of the
defendants were not given sufficient time, at arraignment, toproceeding launched fraudulently by the Department of Jus-

tice.43 The pretext for the charge of loan-fraud, was the use of obtain attorneys to represent them at trial before the trial date
was set. Second, more significant, was the fact that thosethe mails, by these firms, to send letters of confirmation of

loan-status to the lenders, both as a matter of good accounting attorneys, many hastily secured, were not in collective agree-
ment on having me testify in my own defense, lest, in theirpractice, and to reduce likelihood of misunderstanding in

these matters. Hence, the prosecution’s irrational logic ar- opinion, that might pose an element of risk for some among
the other defendants. Since most among those attorneys re-gued, this was “mail fraud.”44 The indictment, trial, and con-

victions in this case, hung entirely on the convoluted sophistry fused to agree on preparing themselves effectively for my
testimony, I was, in point of fact, effectively denied the rightused to craft a mail-fraud charge in that fashion.

The indictment in the latter case was handed down on to testify. Motions for severance, although made, were sum-
marily denied. Otherwise, the trial would have had a differentOctober 14, 1988, two days after I had delivered an historic,

and also prophetic Presidential candidate’s address in Berlin, ultimate outcome. Later, it turned out, this denial of the effec-
tive possibility of testifying there, was largely the work of aGermany.45 The trial began on November 21, 1988; convic-

tion was handed down on December 16, 1988. relevant snake working from inside the defense’s preparation
of the case, who exposed his true role most blatantly, on thisIn fact, as distinct from sophistries of mere legal fiction,

the only reason such a short trial on such complex issues could and other counts, both during trial, and in post-trial develop-
ments.be arranged, was that none among the defendants was able,

in fact, to testify in his own defense, although I, from the Legal sophistries put aside, in reality, the importance of
my testimony in that case, is that there were numerous in-
stances of crucial, blatantly false statements made, under oath,
by certain key witnesses for the prosecution. These included43. The FBI waited until the very day that the illegal bankruptcy was filed,

April 20, 1987, to begin interviewing lenders. On that date, an FBI telex many matters of which I had not only first-hand, but fully
was sent to every FBI office in the United States and internationally, with corroboratable knowledge. These were of crucial relevance
instructions to begin interviewing LaRouche’s political supporters who had

for the jury’s hearing in that trial.made loans to the publishing companies that the Government had just bank-
Admittedly, as a practical matter, some of these issues,rupted. The telex included instructions that agents should persist in their

efforts to interview lenders, to the point of undermining those individuals even the most important ones, were willfully, and wrongly
political support for LaRouche. precluded from trial by the judge’s pre-trial in limine rulings.
44. The record shows, that the entirety of the charge of loan fraud was a Nonetheless, there were many matters which had been raised
concoction of a joint prosecutorial task-force of Boston and Alexandria Fed- by the prosecution’s case, on which the facts, if presented,
eral and Commonwealth of Virginia prosecutors. The record shows, that it would expose the massive degree of lying by many prosecu-
was the intent of Federal prosecutors to fabricate a loan-fraud case by these

tion witnesses, and willful fraud, in fact, in argument of thecombined operations of February and April 1987. It was decided to hold
prosecutors. Unless those issues were forced into consider-these charges back, held in reserve for the contingency that the Federal

prosecution might fail in Boston. As related trial proceedings in other loca- ation by my personal direct and cross examination in court,
tions proved, the characterization of the loans in these cases, by both Virginia those crucial issues would not be, in fact, considered by the
and Federal prosecutors, was a willfully fraudulent one. jury panel, even though a significant number of them were
45. Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., Oct. 12, 1988 Berlin address forecasting the either addressed or alluded to in the closing summaries of
imminent collapse of the Comecon system, and the early emergence of Berlin

defense attorneys.as thecapital of a reunifiedGermany. See LyndonH. LaRouche, Jr., Presiden-
The importance of this is underlined if one considers thetial candidate’s nationwide TV broadcast, “The Winter of Our Discontent,”

Oct. 31, 1988. The full transcript appeared in EIR, Nov. 4, 1994. sheer mass of false testimony, delivered under oath, by what
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existing evidence proves to have been corrupted witnesses, the prosecution and also the trial judge applied their greatest
efforts, including the judge’s in-fact fraudulent use of a Ruleand if one takes into account, from the verbatim record, the

additional mass of what was in fact false testimony, which 403 exclusion of admittedly relevant evidence, to prevent the
jury from hearing the actual case which was, in fact, being setwas introduced as argument from the mouths of the, factually,

culpably witting prosecuting attorneys. before them. Thus, Judge Bryan perpetrated willful fraud on
the court by virtue of fallacy of composition.The most crucial fact, which attorneys secured on such

short notice, were often poorly qualified to address, is that This rule is most emphatically applied in the instance of
a well-known political figure, especially one as violently andany politically motivated prosecution is, first and foremost, a

political trial by definition, whatever the proper or fraudulent fraudulently vilified as the Washington Post and other scala-
wag mass-press had deliberately saturated the area of the jury-pretexts for the indictment which have been crafted by the

prosecution.46 pool for that trial. The jury could not help but reach a trial
decision highly colored by political considerations broughtSuch trials are designed, either by prosecutor’s intentions,

or by unavoidable implications of bringing a prominent politi- into the jury-room by a corrupt mass-media, over many years,
prior to and during the time of trial.47 If the relevant politicalcal figure to trial, to bring about what are inevitably political

ends by means of the criminal charges. In all cases, when the figure, as defendant, is fraudulently charged, as I was in that
case, and if the court is rigged, as Judge Bryan rigged thispolitical implications of such a case are kept out of trial, the

trial itself is a fraud, by virtue of fallacy of composition of the trial, and if the mass-media has attempted to whip the jury-
pool into a lynch-spirit, as in this case, and if that politicalfacts addressed. A person on trial is who they are; a notable

political figure on trial is, by definition, a figure of political figure does not take the stand in his own defense, under direct
and cross-examination, he is fairly certain of conviction, nocontroversy. In this case, even the charges themselves alleged

political motivation as the characteristic feature of the alleged matter how innocent he may be in fact, or how much the other
evidence presented should have persuaded an honest jury48 ofmail fraud. I was a figure whose character had been subjected

to a massive political attack, over a preceding period of years, the defendant’s innocence of the charges.
On consideration of this trial and conviction, a leadingby all of the leading mass media in that area affecting the

selection of the jury pool. The mind of the population repre- international legal authority, Professor Friedrich-August von
der Heydte, made two sets of observations. First, he comparedsented by the jury pool had been polluted over at least twelve

preceding years, and most intensively during the preceding the Alexandria LaRouche case to that of the celebrated Cap-
tain Alfred Dreyfus.49 It took five days longer to obtain afour years, by this politically motivated mass-media cam-

paign. Judge Bryan’s pre-trial rulings, and his survey of the fraudulent conviction of Dreyfus, than in a far more complex
case of trial of both me and my six co-defendants.prospective jurors was not only wrongful, but clearly fraudu-

lent, in light of these facts well known to him.
Apart from that pollution of the jury selection-process, The issue of law

Professor von der Heydte made a second, separate point,neither the jury, nor the court in general could cut through the
chaff clouding any such case, unless the implicit issue of which I endorsed publicly at that time. The conduct of the

trial judge in that case, reflected, and that most plainly, athe political motivation behind the prosecution were brought
clearly into view, thus to be judged, on related evidence, as specific, and rapidly worsening corruption of U.S. law, today,

which is more ominous than even the horrid Nazi law associ-relevant to the charges, or not. Sometimes, the indictment and
trial of a political figure is justified in fact. Sometimes the ated with the legacy of Germany’s Carl Schmitt and Roland

Freisler. This corruption, typified by the tendency of Federalcharges against such a figure might involve a pure and simple
offense under the criminal code; even in such cases, the issue courts to adopt the Lockean principle of shareholder value, is

to be recognized as a combination of radical positivism andof the possibility of reasonable separation of the charges from
the political associations, must be fairly presented to the court
and its jurors.

47. Take into account the months of saturation of the Virginia population
In any variant, as in the Boston trial, or what would have from which the jury pool was drawn, with the heavy propaganda of defama-

been an honest trial in the Alexandria case, sorting out a case tion against me from the Washington Post, and virtually all of the mass print
and electronic media of the area. Then, consider the trial judge’s pre-trial andin which the criminal charges are fabricated for political pur-
in-trial rulings on relevant matters, and the perfunctory and, in fact, corruptedposes, from one in which the honestly charged defendant is a
voir dire of the jury selection itself. Judge Bryan was fully witting in hisprominent political figure, is precisely the most important
fanatical rigging of this as other features of pre-trial and in-trial rulings.

problem which the jury, and the jury alone, must be equipped
48. which, as post-trial investigations showed, this jury was not. See Motionto decide in any trial by jury of a political figure. In this case,
to Vacate,Set Aside, Correct SentenceUnder 28 U.S.C. Section2255, U.S.A.
v. LaRouche, et al., U.S. Court of Appeals, (4th Cir.) Docket No. 92-6701.

46. This was indeed pointed out to Judge Bryan, who would not permit fact 49. “LaRouche Was Innocent, as Dreyfus Was,” Washington Post, March
1, 1989. “LaRouche Case Like Dreyfus Affair,” International Commissionor considerations of truthfulness to interfere with his determination to keep

his railroad running on his arbitrary schedule. for Human Rights, Washington Post, March 3, 1989.
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the specific, interchangeable conceptions of slaveholder or What if all three branches fail to resolve an error? Then,
there are only two higher authorities to which to appeal. Oneshareholder value, associated with both the doctrine of the

Confederate States of America, and the current doctrine is the carefully deliberated expression of the people’s own
interest in promoting the national defense and general wel-among a leading element of the U.S. Supreme Court, as typi-

fied by the frequent resort to sophistry by Justice Scalia, today. fare, the expression of the general welfare from whose moral
and other political authority of our Declaration of Indepen-The result of such a union of Locke and radical positivist law,

is to be compared with the standpoint in law represented by dence and Federal Constitution were derived. If that fails,
there is but one higher authority to which to appeal for justice.the most notorious fictionalized figure of Plato’s Republic,

Thrasymachus, or with the perverted notions of law of real- That latter is sometimes referred to as the judgment of history,
according to which history punishes, or even weeds out na-life Roman Emperors such as Tiberius, Nero, Caligula, and

Diocletian. tions and cultures which suffer a manifestly incurable want
of the moral fitness to survive. The ultimate authority of theIn summary, under such positivist mode of sophistry in

law, the table of justice is rigged, like a crooked gambling principle of the general welfare of the people on this account,
is revolutionary, as the opening paragraphs of the Declarationtable, before the victim is seated. Then, the rules by which the

trial is rigged, are invoked apologetically by such corrupt of Independence affirm this. The power of the still higher
authority, history itself, is of a more awesome quality.legal authorities, to purport to show that the trial was accord-

ing to “the rule of law”: according to the “rules”; in this case, In the final analysis, the only true authority for man-made
law is reason. The authority of government, even its right toas corrupt Judge Bryan’s corrupt in limine rulings attest, the

rules were the special, Kafkaesque rules which those sophists exist, lies solely in the duty of government to effect the effi-
cient promotion of the general welfare of all its populationand their fellow-travellers had made up for that occasion. The

apologists, affecting a pose of self-righteousness, and lacking and their posterity, as this is echoed in thefirst four paragraphs
of our Declaration of Independence, and also the Preamble ofany other kind of righteousness, insist that since the trial fol-

lowed their rules, the proceedings were, in the mouth of one our Federal Constitution.
The judgment to be passed upon either a system of law,later-exposed mole inside the defense team, therefore “fair.”

Under the conditions defined by those two observations of or the willfully persisting maladministration of that system,
must be considered on two successively higher levels.Professor von der Heydte, as in the conditions of the infamous

trial of Socrates, the very name of justice is a contradiction in In its simpler aspect, is it to be compared, in first approxi-
mation, to the deductive model of a Euclidean classroom ge-terms. Only fools will say, under such circumstances, “But

didn’t he get a fair trial according to the rules?” Who sets the ometry, as the derivation of proofs according to a cultivated
knowledge of an underlying set of both stated and impliedrules, and how are they set? How are the rules, and the rule-

makers to be judged? Can judges be considered persons privi- definitions, axioms, and postulates.
However, on a higher level, the process of lawmaking andleged to be acting as the members of an autonomous private

club; or, must they be accountable to some higher, less capri- judicial procedure must recognize that, in statecraft, as in
physical science, all previously existing sets of definitions,cious standard of rule-making? If the rules exclude relevant

truth, then, as in the lynch-trial of Socrates, it is the members axioms, and postulates are subject to change, that in the same
manner that validated new universal physical principles areof the court, not the accused, who should be condemned, like

England’s Chief Justice Lord George Jeffreys before them, discovered in science. If what was rightly validated as true
beforehand remains true, not only must false assumptions beand, perhaps, like him, imprisoned for what are in fact crimes

representing the greatest danger to both the republic and the purged, but previously omitted, newly validated principles
incorporated within a multiply-connected manifold of verifi-general welfare of its people.

In fairness, on this point, the following qualifying obser- able universal principles.
The most important consideration to bear in mind, is tovation should be included here.

Admittedly, the U.S. Congress has enacted many bad stat- distinguish what is subject to such change, from that which is
not. What can never change, under a sane rule of law, is theutes. Presidents have promoted legislation, or condoned it,

which, by every moral standard conceivable, they should have definition of the human being as being of a different nature
than all the lower species. The adherence to that enduringopposed. Under our Constitutional form of self-government,

the immediate functional remedy for such errors, is to be principle, defines absolutely the distinction between civilized
forms of society and the bestiality of slavery, cannibalism,sought in the Federal Court, which must rule on such matters

out of an informed and cultivated conscience, even in defiance serfdom, and other forms of inhuman barbarism.50

We human beings are each unique, relative to all otherof the contrary prevailing opinion of the other Federal
branches. However, when the Federal Courts go sour, as their
decadence has unfolded during the recent quarter-century to 50. As a matter of provable principle, empiricism and positivism must be
date, only the combined forces of the other two branches have included with slavery, cannibalism, and serfdom as bestial misconceptions

of the nature of man.the immediate authority to correct this.
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species, in our power, not merely to learn, but to discover new In contrast, the fact that much of the legislation, judicial
practice, and public opinion encountered today, is essentiallyvalidated universal physical and other principles, by means

of which our species is enabled to increase its per-capita irrational, represents a special quality of lunacy from which
our nation must free itself, if this nation itself is to survive.power in and over the universe. In this respect, we are all

made equally distinct from the beasts, and, in this respect Among such lunacies, the worst is the violation, or neglect of
our government’s duty to promote the general welfare effi-and degree, made equally in the image of the Creator of this

universe. It is upon the recognition of, and service to this ciently; on that, the very legitimacy of government and courts
depends absolutely. The submission of President Clinton toprinciple, that all decent law-making proceeds. This principle,

as the Declaration of Independence and Preamble of our Con- the pressure of Vice-President Al Gore, in adapting to the
bestial so-called “welfare reform” proposed by Speaker ofstitution variously acknowledge, and otherwise reflect it, this

principle of the promotion of the general welfare represents the House Newt Gingrich, or the actions of the Democratic
National Committee, in supporting the racist motion whichthe only legitimate basis in law for the existence of govern-

ment, and is the underlying, unchanging cornerstone of all attorney John Keeney continues to argue on its behalf,51 typify
those kinds of actions, by which a government, a politicalgood law and justice.

Thus, in honest law, the issues posed by the existence of party, or even an entire nation, undermines its moral authority
to continue to rule and exist.this, and also certain additional underlying axiomatic assump-

tions, are always lurking. Conclusions must not only be The “LaRouche case,” thus, has the associated special
importance, of showing what sorts of disoriented persons,proven, but we must always keep those underlying axiomatic

considerations in mind. In each matter before us, the always even often lunatics, or worse, rule so many of the institutions
of power and great influence in our nation today. The nakedlurking issue is: what is the axiomatic standpoint of the respec-

tive parties, and of the court itself? and persisting travesty of justice in this case, should be taken
as an ominous warning to us, of what we must change, if thisAre any among these axiomatic assumptions false, rela-

tive to the matters at issue? In a positivist doctrine of law, these nation itself is even merely to survive.
crucial considerations are excluded axiomatically; rather, the
case is tried as Rabelais’ famous justices Kissbreech and

2. The historical setting of the caseSuckfist would prefer, or in some equally scurrilous, irrational
mode. In an honest trial, the underlying axiomatic assump-
tions of contending parties, and of the court itself, are always Since the final, 1848 stage of the fall from power of the

decaying Habsburg Empire’s Clement Prince Metternich, theissues implicitly to be considered, and to be treated actively
as axiomatic issues whenever the evidence relevant to that conflict between two mutually exclusive principles of govern-

ment, has dominated the entirety of the principal affairs ofpoint of axiomatic controversy, might be a manifest issue of
the matters actively at trial. each and all nations of globally extended European civiliza-

tion. The LaRouche case, as summarized above, is no excep-Therefore, according to that single, supreme principle of
natural law, the cognitive power of reason, through which tion to that rule. The presently leading conflict within the

morally crisis-stricken U.S. Democratic Party, is also no ex-mankind discovers those true universal principles, by means
of which mankind increases our species’ power within and ception to that rule.

The early Nineteenth-Century decline and fall of theover the universe, is in itself the highest authority in making
and application of law of, and among nations. Thus, in those power of the old, princely, feudal landed aristocracy, left Eu-

ropean civilization under the domination of a conflict betweenmeans by which we discover how to cooperate in increasing
mankind’s power in and over nature, wefind the proof of what two contending social forces. On the one side, there was the

triumphant modern form of ruling financial oligarchy, a formwe rightly call reason. It is from those powers of reason, so
cultivated, that we may adduce those rules of law by which of society and state brought forth in the Netherlands and En-

gland under the direct influence of those ruling sets of Ven-we ought to be governed, and also govern ourselves.
If our notion of “rule of law” becomes as perverted in ice’s financial-oligarchical families which had been led, suc-

cessively by figures such as Paolo Sarpi and Abbot Antoniopractice as it has tended to become, especially in the degree
we have experienced during the recent thirty years or so, and Conti. This was the financier oligarchy against which our

patriots opposed both the bloody tyranny of William ofif the people do not change this, then the higher power of
reason will act in response to the fact, that we have shown Orange and the new British monarchy established with the

accession of George I.ourselves a people which has mislain, or perhaps even lost
the moral fitness of a nation efficiently to survive. Our republic, created in such circumstances, was of a new

I mention that very important, and relevant point here. I
shall return to it at an appropriate point, in the concluding 51. See “Motion to Affirm” [99-1212], submitted to the Supreme Court of
section of this report. At this point, the immediately following the U.S.A. by DNC General Counsel Joseph M. Sandler and attorney of

record John C. Keeney, Jr.point, bearing upon that, is to be considered.
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form. It had its ancient roots in such precedents as Solon’s
reforms at Athens, in the Classical Greek struggle for the
establishment of republics, and in the ecumenical conception
of man brought to Classical Greek culture by such Apostles
of Jesus Christ as Peter, John, and Paul. The founders of our
constitutional republic followed the Fifteenth-Century prece-
dents of statecraft of France’s King Louis XI and England’s
Henry VII.

PresidentsWhen, during the course of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Theodore RooseveltCenturies, the conditions in Europe, became an insuitable
(shown here) and

political climate for establishing true republics consistent Woodrow Wilson
with the commonwealth principles of Louis XI and Henry introduced “those

sweepingVII, Europeans committed to that cause, established colonies
disastrous changesin the Americas. These colonies, at least the best among them,
in our institutions,such as the Massachusetts Bay Colony of the Winthrops and
which have brought

Mathers, sought to build up true commonwealths, otherwise us repeatedly to the
to be known as republics, in the Americas. It was their desire, verge of ruin during

today’s precedingthat not only should these nascent republics prosper, but that
hundred years.”they become, in the later words of our friend the Marquis de

Lafayette, temples of liberty and beacons of hope, in the eyes
of our strife-ridden friends and political allies among the peo-
ples of Europe and elsewhere. That role and mission, the Our republic’s two explicit internal enemies of note, are,

first, a financier oligarchy, which came to be centered in Newfostering of a community of principle among perfectly sover-
eign such republics, has been crucial to the very continued York City’s Wall Street, around the circles of British Foreign

Office agent Aaron Burr; and, second, the tradition of theexistence of our republic, a fact which has been recognized
by all great patriots of our republic as our nation’s true mani- slaveholding planter oligarchy, the tradition we associate with

the Confederacy. The third enemy, is the persisting follyfest destiny.
Unfortunately, even up to the present date, Europe has not among the ordinary people of our nation, those whom Presi-

dent Abraham Lincoln described by observing that you canyet succeeded in establishing durable forms of true constitu-
tional republics. Great reforms, especially reforms inspired fool all of the people some of the time, and most of the people,

as today, all of the time. The persisting propensity of theby our successful struggle for liberty against our own British
oligarchical oppressor, have occurred. For a time, some majority among our people to be fooled, is the third, and most

important source of all those afflictions we have suffered sinceamong us had good reason to be hopeful that President
Charles de Gaulle would lead his nation into becoming a our republic was established. The wicked minority, the con-

certs of Wall Street financial-oligarchical interest which fol-true republic. Unfortunately, despite the great democratizing
reforms which have occurred in the old world, the constitu- low in the footsteps of Aaron Burr’s Bank of Manhattan, and

of the slaveholder tradition, are the minority which has beentions of Europe are still but the reformed relics of feudal
institutions of government, under an arrangement in which able to rule during so many intervals of our history, solely

through the recurring disposition of the majority of our peopleparliaments are as often the victims of a reigning financier
oligarchy, operating like a puppet-master from behind the to behave as political fools.

Thus, it came to be the case, that thefinancier-oligarchicalscenes, as master of the nation’s affairs. Such was the nature
of the way in which Anglo-American oligarchical interest legacy, jointly represented by the Wall Street financier inter-

est and its law firms, and the Lockean legacy of the slaveown-destroyed the sovereign political system of Italy, beginning
1992, and the way in which Anglo-American oligarchical ers’ tradition, have been my only significant political enemies

here, within the United States. The others among my oppo-agencies have prompted the eruption of a similar destabiliza-
tion of the representative political institutions of Germany, nents, are simply people, of sundry stations, behaving, not

uncommonly, as fools. To understand that conflict betweenand potentially also France, most recently.
Unfortunately, since the establishment of our own consti- me and those significant political enemies, and such among

their lackeys as the Justice Department’s John Keeney, is totutional republic, we as a people have often been betrayed by
ourselves. Today, as often during the past, our nation has been understand each and all of the leading issues expressed in

thirty-odd years of the “Get LaRouche” operation.more often the victim of inherently wicked, powerful forces
living among us, than of any foreign power. Among us, there The political issue which underlies the continuing de facto

criminality of the Justice Department’s permanent bureau-are chiefly two powerful enemies, and yet a third powerful
cause for our recurring, self-inflicted sorrows. cracy, is exactly the same as what Henry Kissinger identified,
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in his Chatham House address, as the conflict between Presi- of the national Republican Party, the bitter enemies of such
Lincoln Republicans as Garfield, Blaine, and McKinley.dent Franklin Roosevelt and Winston Churchill. That, for

example, has been the only essential conflict between me and Typically, the man whom Theodore Roosevelt’s Bull
Moose theatrics made President, Woodrow Wilson, was aKissinger, throughout the recent approximately thirty years

to date. fanatical admirer of the Ku Klux Klan, who launched the
mass-organizing for a revived Klan, openly, from that Execu-However, like the infinitely corrupt Fouché and Talley-

rand of their own time, today’s creatures such as John Keeney tive Mansion which “Teddy” had renamed “The White
House.”and Kissinger, or the Trilateral Mr. Zbigniew Brzezinski, are

but liveried lackeys disguised in mufti. To locate the political In that time, New York Republicans and New York Dem-
ocrats were interchangeable parts. Tilden’s campaign hadissues of our time, one must first address them according to

the famous prescription of England’s Alexander Pope: “Pray, ended Reconstruction, and Cleveland’s Presidency had in-
stalled both the establishment of a Wall Street-controlled per-Sir, and whose dog are you?” One must identify the mere

lackeys by their masters. manent Federal bureaucracy, in the abused name of “reform,”
and also the Jim Crow doctrine enshrined by “separate butThe proximate origin of that political conflict today, can

be efficiently traced from the successful assassination of Pres- equal.” The Sons of the Confederacy and Wall Street were as
one in their determination to uproot and eradicate the legacyident William McKinley, in 1901. That assassination, ar-

ranged through the Henry Street Settlement House of Emma of Presidents such as Washington, Monroe, Quincy Adams,
Lincoln, Garfield, and McKinley.Goldman, made a scion of the Confederacy, Theodore Roose-

velt, President.52 It was that Roosevelt, and the man he made Typical of wretches of his pedigree, Theodore Roosevelt
rewarded those who had brought him into the PresidencyPresident, Woodrow Wilson, who introduced those sweeping

disastrous changes in our institutions, which have brought by unleashing, in the name of “trust-busting,” an onrushing
takeover of American productive entrepreneurship’s inter-us repeatedly to the verge of ruin during today’s preceding

hundred years. The Criminal Division of the Justice Depart- ests, by the interlinked Wall Street and London financier
oligarchies. The design of the Federal Reserve System, onment, as typified by John Keeney and J. Edgar Hoover’s FBI,

is an exemplary, Wall Street-controlled, creation of the Theo- the initiative of King Edward VII’s chief financial agent
inside the U.S., Jacob Schiff, and the establishment of thatdore Roosevelt Presidency, and one of the key puppets of

Wall Street inside the permanent bureaucracy of our govern- Federal Reserve System by a Roosevelt-backed racist, Presi-
dent Woodrow Wilson, typify the counterrevolutionary char-ment, to the present date. The satanic figure of bureaucrat

Keeney, typifies such mere puppets of the bidding of Wall acter of the changes introduced to the U.S. and its economy,
under the successive Presidencies of Theodore Roosevelt,Street financier interest and its attached law firms.

Typical: specifically, the FBI was first established, as the Woodrow Wilson, and Calvin Coolidge. Except for the lead-
ership of President Franklin Roosevelt, the United States asNational Bureau of Investigation, by Theodore Roosevelt’s

Attorney General, Charles Bonaparte, a Fouché of his time, a republic could not have survived what the Presidencies of
Teddy Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, and Calvin Coolidgeand an authentic member of the Bonaparte family, who

plainly stated his intent to create a Bonapartist style of politi- wrought.
In the setting of the years following the assassination ofcal police agency in the United States. He proposed a secret

political police, like that under the Emperor Napoleon, and the President John F. Kennedy who had made a knowledge-
able commitment to revive the Franklin Roosevelt legacy, Iunder the latter’s nephew and Lord Palmerston appointee as

ruler of France, Napoleon III.53 This secret political police found myself moving into a new way of personal life. My
principles were not altered; they remained, axiomatically,became known, chiefly, as the FBI of J. Edgar Hoover noto-

riety. those which defined my entire development over the first
thirty years of my life. What changed, during the middle of theTypically, Theodore Roosevelt’s mentor was a famous

traitor to the United States, his uncle, the rabid Anglophile 1960s, was an emerging new sense of personal responsibility,
and mission, in defense of this nation from the greatest dan-Captain James Bulloch, a notorious filibusterer and head of

the foreign intelligence service for the Confederate States gers which I recognized as emergent at that time. There were
either very few individuals who accepted that responsibility atof America. “Teddy” represented, as his adopted patron, the

notoriously tainted, rabidly Anglophile, Wall Street faction that time, or, if they existed, they have vanished, unheralded,
from the scene. Thus, my own emerging role in our national
political life has been a unique one, both within our nation,

52. “Why the British Kill American Presidents,” New Federalist pamphlet, and, increasingly, in the world at large. As a correlative, this
December 1994, pp. 24-31; and Anton Chaitkin, “Why the British Kill Amer-

relative uniqueness of my qualifications on this account hasican Presidents,” unpublished book manuscript, 1995.
produced, as reaction, the relative uniqueness of the cam-53. See Appendix C, “The FBI: An American Okhrana,” in Dope, Inc.: The
paigns of assassination, defamation, and prosecution, whichBook That Drove Kissinger Crazy (Washington, D.C.: Executive Intelli-

gence Review, 1992). the Justice Department and its Wall Street masters have con-
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ducted against me, around the world, during these recent matter of instinct: the instinct to kill what they dislike. Among
cleverer managers of the political herd, there is a more culti-thirty years.

Thus, in that time, especially after the assassination of the vated motive for such killings and kindred enterprises in cull-
ing the popular herd.Reverend Martin Luther King, I found myself amid a growing

political vacuum of national leadership, a general lack of It is in the nature of any sort of oligarchical society to
descend into self-inflicted crises of existential implications.those specific qualities of leadership needed to pull the nation

back to at least the level of quality of outlook characteristic In such crises, there tends to be a quickly spreading, popular
receptivity, born in desperation, to consider new ideas. I haveof the best features of the Lincoln tradition and the Franklin

Roosevelt legacy.54 referred to this as a “Pearl Harbor Effect”: the often sudden
changes in the temper and outlook of even the majority ofAt first, my role in our political life was that of a gadfly,

a critic of the prevailing absurdities of that time. After the the population in the moment “the bomb drops.” If there are
voices which might qualify as new leaders, under such cir-follies of President Richard Nixon’s decisions of mid-August

1971, my situation changed rapidly. Because of my excep- cumstances, important changes may be introduced to society.
If such leaders are wanting, or have been culled beforehand,tional combination of qualifications as a cultivated original

thinker and economist, and also my temperament, I began to the old oligarchy will either retain power, or soon regain it,
and “the same old crap goes on all over again.”emerge rather rapidly as a significant new political figure in

our nation, and among nations abroad. It was to this that the Since human nature itself is alien to the state of being
human cattle, the impulse within the population, especiallyherders of the political sheep pens and slaughterhouses re-

acted early on; by late 1973, they had decided to orchestrate among the young, to establish new institutions consistent with
actual human nature, is relatively strong, especially duringmy assassination by the FBI’s puppets within the National

Committee of the Communist Party U.S.A. As the behavior shocking crises, then at least for a relatively short time. Great
changes for the better may occur under such circumstances.of the leading mass-media since 1973 attests, and as the three

decades of the still-ongoing Justice Department operations The adopted self-interest of the oligarchy is either to prevent
such changes, or to adapt to them with the intent to recaptureagainst me attest, the oligarchical managers of our nation’s

political sheep-pens are still at their bloody work. their old, customary power, if perhaps in a slightly modified
form, once the population has settled into preoccupation withThink of the way in which cattle-breeders manage their

herds. The fat, milky, and manageable critters, they breed; the banality of narrowly defined personal and local self-in-
terests.those difficult to control, or ill-suited to menial labor, or those

which are simply deemed too numerous to suit their master’s If one views the case of President Franklin Roosevelt,
and of President John Kennedy, from this historical vantage-pleasure, they cull. That is the way the slave-catchers culled

their captives. That is the way in which oligarchies, through- point, the oligarchy’s continuing hatred of Roosevelt, and of
Kennedy, to the present day, is easily recognized. Then, andout the ages of known history, have managed the political

herds over which they ruled. Traditionally, as the case of the now, the oligarchy and its lackeys think: Prevent that from
ever happening again! That reaction is virtually a matter of in-assassination of a J. Edgar Hoover-targetted Martin Luther

King attests,55 oligarchies and their menial lackeys do not wait stinct.
This reaction operates not only against mavericks whountil an insolent specimen becomes a serious threat to the

oligarchy’s arrangements, as Presidential pre-candidate Rob- might become President. The oligarch’s rule is to weed out
potentially troublesome persons of republican impulse at allert Kennedy did; the oligarchs tend to order them killed before

they might have the chance to develop, to become a serious levels. Either to kill them, imprison them, defame them, or
neutralize them in other ways, including such tactics as thethreat. With the oligarchs and their lackeys, that is partly a
pure and simple personal, financial, or other corruption used
to manufacture the prosecution witnesses for the Boston and

54. In 1976, I was already the best qualified among the visible candidates to Alexandria trials.
become President. For the sake of our nation, I should have become President Essentially, the culpable characters in the Justice Depart-
in 1980 and 1988. I am the only candidate actually qualified to be President ment, the FBI, the Democratic National Committee’s bureau-
at the present crisis-juncture. Think of the flip side of that point; why have

cracy, and the mass media, are simply lackeys; but, as oneno other qualified candidates appeared at this juncture? There should be
might recall from the study of feudal and other history, it isdozens of qualified candidates contending at open party nominating conven-

tions. The culling-process has reduced our citizen’s actual choices to but the the lackeys who usually do their masters’ dirty work, and who
one candidate the oligarchical interest is most fanatically determine to crush seem, like Nazi SS men, to enjoy it the most.
and eradicate. So, in 1973, Wall Street’s Justice Department lackeys
55. If you think seriously about the matter, Martin Luther King was the person said: “Kill him!” When I began to play a marginal role interna-
best qualified, personally, to become President in 1968, and should have

tionally, and then run for President, the oligarchy reacted, bybecome President, had he lived, in 1972 or 1976. He had proven his capability
judging me to be potentially even much more dangerous thanof pulling most of the nation together for the purpose of justice for all of the

people, a rare quality among candidates of the recent three decades. in 1973. By 1982, my influence internationally had reached
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President Franklin D.
Roosevelt was bitterly
opposed by Wall Street
and the U.S. Supreme
Court, on the issue of
Roosevelt’s advocacy of
the constitutional
principle of the General
Welfare.

the level at which the oligarchs decided to eradicate me and tinguishing features of the remainder of that Constitution are
premised axiomatically, is the principle of the general wel-everything associated with me. They did so because they were

frightened, because they fear that someone might do as I was fare. That was always the issue between President Franklin
Roosevelt on the one side, and oligarchical forces of Wallcommitted to doing: utilize the impending global crisis to

bring back the American system and its legacy. That, indeed, Street and the Supreme Court on the opposite side.
That bitter, axiomatic issue, is the pivotal motive for ourI will do, if I am allowed.

That, in short, is the one and only true reason for the oligarchs’ hatred of Franklin Roosevelt then, and of me today.
It is also the key to understanding the moral issue which rotsprosecutorial and other dirty operations against me and my

friends, to which I have referred here. The concern of the out the political and other character of even most professing
Christians, and similar hypocrites, in the U.S.A. today.oligarchy and its lackeys is to be rid of me in any way possible.

Only countervailing considerations of factitious advantage Thus, the political history of the Twentieth-Century
U.S.A. became the tale of the two President Roosevelts:and related notions of political expediency deter them from

simply killing me at any early moment. I fear what will be- Teddy the louse, versus Franklin the patriot. Thus, the root of
the same issue, is the issue of two mutually exclusive concep-come of all of you who survive me, if I am taken from you in

that or similar ways. tions of individual human nature: the one the notion of man
as endowed with that power of cognition, which defines all
persons as made equally in the image of the Creator of theThe historical issue of those trials

The leading issue, which set Wall Street and the Supreme universe, and the opposite, oligarchical assumption, an as-
sumption expressed in the axiomatically bestial, empiricistCourt into bitter opposition to President Franklin Roosevelt

then, was Roosevelt’s advocacy of the cause for which our notions of human nature, the conception of man expressed by
both Bernard de Mandeville’s satanic fable, The Fable of thenation’s founders had established our independence and our

Federal Constitutional republic. That advocacy is stated, as I Bees,56 and the related, oligarchical notions of slaveholder or
have already emphasized here, in the first three paragraphs of
the 1776 Declaration of Independence and the Preamble of 56. Bernard de Mandeville, The Fable of the Bees, or Private Vices, Public
the Federal Constitution. In that Preamble, the most distin- Benefits (London: 1714). Mandeville argued for legalization of all vices,

with the argument that the mysterious processes of percussive interactionguishing, fundamental principle of law, upon which the dis-
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shareholder “values,” the latter considered as axiomatically axiomatically a consideration in our Federal system of justice.
It says that the Federal courts have tended to become the meresupreme in law-making.

The willingness of the Federal Court to condone the rubber stamps for such Fouchés of the Federal prosecutorial
bureaucracy as John Keeney.mass-murder of citizens through application of shareholder

value to HMO practices, welfare reform, Social Security, Ah! But there is something else of great importance to be
considered. The role of mass-media-orchestrated “popularand other domains, puts these issues of contending legal

principle into sharper focus. Implicitly, whenever the courts, opinion,” that popular opinion which is the last resort of ap-
peal by the common scoundrel of today.for one, uphold the premise of shareholder value, or kindred

premises, for decisions disfavorable to the principle of the This modern cult of media-orchestrated popular opinion,
so defined by Woodrow Wilson’s Walter Lippmann, is to begeneral welfare, that court’s majority is urinating upon the

Declaration of Independence and Federal Constitution, acts recognized as nothing other than an echo of the same cult of
vox populi, under whose reign ancient Rome guided itself intowhich are rightly considered as impeachable. Consider, as

a most relevant example of this point, the landmark decisions that moral degeneracy which brought about the great Dark
Age of the First Millennium A.D. Thus, through the cult ofassociated with the regimes of the currently reigning, and

ruining Governors of the Federal states of Texas, Florida, popular opinion, Rome acquired its fatal loss of the moral
fitness of its culture to survive. We as a nation, have beenand Virginia. Consider the recent history of relevant majority

decisions by the Supreme Court in that light. Keep in mind, following that same road to Hell, during no less than the recent
three decades.as you consider this matter, the phrase “culling the popu-

lar herd.” The leading, characteristic pathology of that self-doomed
Roman culture was the corruption of the mass of the popula-Consider the case in which a convict, sitting on death

row, has the prospective benefit of evidence showing either tion by the methods of “bread and circuses.” There is virtually
no moral difference between the form of entertainment whichthat he, or she is probably innocent, or simply that the

relevant trial was so polluted in character, that the case must the Romans enjoyed in the Colisseum under the worst of
the Caesars, and popular mass-entertainment today, both TVbe returned to fresh trial. Consider the number of

such extreme cases of death-row inmates which have been entertainment, and such forms as mass-spectator stadium and
related sports events. If one compares the pornography andrushed to execution in defiance of reasonable evidence of

such flaws in the judgment at trial. Consider, then, the in- blood-and-gore in mass entertainment, with what usually pas-
ses for mass-media news broadcasts, one should recognize,stances in which the relevant state and Federal judicial and

other authorities have argued that the desire to establish the with a sense of horror, the systemic likeness of the moral
depravity of ancient Roman culture and our own. Worst ofperfect “finality” of death-sentences overrides the considera-

tions of truth and justice. Consider the number of such cases all, perhaps, is that such orchestrated depravity has been the
principal influence shaping the conduct and outcome of ourin which decisions by the U.S. Supreme Court have either

ordered executions to proceed, in effect, or in which model recent national and other election-campaigns.
The only remedy for such an imminently fatal moral sick-such decisions by that Court have cleared the way for termi-

nation at the lower levels of decision-making. Consider the ness as that disease of popular opinion, is a combined sense
of reality and truthfulness, as Plato, for example, suppliedrelevant, perverted state of mind expressed by both of the

relevant sons of former President George Bush in such and modern civilization its method for defining truthfulness and
justice. We can only hope, that the impending, massive shock,related matters.

What does the mere existence of such a condition say of of the now-looming, chain-reaction collapse of the world’s
present financial system, will drive the population out of thethe entire system of Federal justice today? It says that the

Federal system of justice has become a prosecutorial crap- delusions of current, presently doomedfinancial markets, into
a sense of a real world, in which what we will be able togame, and a rigged one at that. It says, that truth is no longer
consume, will be simply what our nation is able to produce:

among individual’s impulses, must automatically produce a result consistent a sudden return to reality, prompted by a shock akin in its
with public interest. This same satanic doctrine of Mandeville’s was expli- effects to the bombing of Pearl Harbor.
citly adopted by the late Friedrich von Hayek as the religious premise of his When reality-shock brings your neighbor to his senses, at
and Professor Milton Friedman’s Mont Pelerin Society, the hand behind the

last, remember what I have told you about the great questionsWashington, D.C. Heritage Foundation and numerous other rabidly “free
of history, justice, and the battle between oligarchs and realtrade” cult-organizations polluting the political scene today. Lord Shel-

burne’s puppet, Adam Smith, adopted the satanic doctrine of Mandeville as human beings.
the central feature of his 1759 The Theory of the Moral Sentiments, and Now, spectators, I have given you the score-card. Choose
adopted the implicitly Frondist dogma of pro-feudalist Dr. François Ques- your sides accordingly. Now, recognize that it is increasingly
nay’s laissez-faire as one of the many features of the Physiocratic dogma

often the case, that only those who speak honestly of theirplagiarized for Smith’s own Wealth of Nations. One might often wonder,
convictions, these days, are telling the truth. Thus, I have toldwhether the sly Justice Scalia recognizes the satanic origins of his own re-

sponse to the dogma of shareholder value. the truth you urgently need to know.
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EIRConference Report

LaRouche holds dialogue
with Peruvian accountants

Democratic Party Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon H.
Opening statementLaRouche, Jr. gave the keynote speech on Feb. 25 to a confer-

ence at the College of Public Accountants, in Lima, Peru. He
addressed the audience of 500 people via videoconference Lyndon LaRouche: We’re in a situation in the world,

now, which can best be described as being at the brink offrom the United States. Among those present were public
accountants, economists, foreign diplomats and other em- a disintegration of the existing world financial system and

monetary arrangements. This is not a matter of predicting thebassy representatives, high-ranking officers in the Armed
Forces, politicians, and students. The speech and subsequent day of a crash. The crisis is systemic, it is not cyclical, and

there is no possibility that the world system in its present formdiscussion were broadcast live on the Internet, in both Span-
ish and English (www.larouchecampaign.org.). The modera- could survive the immediate period ahead.

This is a result of a change which occurred especiallytor, Virgilio Melgarejo Hinope, is the Director of Finances
of the college. In the following transcript of the event, the since August of 1971, when the world abandoned a workable

system, set up by U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt, calledquestions have been translated from Spanish and somewhat
condensed. the old Bretton Woods System. There were many injustices

practiced, especially toward developing nations, under that
Virgilio Melgarejo Hinope: Ladies and gentlemen, a system; but the system itself worked, with some reservations,

up until about the middle of the 1960s.very good evening. In the name of the Finance Committee, I
have the great pleasure of bidding you a most cordial welcome In 1971, President Nixon took the first step to end the

condition of fixed currency rates, or adjustable fixed currencyto the fifth session of our committee, at which we are going
to present an international telecast from the United States, by rates, by a floating exchange rate system. And since that time,

the progress that was made in the United States, Europe, and toDr. Lyndon LaRouche, Jr., an expert in finances and Demo-
cratic Party pre-candidate for the U.S. Presidency, entitled, some degree elsewhere, under the postwar monetary system,

ended. And since about 1971-72, in point of fact, the world has“International Finances and Economic Development for the
Americas.” become generally poorer. We’ve been living off past capital

investment, past real physical capital, draining it down.With us at this time is the dean of the College of Public
Accountants of Lima, Dr. Julio César Trujillo Meza. Also We’ve now reached the point, through a series of steps,

at which the system is doomed.with us are the invited panelists: Dr. Patricio Ricketts Rey de
Castro, former minister of state, political analyst, and journal- Now, what we have at the moment, is a situation best

compared to Germany in 1923, especially during the periodist; Engineer Luis Vásquez Medina, executive director of EIR
in Peru; Engineer Guillermo Runciman Saettone, interna- from the spring and summer into the autumn of 1923. During

that time, Germany, in order to meet unpayable reparationstional debt negotiator and leading professor in this specialty at
the Pacı́fico University; and public accountant Luis Lizárraga debts to the Versailles System, was printing money on a large

scale. This printing of money was bleeding the German econ-Pérez, expert in finances and professor in that specialty at the
University of Lima. omy, and building up a potentially hyperinflationary explo-

sion. The worse the situation became, the more the GermanWe greet our invited guests and are now going to request
the signal from the United States, to hear the main speaker. authorities printed money. Until about the spring of 1923, that

printing of money did not produce noticeable or conspicuousGo ahead, United States.
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Peru

Bolı́var Square in Lima,
Peru. Lyndon H.
LaRouche, Jr. briefed
Peruvian public
accountants,
economists, and public
figures on the world
economic crisis and
what must be done to
turn it around, in a Feb.
25 videoconference.

inflationary effects inside the German economy, because the Toward a New Bretton Woods System
What we will have to do, is to essentially revive the pre-pressures were also deflationary in the economy at the same

time. But beginning about the end of the spring and through 1971 or pre-1966 type of Bretton Woods System on a global
scale. And I would propose there are a number of differencesthe summer, the German economy began to explode in a hy-

perinflationary spiral, such that by October-November of that have to be included in that.
First of all, we’ll have to repeat the successful experience1923, the Reichsmark was bankrupt. The printing presses

could not keep pace with the rate of hyperinflation of prices. of the postwar period, up till 1971, because that, for us, is a
proven precedent of a workable system. Extending the systemWe’re in that kind of situation now. Since especially 1997,

with the troubles, so-called troubles in Asia, and then the to include developing countries in the way we did not in the
postwar period, is one of the fundamental changes that willcrisis of mid-1998, the world has entered the terminal phase

of this sick system. However, like the German authorities in have to be made.
For example, I’ve emphasized that you can not build a1923, the central banking systems and other institutions, have

been pumping monetary aggregate into the system at fantastic workable system, without including major powers, such as
China and India, as partners in managing the new monetaryrates, and looting everything in sight to maintain this.

So therefore, you can not exactly predict the day this sys- system.
We’re going to have to put much of the world throughtem will collapse. Any accident can cause it to collapse. But

in general, we can say this is going like the 1923 hyperinfla- financial bankruptcy reorganization. Much of the world’s
debt, including the so-called derivatives and related debt, willtion in Germany. The madmen will keep pumping the money

in, to try to keep the system afloat from one day to the next, simply have to be written off. This is now, total, well over
$300 trillion of short-term debt, in a world whose estimateduntil the system simply disintegrates, or until some event in

the meantime intervenes to bring the system down. global gross domestic product, is in the order of $41 trillion.
Obviously, you can not carry this debt.Therefore, we must expect that we’re going to have to

face the reality of a general reorganization of the world finan- Other debt will have to be reorganized, especially honor-
able debt, especially the debt of governments. However, wecial and monetary and trade system in the near future. We will

have to scrap globalization, we will have to return to a system have to recognize, for example, as in the case of the states of
the Americas, that under the floating exchange rate system, ifof relatively fixed parities among currencies, and we’re going

to rely largely upon reestablishing the role of the perfectly you look at the figures, you find out that the nations of the
Americas, have paid more in debt retirement than they havesovereign nation-state, and its sovereign currency and mone-

tary system, as the partner, or the system of partners, which received, in total debt due, formerly or in the subsequent
period.will build the new system.
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This anomaly has developed, precisely because every of rebuilding, and building the world economy, and under
those conditions, we can prosper.time there was a run on Ibero-American currencies, and inter-

national markets, international authorities would come to We must, however, in the meantime, apply some new
conceptions as to how to do our financial accounting. Insteadthese countries and tell them to devalue their currency and

take other measures, but at the same time, not devalue the of counting things merely in prices, money prices, we’re go-
ing to have to think in terms of physical content and the func-debts which had been denominated earlier, the foreign debts.

And therefore, this rewriting of foreign debt, and the issu- tional nature of physical content of costs.
For example, in order to produce a person, as a memberance of new credit against this rewriting, caused a debt crisis,

such that the Ibero-American states have paid more in debt of a family, who is capable of professional high-tech perfor-
mance, we require, from the time of birth, about 25 years orretirement, in the past thirty years, than the total debt which

was actually incurred by them. more. That person requires a certain standard of household
living, of family life. That person requires a certain quality ofSo, much of this debt will have to be reorganized. The

ideas of His Holiness, Pope John Paul II, for a Jubilee Year, education. A population in which we’re making that kind
of investment, requires a certain quality of health care andwill have to be examined as one of the measures.

The other side of this, is, we’re going to have to reorganize sanitation. It requires public works, which facilitate these de-
velopments.our approach to an economy. We’re going to have to go to a

fixed exchange rate system, to an emphasis on long-term So, it means that the costs of labor are not determined by
the lowest cost, which someone can hire labor at in any partcredit; not loans, but long-term credit, trade credit, by which,

in particular, developing nations, which need capital imports, of the world. We must think in terms of what is the standard
income, in physical terms, in services, and so forth, of house-will be able to buy these on long-term credit of 1% interest

per annum or on that order, and with some grants as well, in holds, in order to produce the kind of labor which represents
the higher levels of technology for which we’re shooting.order to incur capitalization on the order of 5 to 10 to 15, 20,

or 30 years, as in the terms of long-term infrastructure. And therefore, we have to establish new standards of fi-
nance and accounting, to make these measurements. A lot ofIn other words, we must think about building up econo-

mies, which could not pay for such things now, to the point this will have to come through discussions among govern-
ments, as to how we are going to set trade levels, or tradethat in the future, through the increase of their productive

powers of labor, they are able then to retire some of that price levels. But we must think in terms of capital investment:
how much capital investment, in terms of what quality ofcapital debt incurred through these long-term extensions of

low-cost credit. goods are required to raise production of a certain country to
a certain level of productivity?So therefore, we need that kind of a system.

Also, we can not do this under the present trends of global- We’re going to have to think of measuring more often, in
terms of per-capita household consumption and productivityization. You must have protectionist policies for all nations,

otherwise, they can not guarantee the prices for their export of the members of families and the employed members of
families.commodities which will enable them to meet the old debts,

or reorganized debts, and also carry the new debt incurred We’re going to have to think more in terms of per square
kilometer of productivity, in terms of human productivity andthrough long-term credit at low interest rates.

Therefore, we must have a protectionist policy, particu- human conditions of life.
We’re going to have to set new standards, new economiclarly in respect to building up the infrastructure of countries

which are largely importing countries, technology-importing standards, both for the private sector and the public sector,
which conform with the task before us. These will have to becountries, to building up their agricultural system through

necessary capital technology imports, to building up their supported by actions by sovereign governments, and will have
to be supported, in some conditions, by either laws or byprivate businesses and their government businesses through

these measures, to increase generally the productive powers general professional understandings among the relevant pro-
fessional groups.of labor in these economies.

And this means essentially, in my view, that countries
such as the United States, or the core countries of western The difficult conditions we face

My view of the possibilities is optimistic. I know how badcontinental Europe, to some degree Russia, which has a large
technological potential if it is mobilized, and Japan, are going the world is, I probably know it as well as anyone. I think that

most countries in the world today, especially most developingto have to specialize in building up their capacity to export
high-grade-technology goods, and also exporting long-term countries, are on the verge of the same kind of condition

which we’ve seen in neighboring Ecuador, a nation whosecredit, to countries which are presently classed as “develop-
ing” or “semi-developing” countries. sovereignty is being crushed under the process of semi-dollar-

ization at this point.Therefore, we will need a new international division of
labor. We’re going to have to think in terms of 20 to 30 years We have the disintegration of Colombia in progress; the
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onrushing threat of a general disintegration of Venezuela, Harbor. I knew my fellow citizens at that time, in 1941. And
the day before the bombing, I could tell you, most Americanssimilarly. We have the crushing of Argentina’s economy, its

virtual dollarization. We’re on the verge of an explosion in believed that there was a war going on in Europe and else-
where, but they believed the United States would not neces-Brazil, a political and economic and financial explosion.

Africa: Most of Africa is a disaster. Indonesia is disinte- sarily be drawn into it.
On the day that the bombs dropped, and the day after, thegrating. India is a country with some power and some prog-

ress, but it has many poor people in a nation of about a bil- day when President Roosevelt announced the Declaration of
War to the Congress, the American people suddenly changed.lion people.

China is making progress, but without high technology, The bombs had dropped. A shock had been administered.
Illusions had exploded, and people had to face reality.it can not maintain its present estimated 7.5-8% rate of

growth. And if it can not maintain that, it can not meet the And we did face reality. We had a capable President, and
we survived. We survived quite well.popular demands of its own people, in the interior areas of

China, let alone the more remote semi-arid or arid regions. We are now in a situation where the American people
generally are living in a world of delusion. I’ve compared theThe same thing is true for the world in general.

So, I’m aware of the conditions. The United States is behavior in the electoral campaign so far—even though I did
get, a few days ago, I got a larger vote in the city of Detroiteconomically, internally, a disaster. We have an upper 20%

of family-income brackets, who have more money than they than George Bush did, George Bush, Jr., under difficult cir-
cumstances. So that indicates that some things are going on.thought they had before, in general. We have more million-

aires than ever before. But most of the money they perceive But I’ve indicated also that the American voter is behaving
like Roman proletarians in the First Century B.C., or underthey have, is money based on borrowing, either their own

personal borrowing, which they can not repay, or through the the early Caesars, in which they’re living on subsistence,
handouts, and illusions, and going into the Colosseum forUnited States borrowing in net from the world, to keep its

economy functioning internally. entertainment, watching lions tear Christians apart, and things
like that.Look at the current balance of payments of the United

States, both on trade accounts and other accounts. We can not The American people are living on a diet of entertainment-
driven delusions. Their voting behavior, their political atti-continue to do that. We’re running over $300 billion a year

in virtual current account deficit. We are living on yen, which tudes, their outlook on the world outside the United States, is
largely based on these values. But the day the bomb drops,the Japanese economy is issuing so that people can buy dollars

and European currencies to invest in the U.S. market. The the day that the American people realize that the financial
system is disintegrating, there’s going to be a fundamentalU.S. market is a bubble. The financial market is ready to pop.

We have a situation in Europe, which is a disaster. The change.
I see also, in Europe, similar things: that the instant it’sUnited Kingdom is supported by invisible income, invisible

earnings, whereas, the core nations of continental Europe, perceived that the financial bomb is dropping, there will be a
sudden shock and a change in the attitudes of people in west-they’re a disaster: Italy, France, Germany—all the nations of

continental Europe, are a disaster. ern continental Europe. We see that in other parts of the world.
So we are faced with a situation like the Depression, whichAnd Russia is, for the moment, temporarily stabilized,

partly by the increase in international oil prices, which, for elected Franklin Roosevelt as our President, back in 1932,
where he became President in ’33, and like the impact of themany nations, is also a disaster. The problems of Asia, will

become worse. Who knows what will happen this week or bomb dropping on Pearl Harbor, where a sudden shock, this
time produced by the combination of social disaster spreadingnext week?

So, we face a disaster. The United States is not a great around the world, financial crisis, and the spreading of wars
in various parts of the world, in the Balkans, in Transcaucasia,power enjoying great prosperity. We have, on the contrary,

80% of the family-income brackets of our population, have in Central Asia, and between Pakistan and India, and else-
where, and similar kinds of crises, have brought us to a kindfallen far below the levels they had 30, 20, or 10 years ago.

So we have a social disaster. We’ve lost our industries. of crisis which we last saw perhaps during the 1930s, as we
moved toward World War II. A combination of depression, aWe’re losing our farms. So we in the United States, who are

reputedly rich, as well as countries such as Ecuador and other period of economic crisis, which leads to social crisis, which
leads to upheavals within nations, and leads to general warscountries, face a disaster. We’re going to have to rebuild.
among nations.

We’re coming to such a situation. And under these condi-A shock effect is needed
I am optimistic. Let me just say why I’m politically opti- tions, as these threats, combined threats, are perceived, and

as illusions are destroyed, a sense of reality will appear, pro-mistic about the feasibility.
I recall, in particular, since I’m of that age, December 7th, vided, as we see from past experience, not only must you have

shocks which bring people back to a sense of reality; but,1941, which was the day that the Japanese bombed Pearl
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people can not long sustain the shock of a painful reality, work based on gold, as if it were the only product that existed
in a world that was changing and with an ever-growing num-unless they have optimistic leadership and capable leadership

to inspire them to rally themselves to great undertakings. ber of products. Therefore, if the value of goods is now defined
by the quantity of labor they represent—an old theory fromI think that’s the situation today. It’s the situation through-

out the world. I realize that in a country such as Peru, or the era of Adam Smith—and the number of goods is always
growing, we can not strictly return to a concept of gold value.neighboring countries, and around the world, people are wait-

ing for the United States to do something good, to give the So, I would like to know more about the implications of re-
turning to that scheme.signal that we can get together and begin to decide how to

turn around some of these problems we’re facing today. LaRouche: First of all, go to the historical aspect of this
thing. Until the 1930s, we had a gold standard system thatI’ve had my hopes in President Clinton, I’ve had my disap-

pointments. Right now, most people wouldn’t guess that the was dominant, from the 1870s to the 1930s. Roosevelt, when
he came in, recognized that we could no longer tolerate theUnited States would do much of anything in that direction.

We seem to be going in a different direction. British gold standard. That the basis for issuance of currency
is not gold, as such, but rather, as in Hamilton’s conception,But I think that under conditions of shock, that we can

turn that around, we can change. I would hope that shock and the conceptions of Lincoln; and the greatest burst of tech-
nological growth of the United States, and economic growth,hits well before the nominations of the candidates for the

Presidency, this year. It would be the best thing that could was during 1861 to 1876, under a Lincoln program, under
conditions, initially, of warfare, in which the United States,happen.

I would also hope, that people in other parts of the world, as a nation-state, became the most powerful economy and the
most technologically advanced in the world.would be prepared to respond to a suitable initiative from the

President of the United States, an emergency initiative, say, Now, this was done on the basis of the modernization of
national credit, through a system of national banking or an“Let us meet together, in a special plenipotentiary session,

among nations, to agree to a minimal number of changes in approximation of a system of national banking, similar to the
National Bank system we’d had under Hamilton, and thenworld policy to get us out of this great world crisis.” And I

would hope that other nations would be prepared to accept again briefly under Monroe and John Quincy Adams.
So, the British gold standard system, said you could onlysuch an offer, if the President of the United States were able

to offer it, and were inclined to do so. put currency into circulation on the basis of a unit of gold
in circulation.I would do so. But right now, it may not seem that the

United States is likely to do that; but, maybe we can, with a The United States: All these great periods of growth, in-
cluding the one I just referred to, 1861-1876, or the periodcrisis, induce the United States to do so.

That’s my hope. I think, perhaps, maybe I’d better answer under Roosevelt, or the United States in Europe under the
conditions of the immediate postwar period, 1958 and so on,questions, rather than continue beyond that summary of my

views. was entirely based on the emission of a dollar, a U.S. dollar,
as a unit of U.S. national credit, not against a gold backing,
but the backing of the United States economy.

Questions and answers For this purpose, what Roosevelt did, was introduce a
gold reserve system. Now, this happened first as an emer-
gency action inside the United States, during the 1930s, andMelgarejo Hinope: We are now going to turn to our

panelists, and listen to their questions. First, we will hear then, at Bretton Woods, we agreed on a gold reserve system,
in which gold would be treated as simply another commodity,Engineer Runciman Saettone.
but of a special type: that we would use gold at its fixed price,
which presumably was its production price, as a standard ofWhy a gold reserve standard?

Runciman Saettone: Good evening. I am pleasantly sur- measure of currencies.
We would fix currencies to that standard, except whenprised by this telecast; Mr. LaRouche’s comments are very

interesting. I, nonetheless, have certain concerns regarding adjustment was really needed, and thus we would settle our
imbalances in accounts, either with trade, or, if there was aMr. LaRouche’s main proposal. The first is: Why don’t we

first evaluate, why the system of fixed parities was abandoned deficit beyond that, we would settle the balances by transfer-
ring title to an amount of gold.between 1971 and 1973? Perhaps, to simply wish to return to

this system of exchange parity could simply be a longing for Now, during the 1960s in particular, except for the Ken-
nedy period—where Kennedy attempted to return to a Roose-something which sounded or seemed more stable before. But

it would be interesting to know the reasons this system of velt approach to international relations, particularly with the
Americas, and to economic policy. Now, he was killed. Andexchange parity was abandoned in those years. My under-

standing is that there were problems in the basic concept of immediately after his death, the United States went into a
predominantly negative trend, in terms of long-term trends.the value of goods produced, such that it couldn’t continue to
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On the one hand, we had the benefit of the space program, Roosevelt policies from being overturned, was the persuasion
on the part of the Soviet Union, the United States, and Europe,which Kennedy had activated, which has been the most suc-

cessful driver of the U.S. economy in modern history; that is, that we were engaged in a great potential nuclear conflict
between the two superpowers.the spillover from public investment in the space program,

space research, into the private sector, had given the United In 1962-63, the policy changed. The negotiations, which
were struck through the representation of Bertrand RussellStates the greatest return on investment of any time in our

history. from London, which were struck in that period, resulted in a
shift in policy in the United States and in Europe. The ousterBut at the same time, we were going through the Vietnam

War, a 14-year war, debilitating, wasteful. We went through of Adenauer in Germany, was a change in German policy,
which became accelerated with the later coup against throw-a cultural change, under the pretext of this war, of destroying

our economy. ing out Erhard in Germany. The ouster of de Gaulle in France,
the undermining of him in ’63 and his ouster in ’68, was partWe followed another event, which was not in the United

States. Remember, the U.S. has never been the dominant fi- of the same process.
So, we underwent a very foolish policy, made a change,nancial power in the world, except briefly, during the immedi-

ate postwar period. Today, and throughout most of the past which we should not have changed. My estimate, our figures
are that the world as it functioned prior to 1971, was a better40 years, the dominant financial power in the world, has been

London, the British financial system. For example, today, world than anything that has resulted since.
Now, some of this stuff is buried under our living on pastabout 90 to 95% offinancial transactions, are London transac-

tions. capital investments. But today, I would say, if you look at the
figures from this standpoint, from the history of it as I knowSo, when the coup occurred in 1963, the scandal which

brought down the Macmillan government, after an indecent it, you would say the world system, under the old Bretton
Woods system of fixed parities based on gold reserve princi-interval, we had the Harold Wilson government. And Harold

Wilson, in two governments, did more to destroy the English ples; that if that system had been preserved, and the price of
reserve gold increased to correspond to the real inflationeconomy, and the British economy, than any other man alive

I think today. which is hitting worldwide, the inflation in gold value, then,
we would have survived quite nicely.And in this process, of our inflation, in the process of the

pressures of the war in Vietnam, and other debilitating factors, The problem is, that with the introduction of the floating
exchange rate system, we have gone to what has becomewe began to go through a very significant inflationary trend

in the United States, contrary to our earlier trends. Under these accepted as a trend, as a new policy. The present disintegra-
tion of the world monetary system globally, what you see inconditions, when Nixon came in, we made stupid decisions.

Johnson capitulated, in 1968, on monetary reform. What Ecuador today, and other places, is a reflection of a long-term,
thirty-year trend in self-destruction of the world economy, bywe should have done at that time, is increase the price of gold

as a reserve unit, to correspond to the actual inflation. Then people who should have known better than to make that kind
of mistake.the gold reserves would have been adequate to meet with

the imbalances. The key thing that fools people about this, is economic
cycles, that long-term cycles occur in the span of generations.The other part of the problem was that we’d gone, as a

nation, from a policy of encouraging the developing sector, The mistakes of a generation, come to maturity a generation
or two later. What we made in the late sixties, and what weto 1966-67, we went to a policy of discouraging the develop-

ing sector. did in the early seventies, was a profound, stupid mistake. We
are now faced with a crisis which is the result of that mistake.So therefore, when we should have been high-technology

drivers, together with Western Europe—Germany, for exam- What we have to do, is recognize we should go back to
the turn in the road where we made the mistake, and build fromple—in order to export technology on long-term credit at low

prices to the world as a whole, which would have built the that starting point, not try to preserve the existing system.
whole world up, we went in the other direction. And we had
a policy of saying, “We must not allow developing countries Prospects for development of Peru

Luis Lizárraga Pérez: Good evening, Dr. LaRouche.to utilize the national resources they have, which we, Europe-
ans and the United States, will require for future generations You have truly painted a very disturbing picture of the future

for us.of our own people.”
So, we became rather piggish. And we made stupid deci- In this scenario you present to us, of this crash that is

going to occur, among other things, you mentioned also thatsions. And also, another factor involved in this, was the 1962
missile crisis. Coming out of the missile crisis, the United derivatives, for example, investment funds dedicated to deriv-

atives, have reached high levels, and that there is a severe riskStates and Britain, and the Soviet Union also, made a turn in
their economic policies. crisis regarding the coverage they are meant to provide. But

our countries, the countries of Latin America in general, andUntil 1962-63, one of the arguments which prevented the
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ours in particular, are at this time very much dependent on the
flow of foreign capital, as you mentioned, due to the effects
of globalization.

What would your position, and your opinion, be with re-
gard to the future role of the International Monetary Fund and
policy toward Latin America, within this crisis and within
this change you propose? Perhaps you could visualize, or
we could propose or think that perhaps, within the Monetary
Fund, there could exist a special subdivision for Latin
America, to be able to visualize or develop policies that truly
help the financial development of the region which is facing
a marked recession, in part the result of what you have al-
ready explained.

We recall that another prominent economist from your
country, Mr. Jeffrey Sachs, also severely criticized the Inter-
national Monetary Fund, regarding its policy parameters of
structural adjustments.

LaRouche: I appreciate very much what the outgoing
head of the IMF had to say recently. It was not much reported
in the United States, where we like to hear illusions in our
mass media and from our politicians at this stage. But Cam-
dessus, like many people in Europe, said the system is on the
edge, and that the thing they’re worried about, is the immedi-
ate collapse of the financial market in the United States, espe-
cially the so-called NASDAQ, the so-called Internet stock
bubble.

We’re also concerned, in Europe, and among real people
around the world, about the Japan economy. Leading people
in Japan have said the thing is ready to blow, and they’re
right, it is ready to blow. Japan is rotten-ripe for a financial
explosion, like Germany, a hyperinflationary explosion, or
something tantamount to that. Peru’s Huaynapicchu Mountain. “If we look at some of the

Europe admits that. Leading voices in Europe, bankers I undeveloped areas, the highland areas,” said LaRouche, “we
realize that Peru is an excellent investment proposition, if it’sknow, top bankers, central bankers and others I know in Eu-
given the means to build the infrastructure, and also get the creditrope, say the same thing. Only in the United States and in the
to develop the kinds of industries which fit its opportunities, andU.S. press, do you have an outpouring of these delusions which enable it to raise its productive powers of labor.”

about the stability of this market.
What was called derivatives, I think there are two kinds

of them. What these are—I don’t know what goes on, I don’t
know how much gambling goes on in private life in Peru these in production, investing in product.

Now, what will have to be done, and Camdessus is alreadydays. But in the United States, you have a phenomenon which
is called “the crap table,” where people throw dice. And some aware of that, obviously, in his outgoing manner, shall we

say; and, what we’re going to have to do, is, since the IMF ispeople bet on the throwing of the dice, directly. But you
generally find, in these gambling centers, that more money is nothing but a creation of nation-states as powers, is to enlarge

the club of the nation-states, who are the controllers of thespent on the side bets, than on the actual investment in the
throw of the dice: people gambling as to how the thing will IMF, and to bring in more representative participation of so-

called developing countries, particularly major developingturn out.
Now, the derivatives market, the major financial market countries, in having a voice and actual control over the new

IMF system.today, the over $300 trillion of short-term obligations which
are crushing the world, the most explosive part of the thing, We’re going to have to reorganize the whole thing. We’re

going to have to put the IMF itself through financial bank-these things are nothing but gambling side bets. My approach
to these, is, cancel them. Tell the debtors and the creditors— ruptcy reorganization, and other kinds of changes in bank-

ruptcy.just mutually cancel the whole thing. It’s a pure waste of time,
it’s only gambling. It is not investing, in the sense of investing Now, what I would do on the question of the Americas as
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such, under that arrangement, is, as I proposed back in 1982, to do. And therefore, we must organize trade agreements,
investment agreements, financial systems, monetary agree-in a book which was called Operation Juárez, which had some

popularity in the hemisphere at that time, but not with Henry ments, in order to facilitate a 20- to 30-year long-term view of
the development of another, next generation of those nations,Kissinger; that, what we should sponsor, is a special monetary

trade arrangement, within the Americas, among the states of assuming that if we develop one generation successfully, the
next ones will help take care of themselves.the Americas, which the United States could co-sponsor.

And, on some general idea and agreement on development But that’s my approach. We have to reorganize the sys-
tem. It’s going to be an emergency. Go back to the old Brettonprojects, we would then be able to write off paper on a long-

term basis at nominal charges, and use otherwise unpayable Woods System, with learning the lessons and mistakes and
advantages from it. Orient toward real value, orient towarddebt, as a negotiable asset, financial asset, which is then used

for the purposes of facilitating these kinds of long-term invest- the human individual, the sovereignty of the human individ-
ual, and the human individual mind, develop that mind. En-ments or long-term credit structures.

Now, for example, let’s take the case of Peru, concretely. gage in scientific discovery, use the discoveries of principle
to increase man’s power over nature. Take the desert andAnyone who’s been there, as I have some years ago, knows

exactly what infuriates me, as an economist, about seeing the make it bloom.
Large-scale infrastructural projects. And promote indus-condition of Peru. And when I look back to these aerial maps

of what Peru was a long time ago—before the Spaniards ar- tries, promote everything that causes people to be inspired to
go out and make things grow. And on that basis, we can definerived there, a long time before—we realize that this area,

which is now considered semi-arid and undeveloped, can be a set of policies, which say, “This is sound accounting. This
is sound financial practice. And wherever these policies aredeveloped.

And if we look at the sources of water in the area, if we undertaken, we support them.”
But we have to have, I think, a new definition, a redefini-look at some of the undeveloped areas, the highland areas, we

realize that Peru is an excellent investment proposition, if it’s tion of sound financial and investment practices and account-
ing practices, to fit the lessons that we should have learnedgiven the means to build the infrastructure, and also get the

credit to develop the kinds of industries which fit its opportu- from the catastrophic experience of the past 30 years.
nities, and which enable it to raise its productive powers of
labor. What’s wrong with U.S. policy?

Patricio Ricketts Rey de Castro: Dr. LaRouche, onceSo I think that what we need, is what I said in the opening
remarks, is a redefinition of some of the standards of the cost- more I have listened to you with great pleasure, and I am

delighted to confirm your good health and your intellectualaccounting and finance, in accord with these ideas.
The question is this: What is the source of wealth? The brilliance. I think that they are important today for the United

States, and certainly for the Western Hemisphere, for the fu-source of wealth is not money. You could put money on the
table all day long, and it will not create wealth. What the ture relations of the United States and America. What con-

cerns me is that these ideas of yours are presented in the coursesource of wealth is, is the productive powers of labor, a quality
which exists only among human beings; that by educating the of an electoral campaign—they are not academic—you are a

U.S. Presidential pre-candidate. And I was greatly surprisedhuman mind, and by the discovery of new physical principles
and other principles, and through cooperation on the basis of to read in the magazine of your organization, that your cam-

paign committee on Jan. 24 issued a very strong statement,these principles, we are able to increase man’s power in and
over nature per capita, and per square kilometer. It is that saying that the efforts of the U.S. political system to obstruct

your campaign, had turned this United States election into aincrease in man’s power over nature, per capita and per square
kilometer, which is wealth. farce of all those principles which are universally recognized

for free and just elections in a democracy. This statement isTherefore, when we invest, we should be investing on a
large scale, and on the small scale, in ways which take advan- long and detailed with regard to the concrete facts behind this

argument. [See EIR, Feb. 4, 2000.]tage of that principle. Our object is to educate people, to de-
velop people, to foster scientific and technological progress, Now, Mr. LaRouche, you know that we are six weeks

away from elections in Peru, and various U.S. institutionsto foster cooperation in investment around these things, in
order to increase physically, the net usable output per capita, have come here as observers of Peruvian reality, and have

made highly critical observations. The National Democraticso that people produce more than they have to consume to
produce, essentially; that we get more out of production, than Institute, the Carter Center, the International Republican In-

stitute, the Washington Office on Latin America (WOLA),we have to invest to produce that increase in production.
Therefore, we in the Americas, must have a plan, in a and other institutions have made very sharp criticisms of the

Peruvian system.sense, an indicative plan, as de Gaulle would call it, where
we say there are certain things that these nations agree that My question is this: Are these institutions, which are so

worried about the Peruvian elections, also worried about thethey should do, and their partners agree they should be able
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legitimacy of the U.S. election? With regard to your participa- the people, and their posterity.
The Americas were inspired by this, or the United Statestion, are they helping the effort of American institutions so

that the election in which you are involved is free, clean, and in its best years was always concerned that the republics of
the Americas would enjoy those same rights of sovereignty.in accordance with international standards? What are these

institutions which are proposing democratic solutions in Peru, But we also have another group in the United States. This
group, which is much closer to London than it is to my heart,doing in the United States? Thank you.

LaRouche: I’ll give you an example of this. These institu- are typified by New York bankers in the tradition of that great
traitor, Aaron Burr, once a Vice President of the United Statestions are generally associated with what’s called Project De-

mocracy, or the National Endowment for Democracy. and the founder of the Bank of Manhattan, and by the South-
ern slaveholders.They’re offshoots. The International Republican Institute and

similar things on the Democratic Party side are of that species. Now, what we’re seeing today, in terms of Project Democ-
racy, in terms of the National Endowment for Democracy, inNow, I’ve known this group for a long time, and they’re

not exactly the people I’d recommend. For example, this is terms of what Carter’s speaking for, what he spoke for as
President, when he represented the Trilateral Commission,the same group which is pressing for legalization of drugs in

the hemisphere, as in Colombia, for example. They would like which is the same thing; what they represent, is the tradition
of bankers and slaveholders, which have always been what Ito do the same in Peru. They would like to bail out Ecuador, by

using an Ecuador in great trouble, bordering the Amazon call, frankly, the treasonous element in the United States.
My problems inside the United States, have one cause: Iregion, to bring Ecuador into a functioning part of a big surge

of cocaine and heroin production, in this part of the world. am outspoken, and fight for what I believe is what the United
States should stand for.They don’t like Peru, because they don’t like the fact that

Peru has defended itself against Sendero Luminoso [Shining On the other side, I, just like Abraham Lincoln and just
like John Quincy Adams, or James Monroe, or James Gar-Path] and its offshoots so successfully some time ago, under

a President who I think has behaved courageously and cor- field, or President [Franklin] Roosevelt, in his policy with the
Americas, or Kennedy, in his short term as President, say thatrectly in that situation.

This idea, anybody who proposes the legalization of the nation belongs to the idea of the General Welfare. Our
power as a nation, is to be the nation which best representsdrugs, as some people in the United States, including people

associated with the Carter group, implicitly, are doing, or the the General Welfare of all of the people, and our posterity,
and which wants an alliance, as John Quincy Adams articu-International Republican Institute, in Colombia and else-

where, are doing the same thing to the Americas, and to the lated this, with other nation-states of the hemisphere around
the same side, with the idea of the common General WelfareUnited States, too, but to the Americas, that Palmerston and

the British East India Company did to China in the Nine- as the basis for our mutual relationship.
Well, these people don’t want that. They have a utopianteenth Century.

Palmerston’s demand, which was the issue of the wars idea, and they want to shove that utopian idea on the world.
They wish to disintegrate the existing nation-states of theagainst China, was a demand that the Chinese legalize drugs!

The Chinese did so, under gunboat pressures, and they de- Americas. They started by targetting the military: Eliminate
the military, then you could easily break up the nation-statesstroyed China internally, and it took a long time before China

was restored. with various kinds of insurrectionary activities, as they’re
doing with the aid of the drug-pushers there.The same thing is being done in the case of the Americas.

So, what they do, is they take a government, like the govern- So one has to recognize: Yes, there are some people from
the United States, including the Carter group, which are ament of Peru, which defended itself ably with its military,

with limited resources, against a major threat. It may not have little corrupt. And they don’t like actual sovereignty of nation-
states in the Americas at this time, or elsewhere. And theyeliminated the threat, but it brought it under control. And you

compare the condition of Peru today with that in Colombia, criticize any government, and want to destroy any govern-
ment, that wants to stand up on its hind legs, as Presidentwhere we know that our friends in Colombia had essentially

the same ideas as the people in Peru, but in Colombia, they Fujimori did, on the question of the drug issue in the last great
struggle in Peru against the drug pushers.weren’t able to carry it out. In Peru, they did. Some people

can not forgive Peru that. It’s that simple. That’s the issue. And we, who understand that, should
stand together, around the world, for the same principles.But, to understand it more deeply, people have to under-

stand what the United States is. The United States is, was at
one point, and is still implicitly, a temple of liberty and a The defense of national sovereignty

Luis Vásquez Medina: Hi Lyn, I am delighted to see youbeacon of hope for mankind. It was thefirst successful nation-
state, durable form, constitutionally, which was committed to so healthy; the auditorium here is nearly full and most at-

tentive.establishing a state on the principle that the only authority of
government, is its promotion of the General Welfare of all of Following the Peruvian situation, from your point of view,
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Peruvian President
Alberto Fujimori
inspects the Japanese
diplomatic residence in
Lima on April 23, 1997,
after the raid which
freed the Embassy from
control of the MRTA
terrorists. Fujimori
acted “from the
standpoint of the
political integrity of the
country, that it must be
sovereign; and it must be
defended and must
maintain its own internal
affairs,” said LaRouche.

I would like you to expand on the issue of economic policies That, if you can not control your own borders, you can’t solve
any of the problems within it. And thus, the first line of de-recommended at this time. It is a moment in which the bubble

has not yet burst, but we are undoubtedly heading in that fense, economic defense, or any other defense, is the uphold-
ing of the principle of perfect national sovereignty, and thedirection. What measures should be taken?

President Fujimori has done very well, and is clearly rec- absolute integrity of the borders, as an expression of that
sovereignty. If that condition is not maintained, nothing elseognized both at home and abroad, for his anti-subversive pol-

icy. In a certain sense, it is the basis for his popular support. is possible.
What I think that President Fujimori has done, so far—But on economic matters, Fujimori has had a liberal program.

The fact is that a country like Peru has a very small margin the reason Carter and others are attacking him, is that he’s
done just exactly that. He’s said, from the standpoint of thefor being able to move within a situation like the present one;

more so with all the assaults of globalism right now. But, it is political integrity of the country, that it must be sovereign;
and it must be defended, and must maintain its own internal af-also undoubtedly true that this system is going to collapse

worldwide. In fact, what Camdessus is doing when he says fairs.
The problem is, is how do you do other measures? Youthat we are in the “twilight danger” of this whole system, is a

recognition of this situation. A situation which, in the months, know, at an earlier time, particularly back in 1985, when we
were there, and talked with people at that time, we had aeven weeks to come, could bring not only economic effects,

but also political and social. number of things, which attracted us as being things to be
done. Now, those things are not practicable in the same way,If Fujimori is reelected, it is very probable that we will be

facing a government that will have the chance to make a policy because we’re in a war condition, and we don’t have the
resources which have been expended in the meantime.reversal, when a critical situation occurs on the international

level. But I also think that we are losing time. What chances I would think that, in Peru, what we will have is a practical
defense of sovereignty, in which the state will be obliged toare there to prevent the international effects from being so

dramatic, or can the effects be diminished to the extent that decide on economic matters, from one point to the next, how
far are they going to capitulate to the pressures coming onmeasures of economic resistance, measures to defend the na-

tion, are taken before the explosion? them from international institutions, which want to globalize
and dissolve them.What would be the measures that you would recommend,

in the short term, that Peru or any other countries should take And, this is going to be a gut matter. It’s going to be the
intestinal strength of the chief executive officer and his peoplewithin the present situation?

LaRouche: The first line of defense, under these condi- around him: Do they have the courage to defend the nation,
when horrible demands are coming down on them?tions: We’re in a condition of extreme international turbu-

lence, and therefore, you have to treat it like a war situation. For example, this attack on Peru, by Carter and others, is
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an attack! It’s an attack upon the sovereignty of the nation! invaded from all sides, by armies of all the rest of Europe;
France was about to be overrun and dismembered, by theseCan the Peruvian people, can the Peruvian government defend

itself—even a rear-guard action—against those and the other conquering armies. Carnot, who was a genius, acted, with
almost nothing to work with, to improvise solutions, to defendattacks that are going to come? You’re going to have a major

attack on the human rights issue: You have thefilthiest human the nation, to secure victories. But, in the same context, pro-
ceeded immediately with a plan of technological mobiliza-rights organizations—which might be called the New Opium

War Policy people—coming down there, and trying to disrupt tion. He made an economic, as well as military science revolu-
tion, in the technology of warfare, within two years. Andthese states on the basis of human rights. The so-called “rule

of law,” coming out of Blair in Britain, is going to be coming France became, for a long time, an undefeatable force, on
the continent of Europe, as a result. And, had Napoleon notdown hard.

I think we have a very short time-frame, in which to talk wasted the opportunity, France would have never had the
problems it had later.about interim measures. I think interim measures will be na-

tional defense measures, where the will of the nation and its The same thing applies here: We have an impossible situa-
tion, with very limited resources; we must have a clear viewgovernment will be tested, as to whether it will defend its

borders and defend its sovereignty—pure and simple sover- of what we want to do, once we get to the point of negotiating
a new world economic order, a new monetary order.eignty. And whether it simply defends the welfare of its peo-

ple, when foreigners come in and demand, that the people be We must defend ourselves in the meantime, with those
ideas in mind. And, when choosing a policy, choose it on thatsacrificed because of some economic or financial condition-

ality. basis; try to build into the future.
But, the key thing is: We need a unity among forcesThat’s going to be the issue.

The issue in Peru, is going to be decided—What happens around this planet, who are committed to the idea of the sover-
eign nation-state, the idea that the individual person, is madein Brazil? What does the Ecuador example mean for people

in Brazil, who are looking at what’s happening to Ecuador? in the image of the Creator. And, nations have legitimacy,
governments have legitimacy, only to the degree, that theyThe instability in Ecuador is a threat to the security of Peru.

People are going to look, especially at Brazil, as well as at defend, and develop, that quality of the individual.
That is our essential program.Bolivia. They’re going to look at other states in the Americas,

and states around the world. A state which is not powerful What I would do—you know what I would do, in terms
of Peru—I would say: “Let’s take the water—let’s match theenough to stand up directly to major powers, is going to

seek allies. water supplies with the areas that have no water. Let’s look
at the maps of the past, and look to the future, and see whatMy concern, at this point, is to say two things: First of all,

we’re on a very short fuse. There is no long-term perspective. can be done. I think we can have a beautiful job there. I think
that the President would have to change many of his views,We have a short-term period, which is crucial, in which we

must defend national sovereignty, by any means possible. We to a more dirigist, or, shall we say, a more Gaullist, approach,
to the situation in Peru.must look toward new arrangements, which can be estab-

lished under conditions of crisis, which you will probably But, I think, in reality, apart from measures of national
self-defense, that will occur, out of the process of defendinghave to wait for the crisis to do. We must, at the same time,

think about what we will do after the negotiation of new the nation against the attacks on its sovereignty today. Includ-
ing the political attacks, such as those coming from the so-conditions, and think about committing ourselves, now, to

those policies of development which are necessary. called human rights organizations, or Carter, and the eco-
nomic and financial attacks, coming from the globalizers.For example: The first foundation of economics, is educa-

tion. The development of the cultivation of the cognitive pow- And, my view is one of solidarity with Peru, and every
other country of the Americas, and elsewhere, which is tryingers of the mind of the individual, is the first foundation of true

economy. The health and welfare of the family, is also part to defend itself against that onrush.
As in war: You get to the point, youfight the war, youfightof the same thing. The programs of education, programs of

technological improvement, programs of national self-suffi- to maintain the integrity of yourfighting forces—number one.
But, you’re waiting for the opportunity, when, like Frederickciency in food production—all of these measures—programs

of infrastructural development—all of these things must be the Great at Leuthen, you find the opportunity, even with
limited resources, to outflank the enemy and crush him. And,considered, and a plan must be developed, for what we will

do, when we have the opportunity to do so. that’s the way I would play the game.
Yes, I think you know what my long-term ideas are, forIn the meantime, use those intentions as a guide, to the

kinds of emergency actions we take from step to step, as we Peru and other countries. My concern now, is to maneuver,
to defend sovereignty, defend these nations, and prepare togo along.

I use, as you know, a model of what Lazare Carnot did, in act, with a certain amount of élan, when the opportunity pres-
ents itself.1792-1794. When Carnot was faced with a nation, which was
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Runciman Saettone: Now things are getting a little hot- that we can establish, on this planet, out of the horrible experi-
ence we’re now living through globally, a sense of what Johnter. We are now able to understand a little better not only your

economic, but also your political proposals. I have concerns Quincy Adams proposed, as a community of principle among
nation-states, sovereign nation-states.similar to yours. I believe that the situation in the world today

is not totally under control. There is an international situation But, in the meantime, we still need military forces. We’ve
had a view, in the past, about what military forces ought tothat could be compared to a balloon that could explode at any

moment in this financial environment. be: You had two groups—the oligarchical group, the cavalry,
or the infantry, throwing the peasants into warfare in greatBut what struck me, and that is why it was my first ques-

tion, was why would one want to return to a monetary system, numbers; the cavalry charging. But, then, you had the engi-
neers and the artillerymen, the science. And, in Europe, inif the problem in our country is not monetary, but one of

production? The issue is production. The issue is the capacity the course of the Eighteenth Century and earlier Nineteenth
Century—and in the United States, too, after 1814, in particu-to generate resources to guarantee life, to guarantee food secu-

rity in a country like ours. This is the kind of preparation we lar—we developed a military system, which, at that time, was
based on engineering training: that the military cadres shouldshould have for any situation of war, how to have our granaries

filled, to be able to guarantee life during a difficult period in be engineering cadres, officer cadres should be engineers; and
that the army, the military, should be nation-builders. That,the world.

Now, why, on the political level, should we opt for a not only should they be capable of defending the nation, but
that they would be better able to defend the nation, if theyperson who, despite being a professional agronomist, has not

made an agrarian policy adequate to generate the resources were also nation-builders as engineers. Undertaking large-
scale projects, like the Corps of Engineers used to do in theneeded to have these warehouses, these granaries filled? Why

concentrate on mining? Why, if we have reached a very inter- United States—water projects, large public works. That, also,
in the military area, science is crucial, and military peopleesting level of net international reserves such as we have never

had before—in 1998, we had reached a record level of net should be trained as scientists, because they’re not going to
remain in uniform forever. They should be trained as technol-international reserves, according to the information provided

by President Fujimori himself—we can see that they have ogists and scientists, so as they have an interchangeable rela-
tionship between their functions as defending the nation, andbeen used to buy weapons, even though the conflict with

Ecuador had already ended. building it. That military forces should be a resource of the
nation—they should be an engineering force, which is build-I don’t understand why we aren’t using, not only foreign

investment, but also our own reserves, that are in our interna- ing the nation, helping the nation to build, not just preparing
to shoot.tional net reserves, to better our productive activity, to analyze

and to live on the basis of the geography that we have and to And, as Carnot demonstrated, and others, those militaries,
which are the best engineers, will become the best soldiers,be able to protect ourselves from any world-class explosion.

First question. when they’re needed as soldiers.
We have many things—like roads; in Peru, we have manySecond question, on the political level: I don’t want to

sacrifice human rights in Peru on the basis of someone want- other things, infrastructural things. So, I think these are not
contradictions. It’s a question of what gives policy its shape.ing to remain in power for a third term. I don’t know if you

are in agreement with me. We also have to have a conception of plan, in terms of
monetary policy: What percentile of our labor force, at thisLaRouche: That’s not the problem. The point is, sover-

eignty is the primary thing I’m concerned with. And, in this time, should be optimally employed in each category of pro-
duction—infrastructure, various aspects of that, maintainingeconomic matter, when I say monetary system, I mean a sys-

tem, which involves prices, setting up price levels; it involves infrastructure, agriculture, light engineering, heavy engineer-
ing, science as such, science-driver programs, education, andlines of credit; it involves long-term investment policies. It

involves also a conception of what the nation needs to do. For so forth? That one should have a general conception of the
division of labor, the physical division of labor, within theexample: First of all, as you say, national food, economic food

security, is a primary concern. A nation that can not feed population, among the adult population and among families,
which is necessary at this time, to realize the optimum resultitself, is not efficiently sovereign. It’s vulnerable. The devel-

opment of food production, per capita: the increase of the of economic growth.
Monetary policy should flow from an appreciation ofproductivity of farmers; the increase of the productivity of

land-area—extremely important. The ability to produce those considerations. International monetary policy should
flow from an appreciation of the same kind of considerations,enough food for the whole population, without maximizing

the number of the farmers. in terms of division of labor among countries, and their re-
spective and mutual development.On the military thing: I’ve emphasized that, I would hope,

that we may be coming—hopefully, in the near future—to I think that should be the standard.
“Monetary” should not mean “money.” Monetary meansthe time that warfare is a thing of past history. I would hope
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the creation and management of a monetary and financial of the countries which are producing and exporting.
So, the first thing is, to set minimal price levels, whichsystem, to ensure a society to be able to consciously organize

itself by certain criteria of nationally chosen objectives. These assure that.
The other thing is different, that I would change, funda-may not be planned objectives; they may be indicative objec-

tives. But, the idea, that, when someone comes into a bank to mentally—
Let me give you an example of China, because it’s a veryget a loan, the banker knows what the national policy is, and

can encourage the fellow: “Yes, I’ll give you the loan,” or hot issue with this WTO issue, right now, in which I consider
the policy of China and the United States a mistake, concern-make some other suggestion.

So, when I say monetary policy, I do not mean just a ing the WTO. Now, there may be many people in China who
don’t agree with that, but I’m not going to get into that, here.money policy: I mean that there’s a clear conception on the

side of the economic authorities, as to what is good for the China’s had an indicative growth of about 8% per annum, in
the most recent period. I think it’s a fair estimate. But, that’snation, and what is good for the world. And to try to take

scarce resources and scarce investment resources, and to cre- a gross figure. That is not really a net figure. Because China’s
better-paid population, has been concentrated traditionallyate credit, so these resources can flow to the areas which

are our agreed consensus objectives. With a great deal of along the coastal areas, which is probably from the time that
the Chinese were visiting Peru, many thousands of years ago,flexibility for individual initiative in undertaking, in picking

up on these options. when they were a transpacific maritime culture, and, they, of
course, developed what became known as Quiché Maya in
Central America. But, the interior of China, is very poor peo-International trade policy

Lizárraga Pérez: Dr. LaRouche, you have very clearly ple—lots of very poor people. They’re very diligent, they’re
very industrious; China’s food production is a miracle, whenexplained that one of the strengths we are going to have in the

future is fundamentally going to be in production. It is a very you consider their technologies and their situation. They’re
very efficient. But, the condition of life of the Chinese isinteresting concept, within the crash that you predict is pend-

ing. My question, first, is a reminder that, during the sixties very poor.
Now, if the objective is to raise the standard of living, andand seventies and part of the eighties, both Latin America

in general and Peru in particular, applied the ECLAC [UN the standard of productivity, in China, what they need is not
to use cheap labor, in China, to export goods, to dump themEconomic Commission on Latin America and the Caribbean]

policy of inward-oriented development of the economy. If we cheaply on the world market. What China needs is the ability
to retain, not to sell at the cheapest prices, but to retain itsare to encourage a growth of our production, as you recom-

mend, where we have a series of zones of agricultural feasibil- revenues through capitalization. Because what China needs,
is more capital. They need the capital to develop a millionity, among others, for example, and besides our characteristic

of mineral and other production to which we add value, our new towns and cities. They need the development of the coun-
tryside. This requires capital. This requires technology.need is also to share these products with other countries of

the world. One of the main markets which every country Now, under those conditions, China can prosper.
India has a similar problem. India has almost a billionseeks, is always the United States.

In an eventual government under your Presidency, what people, with one of the highest population-densities in the
world—unlike Peru, or unlike most of the countries of thewould your policy be with regard to trade, to a policy of

international trade that we could have, especially the nations Americas. And, it has increased the urban population. Among
the urban population increase, there has been some improve-of Latin America, and Peru in particular? Because there are

our products which have export quotas, such as textiles for ment in the standard of living in India, in recent times. But,
the number of the poor has grown more rapidly—and theexample, where we would like to have greater participation,

but we have a lot of Asian competition, and as you have desperately poor—than the number of those who are better-
off. So, therefore, the problem, again, is capital development.said, it would perhaps be convenient to have an inter-Latin

American or pan-American preference or support. And we Large-scale infrastructure, water projects, power projects,
things of that type.also would like to know your opinion as to how we could

channel this trade, and this policy of international trade, with Peru needs the same thing. Peru needs a large capital
infusion of the things that enable the productive power ofthis new vision that you propose to us.

LaRouche: Well, I’m a protectionist. I would say, we labor to increase.
Therefore, as I said before, my view of what we must do,should set—the idea is to have prices inside an economy,

which allow that economy to maintain conditions of life of in creating a new monetary system, is to think rationally in
terms of a world division of labor, whose purpose is to takeits employed productive labor, prices which foster investment

in technology in that production, and negotiate price levels, those parts of the world which can contribute high technol-
ogy—capital goods technology—to deliver these at the low-on trade and tariff levels among countries, which foster the

development of those industries and their prosperity in each est credit rates, like 1% per annum, to those countries which
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need this technology. And, to deliver it on terms appropriately so that your protectionism and ours could somehow coordi-
nate and reach an advantageous solution for both sides. Thereto 5-, 10-, 15-, 20-, or 30-year terms. With grants. With special

conditions. So, those parts of the world, including within na- were attempts to advance, in this sense; I remember there was
much talk about a Latin American agreement in Santiago intions, which can develop high-technology capabilities, must

specialize in exporting those things—not going into competi- the sixties, and the beginning of a dialogue with the United
States appeared.tion with their neighbors on other things—export those things

to countries which need that. To create that export market, we And it wasn’t until the era of President Carter, among
others, that it was said: “No, the United States doesn’t havemust have a large growth of credit, to replace the big debt

bubble we have now. That large growth of credit must be at to have a dialogue with the continent. They are going to talk
with each individual country, and we will understand eachthe lowest interest rates, on long term, and must be a 5-, 10-,

30-year capitalization of the increase of the productive pow- other, one to one.”
And then came the thesis of the market as the universalers of labor, in the countries which are importing technology.

Under these terms, we would raise the prices on world solution, but we all know that in the market, as in the ocean,
the big fish eat the small. So much so, that this became a littlemarket of goods, to end this dumping tendency with cheap

labor. You see what’s happening in the maquiladoras district disturbing to us, that instead of a rational solution, we were
offered the market and the ocean.of Mexico: This is slave labor! People there are working to

produce for the U.S. market, but they can not maintain their Well, so things went. The institutions of dialogue disinte-
grated. The OAS [Organization of American States], for ex-own bodies, on the wages, the standard of living they’re get-

ting in those conditions, in many cases. We must not have ample, is a shell which is practically useless, and to replace
the idea of dialogue, they have come with this idea of humanthat! We must not have a cheap-labor paradise.

We must build up the populations! rights. Thus, the theme of dialogue with the United States is
going to be human rights, instead of all the other issues—So, therefore, the basic conception, is: Go to the concep-

tion of physical capital, as opposed to just money capital. economic, financial, etc.—that concern us and could help
resolve our problems.We must organize our trade relations, our production rela-

tions, our tariff relations, in order to enable each country to So, my question is this, Mr. LaRouche. Following the
thread of your thoughts a few minutes ago, what do you be-pick its objectives, and to obtain agreement, to tariff and other

trade agreements, which will enable it to meet those targets. lieve should be, if you were President of the United States,
the agenda for a continental dialogue? What is it we must doIn order words: If Peru wishes to build up a textile industry,

then we should set trade agreements and tariff agreements, to truly improve relations and become a little more rational
and have a more human, more real, relationship, instead ofwhich foster its ability to do so, and help provide the credit

needed, to capitalize that development, and make it more these human rights missions that come every six months to
tell us what we should do? Thank you.efficient. The same thing for agriculture.

We also should be concerned, at the same time, not to LaRouche: Well, Mr. Ricketts, this is easy for you and
I, and people of our generation, because we remember, wehave an absolute division of labor, between high-tech and

low-tech countries, but, rather, as in Peru: The concern would remember a time when certain things worked. We lived in a
society, where we took for granted that certain things werebe to take and build up more science, in Peru itself. Because,

it’s from the science and engineering education in Peru, that supposed to be policies, and they worked. We had our criti-
cisms; there were shortcomings—this was not a paradise. But,we will get the cadres who are able to lead the population in

their general development. we had a society we could tolerate, because it worked, even
though there were many things wrong with it.So, that would be my general idea. Think of a world divi-

sion of labor, a rational division of labor. Think in terms of a And, we come now to a situation, where it’s difficult for
people under 55 years of age—because of the changes that30-year term—a generation, or so. Think about a rational

division of effort, and markets, and, of plans. And let the have occurred, because they were not mature people at the
time these changes came in. These changes came in, in thenations themselves say they wish to do this, they wish to do

this. And let us come to agreements, which enable that to middle of the 1960s to the beginning of the 1970s. They came
in throughout the Americas; they came in differentially, atwork out over the next 20 to 30 years.
different rates, in various countries. But, they came in. So,
the generation which has grown up and grown up into manyThe basis for a continental dialogue

Ricketts Rey de Castro: Nearly 40 years ago, in Latin leading positions today—the professions, and so forth, and in
politics—does not really have an adult knowledge, an adultAmerica, we thought in terms very similar to those you have

been explaining today. Since the Kennedy era, when the memory of how things used to work, better than they do today.
That view that these things are wrong! These are not differentdream of getting closer to the United States seemed to gel,

and the Alliance for Progress came, and all that, a tendency things, that we’ve learned to do differently; these were mis-
takes! But, people who’ve grown up adapting to mistakes,emerged here in Latin America toward a continental dialogue,
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basing their careers, their life, national policies, on mistaken of the planet, have become corrupted, like the Roman prole-
tariat, corrupted by going to the Colosseum to enjoy the spec-ideas. And, they’ve become conditioned to it.

Now we come to a time, which is typical in the history of tacle of lions tearing Christians apart. That’s what our prob-
lem is.civilization. Let me just put it this way: There’s a general

problem of humanity. All people are capable of cognition; And therefore, we come to a time, when people of imagi-
nation and wisdom, must reach out to people under 25, espe-every person is capable of recognizing that discoveries of

ideas, universal principles, which is not possible among the cially, the young people who are coming up in the universities
and other capacities—under 25—inspire the young people,lower animals, is possible for all human beings. Provided that

we, as human beings, through a process of education, and and reawaken and educate those between 35 and 55.
I think that’s the situation we’re in. That’s what we’refamily life, assimilate those lessons of universal principles

we obtain from our forebears. really about.
Yes, this is a terrible crisis; it was caused by the folly ofIn that sense, we think of ourselves as improving upon

this, and passing on improvements, with the benefits intact, almost two generations. We can get out of it. The ideas exist,
if we awaken people to these ideas, and if a crisis gives theto new generations. And, therefore, we think of ourselves—

if we’re like that—in terms of living as individuals, in the opportunity, for such leaders to lead people, we can survive.
My hope is, that finally, we can get to the stage where wesimultaneity of eternity. We think of ourselves as a living part

of a long process, such that we are permanently part of that do not keep repeating that cycle of recovery and sliding into
doom once again.process, just as our ancestors were before, and people who

come after us. It gives us a sense of a moral sense of being. And this is what we’re faced with right now. That’s the
way I view this. I’ve been through this experience; I’m anIf you have a society, in which people live for a sense of

pleasure, greed, satisfaction, entertainment, rather than from older person: I lived through World War II. I lived through
the Great Depression, as a cognitive person. I saw the changesa sense of the fact that they’re going to die, and think about

what their life will mean, having been lived, once they die; that happened in the 1950s. I saw the changes in the 1960s.
And, I can say, with absolute certainty, and the ability to provethink of what they should do with their life, to make it mean-

ingful in the larger scheme of things. it, that the policies that prevailed up to 1970—while they had
many defects in them, injustices—were far superior than theWhat happens, because people are small, as Solon of

Athens wrote in a famous poem, which is sometimes called a failure, which has predominated in the trends of the past 30
years.constitutional poem, to the people of Athens. He said: I led

you out of a terrible mistake, out of slavery. I removed the And, that’s the issue. And, I would hope, that, somehow,
we would not only overcome this crisis, but I would hope thatmortgage stones. I freed you. Now, I see tendencies, you’re

going back to your old ways. humanity would finally learn a much-needed lesson, the kind
of lesson that Solon of Athens, in his poem, tried to conveyThe problem in history has been, that, despite the net

progress which has occurred (as in European civilization, for to his fellow Athenians.
Let us lead us out of this mess! And, let us hope, that inexample), that civilization and nations have, again and again,

after coming through a period of liberation from great trou- solving these problems, we lay the basis for future genera-
tions, which will not go into some kind of depraved, hedonis-bles, have gone back to their old, selfish, greedy, foolish ways.

New fashions come in. Generations acquire habits, which tic kind of degeneration, as the past generation has done.
And think about themselves as individuals, who live in thethey call the vox populi—popular opinion. And, like the Ro-

mans, they walk their way to doom, in their own pleasure- simultaneity of eternity, and find, in this mortal life, some
meaning, some durable meaning, which enables them to goseeking, and their own conceits, with habits! Then, in a crisis,

sometimes, leaders come forth who are able to cause a popula- to their grave with a smile on their face.
I would hope we can do that.tion to recognize the crisis, and to adopt polices that are work-

able, to get out of it.
And thus, nations like the United States, which has gone Reverse the decline in education

Vásquez Medina: Following up on your last statement,through this a number of times, have gone to the edge of
doom, because of the follies of a whole generation, or two which was the most profound and the most important. The

problem of the economic crisis we are experiencing, has agenerations, and then have been led out of that doom by lead-
ers—when we are fortunate enough to have the leaders to spiritual element, a cultural side. And our countries of the

Third World, Peru among them, have many cultural deficien-do so.
We’re in such a time now. cies. What is transmitted as culture in our countries, is a re-

flection of the worst of U.S. culture, which by itself is badAnd those who are senior, or those who have the imagina-
tion, to understand that our problem is not just a financial enough. Undoubtedly, education has much to do with this.

We have a great many deficiencies; I think that for a longproblem, it’s not a this-problem, it’s not a that-problem. The
problem is, the nations of the planet, the people of the nations time—I’m speaking of Peru—there has not been any proposal
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“What we need,” said
LaRouche, “is a
spiritual kind of
education, which is
emphasizing the one
quality of the person,
which sets the person
apart from the animal!
Now, animals can learn;
chimpanzees can learn.
But, no animal, can
convey a universal
physical principle or
artistic principle.”
Shown here:
participants in a
UNICEF literacy
program in neighboring
Bolivia.

for generating a genuine cultural leap. There is also pragma- board. We don’t take them out (or adults, either), to develop
their minds, by showing them that they are capable of antism on the part of the government, in this respect. Clearly,

many new ideas are needed. What is needed is the best of act called cognition. That they are capable of reliving the
discoveries of the great, universal physical principles, discov-culture, the best of the spiritual advances of humanity, to be

able to understand the kinds of changes, the kinds of alterna- ered by people thousands of years before. If a child is edu-
cated, not on the basis of textbook learning, and formalism,tives, we need to undertake in educational terms.

I would ask that you continue with this idea of education, but on the basis of concentrating on reliving the act of discov-
ery, of often-known personalities, sometimes thousands, orand concretely, tell us what you would propose regarding

what needs to be taught our youth, and with what methods. hundreds [of years before], or the shorter-term past, the child
will get a grounding.And also, if you could speak in terms of higher scientific

strata, what do we need in this sense? The same thing is true, in the sense of art. I’ve used re-
cently, as an example of that—I think it’s a wonderful experi-LaRouche: Well, Peru, as you know, and as I observed

in my short stay there, has—a part of the country is fairly arid. ence, if people are capable of showing children how this
works. If we could take a good photograph of the LeonardoAnd therefore, children can easily go out in the evening, on

many available clear nights, and can look at the stars, and the da Vinci Last Supper in Milano, and put it on a large wall.
And have the children walk in front of that, or even adults, asplanets; and, with the help of good guides, can discuss things,

such as, “Well, how did people living in Central Asia, 6,000 they could in this Milan chapel, where it’s located, and see
the wonderful changes which Leonardo introduced to hisor more years ago, measure the vernal equinox cycle of nearly

26,000 years, with rather credible precision, when, appar- method of painting. In that case, their eyes would open up,
and they would realize that there’s an artistic principle here.ently, they only had very simple things, like pieces of rock

and wood, with which to construct instruments, to make the They get the same thing from the great Classical composi-
tions of Bach, if they’re understood, if they experience them,angular measurements necessary to build such a fine system

of astrophysics?” and things like that.
So, what we need is, a spiritual kind of education, whichThe problem is, we depend today, particularly, with tele-

vision, with other methods—we depend too much on teaching is emphasizing the one quality of the person, which sets the
person apart from the animal! Now, animals can learn; chim-children to repeat what they read in a textbook, or on a black-
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panzees can learn. Mother chimpanzees can teach the children
chimpanzees tricks that the mother has learned. But, no ani-
mal, can convey a universal physical principle or artistic
principle. No animal can do that. Peru is under fire

It is that quality, in the individual human being, which,
from the standpoint of science, sets man absolutely apart from the globalists
from, and above, all other species. And defines man as even
Genesis prescribes, as given the power to exert dominion over by Luis Vásquez Medina
all other things in this universe.

Now, if a child has an appreciation of that, through the
With a scant month to go before the Peruvian Presidentialexperience of cognitive experiences, by teachers who have

insight, and do that—like taking children out to look at the elections on April 9, and with President Alberto Fujimori
certain, according to all the polls, to be the winner of the firststars, and actually try to understand the principles of laws of

nature, by looking at the stars, and seeing how they change. round, a furious international campaign has been unleashed
against him, headed by a cluster of international organizationsIf we do that, then the child has not only knowledge—in the

sense of knowledge of physical principle—but, the child has which claim to be defenders of human rights and democracy.
Behind this campaign is the intention of the international fi-direct knowledge of that quality in the child himself or herself,

which sets him apart from all animals. And thus, defines the nancial oligarchy to destabilize and, if possible, overthrow
the Fujimori government, and to install in Peru a regime morerelations among human beings, as relations defined in terms

of that quality which sets the human individual apart from servile to its plans for the region: to establish a chain of narco-
nations through the South American Andes, including Vene-the beast.

That simple core, of principle, in a general educational zuela, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru.
This oligarchy has never forgiven the Fujimori govern-policy, is what I envisage as the basis for rebuilding society

morally and intellectually. ment for:
1. In April 1992, he temporarily closed the Congress andTrujillo Meza: Mr. LaRouche, good evening. As dean of

the College of Public Accountants, I want to greet you on Supreme Court, in order to conduct a successful war against
narco-terrorism.behalf of my board of directors, on my own behalf, and on

behalf of the president of the Finance Committee and its mem- 2. In September 1992, he captured the top leader of Shin-
ing Path, Abimael Guzmán, who received a life sentence.bers, and on behalf of those attending this event, and to tell

you that your presentation was truly extraordinary, and is 3. In April 1997, he recaptured the official residence of
the Japanese Ambassador to Peru from the hands of the Tupacconsistent with the position you frequently expound in your

magazine and in your newspaper. Amaru (MRTA) narco-terrorists, without caving in to their
demands.I have always thought, when reading those documents,

that you were a radical, politically speaking—perhaps we 4. By the end of the 1990s, Fujimori had reduced coca
cultivation in Peru by more than half.could say a revolutionary—within the Democratic Party on

the economic and financial world level. And President Clin- In early February of this year, the Carter Center and the
National Democratic Institute for Interntional Affairs (NDI)ton, who is a Democrat, should hear you and improve the

policy of the United States, above all for Latin America and of the United States each sent commissions of “observers” to
Peru, which included two former Ibero-American Presidents.for the rest of the world.

On behalf of the board of directors, on my own behalf, In the joint report issued at the conclusion of their “observ-
ing,” they declared that “there do not exist the necessary polit-and on behalf of the Finance Committee, and those attending

this event, we want to congratulate you for your participation ical conditions for free and just elections,” and that the Peru-
vian electoral process “does not comply with the internationaland for your excellent speech. Your position is very interest-

ing and favors the developing countries. We hope that you standards necessary to be qualified as democratic.”
On Feb. 11, the two delegations held a joint press confer-become President of the United States, and are able to make

your ideas a reality, that we could benefit from that oppor- ence, presided over by former Costa Rican President Rodrigo
Carazo. Also at the podium was Guillermo Márquez, formertunity.

The event has really been a success, and I especially president of the Panamanian Electoral Court; Gerardo Le
Chevallier, NDI director for Latin America and the Carib-want to thank the participants whose attendance has under-

scored the importance and relevance that such a confer- bean; and Shelley McConnell, associate director for the Carter
Center on Latin America and the Caribbean. Their report wasence merits.

I thank you very much, Mr. LaRouche, and want to say immediately embraced by U.S. State Department spokesman
James Rubin, who said: “The United States government wel-good-bye with this affectionate applause, to which I invite all

those attendees as well as the panelists to participate. comes, and essentially agrees, with the recommendations is-
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sued today by the NDI and the Carter Center regarding pre- linked to Transparency International who ordered Pinochet
arrested in London in October 1998, so he could be extraditedelection conditions in Peru.”
to Madrid and tried on human rights charges. Castresana said,
without batting an eyelash, that “Peru has six times moreAmmunition for the opposition

The NDI and the Carter Center have opened a permanent prisoners of conscience than Cuba.” This is a rather unique
way of describing the Shining Path and MRTA narco-terror-office in Lima to monitor the electoral process, and in one

month, will issue a second report which is expected to be ists, currently serving their jail terms in Peru for having waged
a dirty war that killed more than 25,000 Peruvians.definitive. If it goes against the Peruvian government, the

report may be used by the political opposition in Peru as
justification for withdrawing as a bloc from the election, ‘Insolent’ and ‘ill-intentioned’

However, the effects inside Peru of these fictional fanta-thereby muddying the government’s likely electoral victory.
Both the NDI—which is part of the Project Democracy sies, as with the slanderous reports of the foreign “observer”

commissions, have been diametrically opposed to what theapparatus of that ally of the narcos, Oliver North—and the
Carter Center, specialize in using issues of “human rights” authors intended. Peruvian public opinion has seen for itself

the character of a very powerful international slander cam-and “democracy” to destabilize governments which the inter-
national oligarchy opposes. paign opposing President Fujimori’s reelection.

Former Congress president Carlos Torres y Torres LaraAn even more strident attack was launched against the
Peruvian President by the little-known International Federa- protested what he described as “an insolent and ill-intentioned

interference” in the internal affairs of the country. “Just whattion for Human Rights (IFHR), which also sent a commission
to observe the Peruvian electoral process. On Feb. 15, it issued kind of international norms regarding elections are they talk-

ing about?” he asked. He added that it would be appropriatea statement questioning Peru’s ability to conduct a “free elec-
toral process,” because “there doesn’t appear to be a free to investigate whether the U.S. electoral process is fulfilling

the international “norms” demanded by the commissionsand democratic competition . . . but rather a procedure which
seeks to justify, or disguise, what in reality is the perpetuation looking at Peru.

On Feb. 17, Lima cable television Channel N broadcastof an authoritarian regime with a strong military presence.”
The IFHR is, essentially, an appendage of the nefarious the comments of respected political analyst and journalist

Patricio Ricketts, who denounced the base hypocrisy of thenon-governmental organization of British intelligence, Am-
nesty International. Its delegation to Peru included Nicara- so-called “observers” who criticize the Peruvian electoral

process while remaining silent about the illegal abuses com-guan Bianca Jagger, former wife of Satanic rocker Mick Jag-
ger; Mariclaire Acosta, a defender of terrorists, a member of mitted against the political rights of Lyndon LaRouche, candi-

date for the Democratic U.S. Presidential nomination. Hold-the Inter-American Dialogue, and Amnesty’s representative
in Mexico; and Rolando Asnrup of the University of Stock- ing EIR up in front of the television cameras, Ricketts said

that LaRouche has been illegally prevented from appearingholm. According to Jagger, the Peruvian National Election
Board has neither the independence nor impartiality to over- on the ballot in various states in the United States, in addition

to having been systematically denied access to the traditionalsee the electoral process, and she described the government’s
actions as a “permanent coup d’état.” televised electoral debates. He said that all sorts of maneuvers

have been employed to black out his campaign, despite theThe IFHR called on the international community to stand
vigil over “the transparency of the Peruvian elections,” and fact that LaRouche has cultivated a large enough base of sup-

port to qualify for Federal campaign matching funds.to lend support to the National Coordinator of Human Rights,
the Civil Association Transparency, and the Democratic Fo- Ricketts said that the purpose of this ignoble international

campaign, slandering Peru while burying all mention of therum, so that they can oversee “the cleanliness of the Peruvian
electoral process.” All these Peruvian institutions have not LaRouche case, is to “kick over the chessboard” and frustrate

the Peruvian electoral process. Opposition candidate Cas-only exhibited blatant partiality to the political opposition,
but have systematically defended the terrorists in Peru. tañeda Losio has already announced his intent to withdraw

from the elections, and more recently, Lima Mayor and oppo-The same week that the IFHR issued its accusations
against the Peruvian electoral process, a book entitled In the sition front-runner Alberto Andrade has made similar noises.

Faced with imminent defeat at the polls, the opposition blocKingdom of Terror was released in Spain. Its author, Alvaro
Vargas Llosa, is the son of the pornographic Spanish novelist is only awaiting the release of the second reports of the Carter

Center and of the IFHR, to walk out of the electoral process,Mario Vargas Llosa, a candidate for the Peruvian Presidency
in 1990. The book was presented to the public by Spain’s thereby supposedly baring the dictatorial and anti-democratic

character of the Fujimori administration.“anti-corruption” prosecutor Carlos Castresana, who called
for applying the “Pinochet treatment” to Fujimori, and for This is the scenario for destabilizing the only country on

the continent which has successfully confronted the narco-putting him in the dock before he gets “too old.” The cere-
mony was also attended by Baltazar Garzón, the magistrate terrorists. Coincidence?
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LaRouche’s enemies
push for Taiwan war
by Jonathan Tennenbaum

With only days until the decisive Presidential elections in According to the Washington Post, Scaife’s anti-China
group, known as “Blue Team” (the term used by the ChineseTaiwan on March 18, there is a growing danger that outside

manipulation of tensions across the Taiwan Strait could deto- People’s Liberation Army for the enemy side in PLA military
exercises), includes leadingfigures from the intelligence-con-nate a strategic crisis, and even lead to military conflict be-

tween the United States and China. The basic scenario is, that nected “Taiwan lobby,” key Congressional offices, and aca-
demic purveyors of the “China threat” thesis. Launched lastsome combination of events seen by Beijing as completely

unacceptable—including a hypothetical further move, by the year through the Scaife-financed “Project for the New Ameri-
can Century,” the “Blue Team” has already played a key role,Taiwan authorities, toward formal separation from the main-

land—could precipitate some sort of military action by among other things, in drafting and promoting inflammatory
anti-China legislation in the U.S. Congress, including the re-Beijing against Taiwan, and draw in the United States on the

basis of commitments to guarantee Taiwan’s security. The cent Taiwan Security Enhancement Act, as well as pushing
for sales of advanced weapons systems to Taiwan. The Wash-danger of a strategic crisis around Taiwan is greatly height-

ened by the fact, that a powerful section of the international ington Post points out that “though little noticed, the Blue
Team has had considerable success.”oligarchy is presently in a “flight-forward” mode, reacting

to the impending financial collapse by deliberately trying to One of its latest projects appears to be the push to sell
Taiwan warships equipped with the advanced AEGIS anti-ignite conflicts and wars in a variety of regions, from the

Balkans, eastern Europe, and the Middle East, all the way to missile radar system. This radar system is a key component
of Theater Missile Defense (TMD) systems being developedthe Pacific.
by the U.S. Navy, which among other things are being consid-
ered for deployment around Japan in the context of U.S.-The ‘Blue Team’s’ war push

On Feb. 23, the Washington Post published an exposé Japanese defense cooperation. As Taiwan’s outgoing Presi-
dent, Lee Teng-hui, has openly called for Taiwan to join adocumenting the role of U.S. right-wing billionaire Richard

Mellon Scaife—a figure tied to the dirtiest and most danger- future U.S.-Japanese TMD system, a U.S. decision to sell
AEGIS warships to Taiwan will be read in Beijing as a furtherous, pro-war faction of Anglo-American intelligence—in

directly organizing and financing a long list of operations signal of an emerging military alliance between Taiwan, the
United States, and Japan, against China—making it one ofin the U.S. Congress and elsewhere, to orchestrate and pro-

voke a U.S.-China military confrontation. Scaife, it should be several short-term tripwires for a new Taiwan crisis.
The “Blue Team” is evidently one of the nastiest, mostremembered, was the main sponsor of independent counsel

Kenneth Starr’s campaign to destroy the Clinton Presidency, dangerous elements inserted into the whole anti-China ma-
chine in Washington—a machine which includes the gang inand is as well, a leading personal enemy of Lyndon

LaRouche. Congress run by Senate Foreign Relations Committee Chair-
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man Jesse Helms (R-N.C.) and House International Relations President Lee Teng-hui, whose provocative activities on be-
half of formal independence of Taiwan—a prospect abso-Committee Chairman BenjaminGilman (R-N.Y.), and featur-

ing, most prominently, Sens. Robert Torricelli (D-N.J.), lutely unacceptable to Beijing—deliberately undermined the
modus vivendi which had existed across the Taiwan Strait, andFrank Murkowski (R-Ak.), and Majority Leader Trent Lott

(R-Miss.), and Reps. Dana Rohrabacher (R-Calif.), Christo- precipitated the series of Taiwan crises, beginning especially
with Lee’s trip to the United States in 1995.pher Cox (R-Calif.), John Shadegg (R-Ariz.), and Gerald Sol-

omon (R-N.Y.). Virtually all of these are hostile to Lyndon LaRouche warned explicitly about the danger coming
from these Anglo-American-Japanese circles, in a Jan. 10LaRouche’s defense of the perfect sovereignty of nation-

states. memorandum entitled “Puppet Emperor Lee Teng-hui” (EIR,
Jan. 21, 2000). LaRouche pointed to the role of the BritishNow, as the March 18 Taiwan election approaches, the

networks connected with the “Blue Team,” such as notorious government and such British-linked operations as Christian
Solidarity International (also an important influence in theReagan administration neo-conservative Frank Gaffney, are

going all-out to whip up public hysteria about an impending U.S. Congressional “Taiwan lobby”), as well as Lee’s close
connection to circles associated with former U.S. CIA deputymainland invasion of Taiwan and an alleged threat by Beijing

to launch nuclear missiles at the United States. Their answer director Ray Cline, and warned: “President Lee’s behavior
has clearly demonstrated, that he is not representing the inter-to the alleged war danger, however, is that the United States

should take actions, calculated to push Beijing even further est of the people of Taiwan, but is acting as an agent of influ-
ence of certain forces in Japan, Great Britain, and the U.S.A.,toward the edge of an actual military intervention around

Taiwan. who are trying to provoke a war between the U.S. and Main-
land China.”Exemplary is also former U.S. Defense Secretary Sir

Caspar Weinberger, who told a meeting on Capitol Hill on The circles behind Lee Teng-hui’s attacks on the One-
China policy, LaRouche said, are “the same interests whoFeb. 28, “It might not be wise for America to go to war with

China, but it might be necessary.” Weinberger said that backed the launching of the two earlier Sino-Japanese wars
against China, in 1894-95 and the 1930s. From my personalBeijing’s “threats” to the United States require an “unequivo-

cal, immediate, unambiguous, firm response.” He blamed knowledge of U.S. and other relevant intelligence circles from
the 1980s, I have a well-marked road-map of the British andPresident Clinton for leaving the United States unprepared

for a military conflict with China. Weinberger, who was U.S. complicity in this deployment of exactly those forces
within Japan, who were the authors of the first Sino-Japaneseawarded an honorary knighthood by the British Queen, is the

author of The Next War, a 1996 docu-thriller which featured war, and who launched the second.”
LaRouche explained that he was obliged to clarify thisa senario for a nuclear war in East Asia.

matter, because official statements from Beijing, warning
that Lee Teng-hui’s provocations threatened a war acrossManipulation of Taiwan

However, the public drumbeat for a near-term U.S.-China the Taiwan Strait, while understandable and correct, were
insufficiently precise concerning the actual authors of theconfrontation may only be the most evident among other,

more behind-the-scenes attempts to orchestrate a dangerous war threat, and the British role in particular. LaRouche
added: “Before wise men allow themselves to be drawn intonew Taiwan crisis.

As of now, the outcome of the Taiwan elections appears war, they should first discover who is the enemy which must
be defeated.”to be up in the air. One of the three Presidential candidates,

the independent James Soong, takes a moderate position in
favor of dialogue with Beijing. Another, the current Vice Beijing’s view

Recent statements from Beijing have in fact beenPresident, Lien Chan, is close to Lee Teng-hui, but is expected
to be at least relatively cautious with respect to making any strongly focussing on the backing Lee Teng-hui and the

Taiwan separatists have received from “certain forces in themove toward formal independence. He is apparently regarded
in Beijing as someone China could live with. The third candi- United States.” These Chinese statements, however, hardly

go beyond vague references to the “Cold War thinking” anddate, Chen Shui-ban of the Democratic Progressive Party,
takes a stronger anti-Beijing line. American tendencies of “hegemonism,” do not bring up the

British angle, and generally lack the historical and strategicThe major difficulty is, that regardless of who wins the
election, the situation inside and around Taiwan will remain depth of LaRouche’s analyses. Nevertheless, Beijing is

clearly trying to maintain a differentiated position towardsubject to powerful influences by certain U.S., British, and
Japanese interests which have a stake in provoking a new the United States, and to appeal to reason in the attempt to

explain its position.Taiwan crisis.
The same Anglo-American faction behind Scaife, the On Feb. 21, the People’s Republic of China’s State Coun-

cil released a “White Paper,” laying forth Beijing’s principled“Blue Team,” and the Congressional anti-China mob gener-
ally, together with counterparts in Japan, has long sponsored position on the “One China Policy and the Taiwan Issue.”
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The bulk of the 11,000-word paper is devoted to a careful, example, the impact of the bombing of the Chinese Embassy
in Belgrade is still very much present. A mild example of thereasoned exposition of the “One China policy,” including the

historical reasons why Taiwan has never ceased to be a part hardening position inside China, is an article published in the
official daily of the People’s Liberation Army on Feb. 28. Theof China, in spite of the effects of the civil war; noting, also,

that reunification was the policy of the ruling Kuomintang article states, in part:
“After the end of the Cold War, the U.S. government’sparty in Taiwan for more than three decades; and tracing

the history of U.S. commitments to the “One China policy.” China policy has undergone great oscillations, but the use of
the ‘Taiwan card’ to contain China, has remained the un-Refuting point-by-point the arguments of Lee Teng-hui in

favor of separatism, the White Paper emphasizes the enor- changed element among a thousand changes. . . .
“If this U.S. behavior vis-à-vis the Taiwan question is notmous trade and investment ties between Taiwan and the main-

land, and reiterates, in conciliatory language, Beijing’s pro- quickly stopped, then it can destroy the external conditions
for the Chinese government’s striving for peaceful reunifica-posal for reunification negotiations “on a basis of equality”

and the principle of “one nation—two systems.” tion of the country. It is exactly thanks to the public and covert
support by the anti-China forces in the United States, and theirAt the same time, the document does state, in a single

sentence, that “if a grave turn of events occurs leading to the instigations, that the separatist forces in Taiwan, as repre-
sented by Lee Teng-hui, have dared to proceed ever furtherseparation of Taiwan from China under any name, . . . or if

the Taiwan authorities refuse, sine die, the peaceful settlement along the road of splitting the Fatherland, causing relations
across the Strait to remain for a long time in a state of unrestof Straits reunification through negotiations, then the Chinese

government will be forced to adopt all drastic measures possi- and tension. . . .
“Supporting ‘Taiwan independence’ will backfire on theble, including the use of force, to safeguard China’s sover-

eignty and territorial integrity and fulfill the great task of perpetrators. Concerning the Taiwan question, the U.S. could
very well come to suffer losses and harm its own situation. Asreunification.” It also declares that the Chinese government

“cannot allow the resolution of the Taiwan issue to be post- everyone knows, the supporters of ‘Taiwan independence,’ if
they flagrantly insist on division, will finally force a situation,poned indefinitely.”

Reacting to the uproar in the Western press, which ignored in which the Chinese government cannot avoid using armed
force to settled the Taiwan issue.99% of the White Paper in order to claim that Beijing was

issuing a “war ultimatum” to Taiwan, Chinese Vice Prime “Once a Taiwan war has broken out, the U.S. government
will face a dilemma: if the U.S. does not intervene, then U.S.Minister Qian Qichen on March 1 publicly denied any change

in the Chinese government’s policy on the Taiwan issue. allies, in view of the U.S. ‘Taiwan Relations Act,’ will doubt
whether U.S. promises can be counted upon. If the U.S. inter-China’s policy remains “peaceful reunification and one coun-

try, two systems,” he said. The position, that the Taiwan issue venes in a substantial way, then U.S. decision-makers cannot
avoid considering the fact, that they may come under enor-“cannot be delayed indefinitely,” was already stressed by the

late Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping in October 1984. The new mous pressure and could pay a very high price. China is not
Iraq, China is not Vietnam, China is an extremely specialWhite Paper was aimed at “pushing forward the development

of cross-Strait relations and urging the Taiwan authorities to country: On the one hand, she is a permanent member of the
UN Security Council, and on the other hand, she is also asit down to hold talks with us,” Qian said.

In fact, while not essentially different from what Beijing country possessing a certain degree of strategic counterstrike
capability and long-range attack capability. To resort to armshas voiced in various forms before, in the present context, the

White Paper and other official statements leave Beijing with against such a country, would not be a wise course of action,
and U.S. decision-makers are aware of this.”little room to back down, in case some combination of

events—such as a further move toward formal independence Senior European experts, while acknowledging the exis-
tence of hot-headed sentiments among some sections of theby the new Taiwan government after the election, for exam-

ple, or something else—were to occur, that would “call Chinese military and other institutions, at the same time stress
the cautious, rationalistic mentality of China’s present rulingBeijing’s bluff.”
elite, and its overriding focus on economic consolidation of
the country. According to their view, for China to launchThe danger of provocation

One also cannot ignore the fact, that, as in any country, into any sort of military adventure today—not to speak of
confronting the world’s only superpower—would be virtu-there exist factions inside China, including inside the military,

who are not as cool-headed and rational as the official authors ally unthinkable under any but the most extreme circum-
stances.of the “White Paper.” It is in this context that the deliberately

inflamatory activities of Scaife’s “Blue Team,” and related The problem is, that such “extreme circumstances” are
exactly what the Anglo-American “flight-forward” faction,operations run through the United States, are particularly dan-

gerous. They are calculated to encourage the buildup of an as exemplified by the activities of the “Blue Team,” is now
trying to create.“enemy image” of the United States in China, where, for
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Failure to carry out reconstruction
raises threat of a fifth Balkan war
by Elke Fimmen

The United Nations KFOR mission in Kosovo confronts heroic deed to get emergency funds.” Many people were in
danger of freezing to death. Out of 200,000 homes in Ko-daily escalation of tensions, which NATO circles are blam-

ing on Serbian dictator Slobodan Milosevic. But the fact is, sovo, 120,000 had been damaged or destroyed. His deputy,
Tom Koenigs, said on Feb. 7 that no salaries could be paidthat the West itself has to bear responsibility for a crisis

which could lead to a new Balkan war. There has been a to teachers. Payment for imported electricity and fuel for
public transportation was also in doubt.consistent refusal by Western governments to carry out an

economic reconstruction program, following each of the
wars in the Balkans. A policy of economic reconstruction Growing tensions

In this situation, conflicts are crescendoing to the pointwould have been the basis for the Serbian population to
move toward a democratic change in government. But, that that there is widespread discussion of the possibility of a new

war. The German daily Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung re-never happened.
The complete lack of reconstruction now offers fertile ported on Feb. 21 on the annual meeting of defense specialists

and military officials under the auspices of the Atlantic Bridgeground for a new escalation toward war. That is precisely
what the Schiller Institute warned against last summer, when organization, at the headquarters of the U.S. forces in Stutt-

gart, Germany. One view expressed, was that “it is high timeit campaigned internationally for a Marshall Plan for the
Balkans and immediate reconstruction in Kosovo. for the allies to demonstrate to Milosevic that they are ready

and willing to have a new war in the Balkans, wherever theyGen. Klaus Reinhardt, commander of the KFOR peace-
keeping forces, characterized the situation in Kosovo in an may choose.” The neighboring nations would have to be orga-

nized into a defense pact, and Russia would have to be in-interview with the German weekly Die Woche published on
Jan. 10: It was “adventurously stupid,” he said, that, in cluded this time, in order to dash any hope on the part of

Milosevic that he could count on foreign support.the spring of 1999, the governments of NATO countries
expended immense sums of money to bomb Serbia into Another participant in the meeting reportedly said that

the situation is becoming precarious for KFOR, becausesubmission, “but now, when the issue is reconstruction, the
money is lacking.” At about $60 million, the entire UN the Serbs and the Albanians both identify KFOR as their

adversary. According to a German NATO diplomat, thebudget for reconstruction in Kosovo amounts to one-quarter
of the sum NATO spent for a single day of bombing. “I “frustratingly slow development” of the construction of a

civil administration leaves Milosevic room to hatch nefari-continuously hear that more money is coming, but, apart
from promises, nothing happens,” the general said in another ous new schemes. “Kosovo could become a grand Dien Bien

Phu for the West,” said an American general, in the presenceinterview, with the daily Süddeutsche Zeitung. It is not possi-
ble to build up a country “with foreign soldiers and diplomats of the NATO Supreme Allied Commander for Europe, Gen.

Wesley Clark (referring to the French military disaster inalone,” he said. Teachers are needed, and people who can
build power plants; such people exist in the Balkan countries Vietnam in 1954).

Whatever occurs in the Balkans will have implicationsthemselves, but no one can pay them, and those who cannot
earn a living “will not be particularly happy about the advent far beyond that region, since the geopolitical dangers of the

Balkan war of last spring remain unchanged. Russia andof democracy.”
The UN emissary to Kosovo, Bernard Kouchner, pointed China both viewed the NATO bombing campaign against

Yugoslavia as directed, politically and strategically, at them.out at the beginning of February, that he did not have a
single penny in his 2000 budget, although the international The UN mandate in Kosovo will have to be extended by

the UN Security Council in June, and China and Russia willdonors conference in November had promised him roughly
$15 million. With the complicated financial controls now in probably refuse to go along with it.

New conflicts are brewing. General Ivasov, who is re-effect in the European Union, he said, it was “almost a
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sponsible for international cooperation in the Russian De- The fraudulent Stability Pact
The institution that is supposed to secure peace by democ-fense Ministry, announced that Russia opposes the KFOR

maneuvers scheduled for March. According to sources on ratizing the Balkan nations and integrating them into the
larger Euro-Atlantic structures, is the Stability Pact for thesite, Russia, with its 3,600 soldiers stationed in Kosovo, was

not invited to participate. NATO wanted to exert pressure Balkans. It is headed by Germany’s Bodo Hombach, who,
according to KFOR’s General Reinhardt, has never “paid meon the Yugoslav leadership to change the political system,

according to Ivasov. a single visit.” With regard to the pressing tasks of economic
reconstruction, Hombach never tires of saying, “I am notThen, there is the violence in Kosovska Mitrovica, for

which NATO circles are blaming Milosevic. Tensions be- Santa Claus.” But perhaps it is dawning even on him that
things are spinning out of control, for he diverted $300 milliontween Serbs and Albanians have grown there dramatically

since the beginning of February. Nine people died and 20 from his agriculture budget for the next two years, in order to
have something to put on the table at the Stability Pact meetinghave been wounded in clashes. Over 1,500 Albanians have

left the Serb-controlled part of the city. American and German at the end of March. (The meeting had to be postponed from
January to March, due to insufficient preparation.)KFOR units, carrying out raids in the Serbian part of the city,

were attacked, and the French troops were pulled out of the This paltry amount of money is but a fraction of the mi-
serly $2.5 billion promised for the next five years. On theoperation. A street battle took place between KFOR and Alba-

nians on Feb. 28, as the Albanians tried to move into the basis of past experience, the likelihood is that little of this will
actually arrive, and that much of what does, willflow, not intonorthern sector of the city. The crowd grew to 75,000 people.

Not long before, 30,000 Kosovo Albanians had been pre- reconstruction, but into the coffers of the myriad international
organizations now present in the region.vented by KFOR, for security reasons, from entering the city,

following a march from Pristina. Conditions are desperate in the other countries that are
members of the Stability Pact:France intends to reinforce its forces in Kosovoska Mi-

trovica with an addition 700 soldiers, as French Defense Min- In Bosnia, five years after the signing of the Dayton Ac-
cords that ended the war, production is still at a standstill,ister Allen Richard announced at a joint press conference with

U.S. Secretary of Defense William Cohen in Washington on and 80% unemployment is common in many areas. For the
“international community,” the priority is the repayment ofMarch 2. The United States is considering deploying Special

Forces into the French sector of Kosovo. the old, pre-1990 Yugoslavian debts.
Romania, a candidate to join the European Union (EU),On Feb. 28, NATO Secretary General Lord George Rob-

ertson said that NATO had observed a concentration of Yugo- and Bulgaria both suffered immense economic losses during
the war against Yugoslavia, but that does not prevent theslav troops in southern Serbia, referring to the region of Buja-

novac-Presevo-Medjeva, which is east of Kosovo and largely “international community” from continuing to impose brutal
International Monetary Fund (IMF) shock therapy upon them.populated by Albanians. The troops consisted of four units of

the Serbian Interior Ministry. The Macedonian Army an- In Romania, many cities lack regular supplies of heat, electric-
ity, and clean drinking water. Prime Minister Mugur Isarescu,nounced on Feb. 22 that it was raising the alert level for its

troops on the border with Serbia, thefirst time since the NATO who was installed in December under massive pressure from
the IMF and EU, is a proponent of an even more radicalattacks in Kosovo last spring. The reason given was that

“things could happen on the other side that will get out of austerity policy than what Romanians have already been suf-
fering under. He tells his countrymen that there is “absolutelycontrol.”

NATO Commander General Clark, during a recent visit no money” for improvements in living standards, since, were
money made available for such purposes, the country wouldin Macedonia, described the relationship between Serbia and

Montenegro (which is still officially part of Yugoslavia) as be insolvent and could not pay its foreign debt. More austerity
is the IMF’s condition for a $180 million bridge loan, withoutvery tense. Increased movement of Serbian troops had been

observed, he claimed. which the country would have to declare bankruptcy in
March. The standard of living in Romania is now 40% belowAt the end of 1999, Montenegro introduced the German

deutschemark as its official currency, an important step to- the dismal level that it had reached at the end of the Commu-
nist period. In 1998, industrial production dropped by 17.4%,ward separation from Serbia. Tensions increased further fol-

lowing the assassination of the Yugoslav Defense Ministry and by another 10% in 1999.
According to official statistics, 25% of the BulgarianPavle Bulatovic; the Serbs hold the Montenegrin leadership

responsible for the deed. population lives below subsistence level. The government
is in a battle with the IMF to raise the minimum wage to aBosnia, too, is becoming more unstable following the

withdrawal of the Serbian Socialist Party from the Western- level slightly below subsistence. Prime Minister Kosotov
replied to a parliamentary inquiry about the standard ofsupported governing coalition of Republika Srpska, the ethnic

Serbian entity in Bosnia. living, that “with the $1 billion which the government pays
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each year to service the foreign debt, we could double pen-
sions or increase expenditures for education or health care
considerably.”

In Croatia, the IMF and World Bank immediately im-
posed new austerity conditionalities on the new government Is a new Persian Gulf
of Prime Minister Ivica Racan and President Stipe Mesic,
immediately upon their assuming office. At the same time, crisis in the making?
there are generous offers being discussed, to the effect that
Croatia might be rapidly accepted as a member of the EU, by Dean Andromidas
and given “financial aid,” provided it agrees to the IMF reci-
pes and other—as yet unknown—conditions. Croatia is being

Developments over the last several weeks indicate that thetouted as the new beacon of hope for democratic reform of
the region, and U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright British-American-Commonwealth (BAC) policy grouping is

planning to provoke a major crisis in the Persian Gulf, target-and German Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer are trying to
outdo each other in their oaths of friendship. ting Iraq or possibly Iran. Their motivation is the growing

realization by leading BAC policy circles, that the world fi-It will become clear rather quickly whether the develop-
ment projects defined by the new government have priority nancial system is heading for a crash in the very near future.

Although a new Gulf crisis would have profoundly disastrousfor the “international community.” The Croatian coordinator
for the Stability Pact, Vladimir Drobnjak, announced that consequences for the current moribund Middle East peace

process, its principal purpose would be to force the majorCroatia would present plans at the meeting of the Stability
Pact for the construction of a Danube-Sava canal, the comple- economic powers, particularly western Europe and Japan,

into supporting the overall geopolitical policies of the BAC.tion of the railroad from Budapest to Ploce, the creation of an
industrial zone in Vukovar, destroyed by the war, and the This war policy was spelled out on Feb. 5 by U.S. Defense

Secretary William Cohen, in his address to the 26th annualconstruction of an Adriatic-Ionia highway.
One thing is already clear: If the government wants to Conference on Security Policy, known as the Wehrkunde con-

ference. As reported in the Feb. 18 EIR, the Wehrkunde con-receive financial aid from the conference of the Stability
Pact, it will have to submit to the draconian conditions ference in Munich, Germany is the traditional unofficial fo-

rum where Anglo-American policy initiatives are presentedimposed by the IMF and the World Bank. Public expendi-
tures will have to be cut drastically, the pension and health for adoption by other members of the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization (NATO).system will have to be “reformed,” and the remaining state-
run companies, such as the railway company, ports, and In his speech, Cohen declared that the major strategic

threat to the West is the development of weapons of massbanks, will have to be quickly privatized. Budget cuts of
12% are already planned for 2000, including 20-40% wage destruction by so-called “rogue nations,” namely, Iran, Iraq,

North Korea, and Libya.cuts for state employees.
The commercialization of the construction of the urgently “For America and Europe,” Cohen said, “the threat of

missiles from rogue nations is substantial and increasing.needed infrastructure is high on the IMF and World Bank lists
of priorities. Prime Minister Racan was not exaggerating, North Korea is building—and selling—long-range missiles

and has assembled an arsenal with nuclear, chemical, andwhen he announced “sacrifices and difficulties” for the com-
ing year. The new government still has to deal with the legacy biological capabilities. Iran, with foreign assistance, is buy-

ing—and developing—long-range missiles. It has chemicalof the late President Franjo Tudjman, since the real economy
was destroyed in the last ten years as a result of the combina- weapons, and is seeking nuclear and biological capabilities.”

Singling out Iraq for special action, Cohen said that “Iraqtion of IMF conditionalities and internal mafia methods, so
that the country has a 20% rate of unemployment. Under had an active missile program and chemical and biological

weapons, and was close to nuclear capability. Saddam hassuch conditions, the social situation will not remain stable for
very long. been trying since 1991 to maintain a production base for all

of these and, if the world community allows him to flout withThe grandiose promises being made to Croatia only make
sense in light of Croatia’s integration into NATO operations impunity its UN Security Council resolutions, he will resume

his activities where he was stopped.”in the region. The U.S. ambassador announced a visit by the
commander of the Sixth Fleet to Zagreb in March, which will Cohen charged, “These rogue nations want long-range

missiles to coerce and threaten us—the North American andbring five U.S. warships into Croatian waters. Prime Minister
Racan said that Croatia, in view of its important geostrategic European parts of NATO. . . . In the next five to ten years,

these rogue countries will be able to hold all of NATO at risklocation, wants to play its part in taking responsibility for the
general situation in the region. with their missile forces.”
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Four developing nations, two of which (North Korea and dent Seyyed Mohammad Khatami, “the use of terrorism as a
political tool by official Iranian organs has not changed.”Iraq) are on the verge of economic collapse, could pose an

existential threat to Western civilization, Cohen said. He de- At the end of February, the U.S. Senate passed the Non-
Proliferation Act, authorizing the President to slap sanctionsmanded that Europe support the U.S. policy of building so-

called limited ballistic-missile defense. As EIR has shown, on any country that transfers materials to Iran that could be
used to develop weapons of mass destruction. On March 1,Cohen’s ballistic-missile-defense policy is incompetent mili-

tarily, and in reality is a geopolitical strategic doctrine aimed the U.S. House of Representatives unanimously passed the
same legislation. The move drew angry responses from Iranat preventing the formation of a Eurasian “Survivors’ Club,”

i.e., will bring about a war which it is nominally designed to and Russia. The latter is currently building a civilian nuclear
power reactor in Bushehr, Iran, which has been the target ofprevent (see Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “Congress Revisits

the ABM Treaty,” EIR, Aug. 20, 1999). Such a development, Anglo-American rage for the last several years.
Within two weeks of the Wehrkunde conference, certainwhich is already in motion with growing cooperation among

China, Russia, India, and other Eurasian countries, is seen by policy circles in Germany fell in behind Cohen’s anti-“rogue
state” policy. On Feb. 25, the German daily Bildzeitung re-the BAC policy grouping as the major threat to its power. This

is especially the case as the world slides into a catastrophic ported that the Bundesnachrichtendienst (BND), Germany’s
national intelligence agency, has completed a survey warningfinancial crisis.
that by 2005, Iraq and Iran will have developed missiles capa-
ble of striking Germany. At the Wehrkunde conference, BNDGore ignores ‘dire circumstance’ in Iraq

Even as Cohen was speaking in Europe, Vice President director August Hanning had tried to out-do Cohen, by claim-
ing that Europe needed an anti-missile defense system as earlyAl Gore was planning a meeting with the London-based Iraqi

opposition to discuss plans for “replacing the despotic regime as 2005.
Keying off these reports, commentaries have popped upin Baghdad.” In a letter to the Iraqi National Congress on Feb.

8, Gore reasserted his long-standing campaign to smash the in leading German dailies. On Feb. 25, the Frankfurter All-
gemeine Zeitung ran a commentary by its Middle East corre-nation of Iraq, despite the fact that 70 members of the U.S.

Congress had called upon the administration, in a Jan. 31 spondent, entitled “The Veil of Ambiguity,” on Israel’s de-
bate on its own nuclear policy. The commentary admonishesletter to President Clinton, to end the economic sanctions.

According to Rep. Tom Campbell (D-Calif.), the letter said the Israelis for keeping the debate secret, claiming that the
Israelis are too locked into a bitter debate on the peace processthat the sanctions have served to worsen the “dire circum-

stance” in Iraq, including contributing to the deaths of several to openly debate the real, “existential” threat posed by the
Iranian and Iraqi missile capabilities. Three days later, thethousand children under 5 every month from disease and mal-

nutrition. Campbell said, “The time has come to turn a new same daily reported on a “secret assessment” by NATO indi-
cating that Iran is expected to soon possess medium-rangepage in our dealings with Iraq.”

On March 1, the London Times published a commentary missiles capable of striking Europe.
Even in NATO’s newest member, the Czech Republic,by Secretary Cohen entitled “Rogue States Cannot Hope To

Blackmail America or Her Allies,” which is excerpted di- policy circles are stepping into line. The Czech Chamber of
Deputies is rushing through a law blocking the sale of air-rectly from his Wehrkunde speech.

Cohen’s speech coincided with the release on Feb. 2 of conditioning equipment to Iran for use in Iran’s Bushehr nu-
clear power plant. The blocking of the allegedly “dual use” airthe U.S. Central Intelligence Agency’s report to Congress on

“Acquisition of Technology Relating to Weapons of Mass conditioners, is being timed for the arrival of U.S. Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright.Destruction and Advanced Conventional Munitions.” The re-

port puts Iran at the top of the threat list, followed by Iraq,
North Korea, and Libya. Also mentioned are Syria, Sudan, Another military strike against Iraq

Reliable European sources have told EIR that a trans-India, Pakistan, and Egypt. On Feb. 9, Robert D. Walpole,
National Intelligence Officer for Strategic and Nuclear Weap- Atlantic policy consensus is in place for a major military

action against Iraq. Such a move is obviously planned as aons, in Senate testimony which was far more alarmist than
the report itself, asserted that this missile threat would come dramatic show of force of Cohen’s “rogue state” doctrine.

The source claimed that despite widespread agreementinto full maturity by 2010.
Also on Feb. 2, CIA director George J. Tenet presented that Iran is pursuing its development of weapons of mass

destruction, a consensus for a strike there has not yet beento the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence the CIA’s
annual assessment of security threats against the United reached. This debate on whether to strike Iran is occurring

despite the recent elections, which confirmed the reform trendStates. Tenet reiterated the alleged missile threat, singled out
Iran as “the most active state sponsor” of international terror- of the past several years under President Khatami.

A strike against Iraq will, no doubt, be viewed by Iran asism, and said that despite the reform policies of Iranian Presi-
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a threat to its interests. More broadly, it will further enrage biological weapons project, in addition to nuclear weapons
and missile projects.both the Russians and Chinese, who will see it as yet another

instance of Anglo-American arrogance. Meanwhile, the low-level air war against Iraq continues.
Since the end of 1998, British and American planes haveAs of Feb. 29, the recently constituted United Nations

Monitoring, Verification, and Inspection Commission (UN- conducted hundreds of bombing runs on the pretext of coun-
terattacking anti-aircraft missile installations, which theyMOVIC) officially began functioning. This, of course, re-

quires it to enter Iraq and begin operations where the now claim have threatened allied aircraft.
defunct UN Special Commission (UNSCOM) left off, prior
to withdrawing from Iraq at the end of 1998. The UNSCOM War and no peace

A glance at relations among Israel, Syria, Lebanon, andwithdrawal led directly to the Anglo-American bombing of
Iraq, which occurred without United Nations Security Coun- the Palestinians, shows that two diametrically opposed poli-

cies are at work, each backed by outside forces. The samecil approval. In fact, UNMOVIC, which was the result of a
British-designed and U.S.-backed proposal, passed the Secu- BAC crowd orchestrating a renewed Gulf crisis is seeking to

sabotage the possibility of a Syrian-Israeli peace deal, target-rity Council without the support of China and Russia, which
abstained from the vote. ting Syria because of its alliance with Iran. Syria and Iraq

recently reestablished diplomatic relations, which had beenIraq, which claims it has fulfilled the UN resolutions for
disarmament, refuses to accept UNMOVIC, and is demand- broken off in 1980 after Iraq attacked Iran.

At the end of January, Syria broke off peace talks withing that sanctions against it be lifted.
On Feb. 29, in an interview with the Saudi daily Al-Hayat, Israel, when Israel refused to make a firm commitment to

withdraw from the Golan Heights to a new border defined byU.S. Ambassador to the UN Richard Holbrooke warned that
if Saddam Hussein does not allow UNMOVIC, headed by the so-called “June 4 lines,” which have formed the cease-fire

line between the two countries since 1967. In the interveningHans Blix, into Iraq, then “his people will suffer the conse-
quences.” Holbrooke labelled Saddam “one of the most dan- weeks, an escalation of fighting in the so-called Israeli secu-

rity zone in southern Lebanon has led to a deterioration of thegerous men in the world today.”
As in the past, the drumbeat for war against Iraq is being situation overall. As of this writing, the deadlock between

Syria and Israel might be broken, following a reported inter-carried out by Vice President Gore. In his letter to the London-
based Iraqi National Congress, much publicized for his elec- vention by President Clinton that resulted in indirect declara-

tions by Prime Minister Ehud Barak that he was ready totion campaign, Gore wrote, “I support a policy not only de-
signed to contain the threat posed by Saddam’s brutal regime, return the Golan Heights up to the June 4 lines if Israeli con-

cerns about security and water were met. The statement wasbut also to help Iraqis one day secure a government worthy
of them.” said to have been well received by Syrian President Hafez

Assad, and it led to reports that talks could restart within aIt was Gore who, at the end of 1998, pushed through the
ill-advised bombing of Iraq. It is well known that Gore is not few weeks.

By contrast, a well-connected British strategist told EIR,a supporter of the Middle East peace process, and is a very
close friend of former Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netan- “There is a very real threat of war between Israel and Syria

within the next months, in my view. If Syria doesn’t come toyahu, the chief representative of the most hard-line lunatic
faction in Israel and among international Zionist circles. terms with Israel, and Israel has to pull out of Lebanon without

any deal, Israel will first waste Lebanon, and then will takeOn Feb. 29, U.S. State Department spokesman James Ru-
bin gave a familiar briefing, rejecting charges that the sanc- Syria out.”

The source claimed that the Americans “will tolerate” antions against Iraq are responsible for the suffering of millions
of Iraqis. Saddam was accused of building 48 palaces at the Israeli military action as “necessary to bring Syria to heel,”

especially as the “pro-Israeli sentiment is getting stronger incost of $2 billion.
The BAC propaganda machine is in full swing. On Feb. the administration, since Al Gore is more pro-Israeli than

Clinton.”20, the London Sunday Times ran an article headlined “Sad-
dam’s Elite Troops Prime Poison Missiles,” which quoted an The source said that the consensus in London, as well

as in Brussels among European Union circles, is that Primealleged Iraqi defector from Saddam’s Republican Guard, who
claimed that only last year, his unit had training sessions load- Minister Barak should drop the pursuit of an early peace deal

with Syria, and instead concentrate on a final settlement withing chemical and biological warheads on missiles. The article
alleges that Saddam was prepared to use biological and chem- the Palestinians.

Prime Minister Barak, in a cabinet debate on how to moveical weapons in the 1991 Gulf War, but was deterred only
after the United States warned him that it would use nuclear forward the peace talks with Syria, warned that if these efforts

for peace should fail, Israel will face the “balkanization” ofweapons against him in response. Earlier in February, a New
York Times article alleged that Iraq is maintaining a secret the Middle East.
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Russia’s Putin campaigns for
‘order’ in a Time of Troubles
The long-awaited campaign statement of Acting President of this is then mechanically pasted together and passed off as

a single state program. . . .Vladimir Putin appeared on Feb. 25 as an “Open Letter to
Russian Voters,” just one month before the Russian Presiden-
tial elections. It is excerpted in the pages that follow. Principles and priorities

Any program begins by identifying the main goals. A stateAs Putin himself wrote, the document is short on details
of the economic strategy, being elaborated by his teams of program begins with what can unite all of us, as citizens of

the country. For the citizen of Russia, the moral principles,advisers. Instead, discussing his themes of “the strong state”
and “the dictatorship of law,” Putin struck old, deep chords which he first acquires in the family, are paramount; they

form the rudder of patriotism. This is the main thing. Withoutin Russia, and spoke in the language of a Tsar to the people,
in a time of turmoil: “It used to be said in Russia, ‘Rich is our it, there can be no agreement on anything, and Russia would

have to forget about national dignity and even national sover-land, only there is no order.’ They will not talk about us like
that any more.” eignty.

That is our point of departure. And the task of the leaderPutin’s words should be understood in the Russian cul-
tural matrix. The population of that country, from intellectu- is to ensure orientation toward common goals, to assign ev-

erybody to their places, and to help people believe in theirals across to peasants and destitute pensioners, currently
evinces rage, and outrage about Russia’s political and eco- own strengths. Only thus, can a unified team spirit be formed,

and only thus may victory be achieved. Therefore, today it isnomic decline during the past decade. It is still to be deter-
mined whether, under Putin, Russia therefore strikes an ad- most important to recognize our fundamental problems and

precisely define our priorities. I am prepared to say, how Iversarial posture toward the West, or if, should recent years’
anti-Russia policies in the West be replaced by Lyndon see them.

Our first and main problem is the weakening of the will.LaRouche’s design for a New Bretton Woods system and eco-
nomic recovery, Putin could use his commitment to a “strong Loss of the will of the state and of perseverence in carrying

through things that have been started. Vacillation, dashingstate” in a positive manner. (All emphasis is in the original;
subheads have been added.) hither and yon, the habit of putting off the most difficult tasks

until later. It is time, finally, to confront the problems directly,
beginning with the most dangerous of them. With the onesPutin’s record

. . . In the past half-year, people have had an opportunity that put the brakes on and suffocate the economy, preventing
the state from developing. To put it bluntly, these problemsto see what I consider to be most important, and what I am

already doing in national politics and economics. But, on the threaten our very continued existence. . . .
People do not believe promises, and state power is losingother hand, the question remains: “Who is Putin, and what

are his political plans?”. . . Therefore, I thought it was most face more and more. The state apparatus has become un-
hinged, while its motor, the executive branch, squeaks andproper to address you directly. I decided to do so without

intermediaries, succinctly and clearly to tell what I think sighs at the least attempt to get it moving. Bureaucrats “push
papers,” but not much else, and have almost forgotten whatabout our life today, and what should be done to improve

it. . . . work discipline means. Under such conditions, people natu-
rally cannot rely on the force of law, nor justice from theMany people seek the roots of our failures, in the incompe-

tent decisions, taken within different sectors of the economy. agencies of power, but only on themselves. What use, then,
do they have for such powers?But, that is only partly true. Specialists are still debating

where, precisely, the decisive mistakes were made. . . . I am
convined that there will be no coherent, functional program, Chechen war as combat against crime

A clear example of this chronic evil, is crime.as long as the economic section is written in one office, the
political in another, and the international in yet another. All With many years of idle chatter about the war on crime,
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we have only driven that evil deep into Russia. Banditry has
grown strong, penetrating the cities and the countryside. . . .
Things reached the point where an entire republic, a constit-
uent territory of our Federation—Chechnya—was occupied
by the criminal world and turned into its bastion. But then we
entered into direct combat with these bandits and routed them,
so that a real step has been taken toward the supremacy of
justice, and toward a dictatorship of law, equal for all.

Now, no matter where a terrorist or a criminal might be
lurking, whether in Novgorod, St. Petersburg, Kazan, or any
Russian city, he can no longer count on finding help and
refuge in Chechnya. A heavy blow has been dealt to the ban-
dit world.

That was the first step, after which others are to follow.
But, this could not have been done by sitting in Moscow,

composing “programs for fighting crime.” We had to carry
the challenge to the enemy’s battleground and to destroy
him there.

I think that I have explained, just how other grave prob-
lems can and must be solved. Life itself shows that only by
openly taking up the challenge, is it possible to win.

Setting rules
Another big problem of ours is the lack of firm and

generally recognized rules. Like any person, society cannot
do without them. For the state, the rules are the law, constitu- Russia’s Acting President Vladimir Putin. The policy content of his

advocacy of a “strong state” has yet to be defined.tional discipline, and order. This means security for the
family and for citizens’ property, personal security, and con-
fidence in the invariability of the established rules of the
game.

The state must begin with itself. It should not only estab- “Rich is our land, only there is no order,” it used to be said
in Russia. They will not talk about us like that any more.lish equal rules, but observe them. . . . In a lawless state, which

is a weak state, a person is defenseless and unfree. The
stronger the state, the freer the individual person. Under de- A national inventory

We have a very poor notion, of what resources we possessmocracy, your rights and mine are limited only by the corres-
ponding rights of other people. The law is built on the recogni- today. Everybody apparently understands, that property is

inviolable—but how much property is there, where is it, andtion of that simple truth, and all must be guided by it, from a
representative of official power, to an ordinary citizen. exactly whose is it? Today, we do not even know in actual

figures, what belongs to the state. . . . It is shameful that noBut democracy is the dictatorship of law. . . . The police
force and the prosecutors must serve the law, and not attempt one in the country today can provide exact figures on the

number of functioning enterprises, nor how much they earn,to “privatize” their assigned functions for their own bene-
fit. . . . nor even reliable figures on the population of the country.

. . . Today, taking a great inventory of the country is asPeople ask, what our relations should be with the so-
called oligarchs, in this case. They should have the same necessary, as air to breathe. . . .

In recent years, we have adopted hundreds of programsfoundations as all other relations! Just like our relations with
the proprietor of a little bakery or shoe repair shop. of “to-priority” and “priority” measures. There being so

many of them, nobody has identified the true priorities. . . .Only a strong and effective state can live by rules, that
is by the law. And only such a state can guarantee entrepre- We have constantly heaped big and small matters into the

same pile. . . .neurial, personal, and public freedom. . . .
I know that many people today are afraid of order. But Our priority is to conquer our own poverty. We are

accustomed to be proud of our wealth—a great territory,order means rules. People who try to confuse concepts and
pass off the lack of order as true democracy, should drop natural resources, a multinational culture, and the level of

education of the nation. This in fact does exist. But that istheir dirty tricks and stop trying to frighten us with the past.
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not sufficient for Russia as a great power. nomic policy is, how tomake honest work more advantageous,
than stealing.. . . Enough of feeding other countries, as ourWe have to tell ourselves for once: We are a rich country

of poor people. In general, we are a nation of paradoxes— people are forced to keep their earnings in foreign accounts.
not so much political ones, as social, economic, and cul-
tural paradoxes. Russia’s foreign policy

Our priority is a rebirth of the citizens’ personal dignity,Our children collect gold medals at international compe-
titions. There is high demand for our best minds, in the in the name of the country’s lofty national dignity. Russia has

long since ceased to be a truncated map of the Soviet Union,West. Russian musicians and directors perform in the best
concert halls in the world. The theaters in our capital always but is a confident power, with a big future and a great peo-

ple. . . .have overflow audiences. All of this is our wealth.
But, there is another side of the truth. It is not only Our press is now free, for good. Our Army, which has

come through its debt crisis with honor, is becoming betterdepressing, it demands action. There are still millions of
people in the country, who barely make ends meet. They and more professional. Yes, Russia has ceased to be an em-

pire, but it has not lost its potential as a great power. We shallskimp on everything, even food. There are parents and chil-
dren, who cannot afford to visit each other, for years at a not dictate to anyone or constrain anyone, but we have time

and strength for ourselves. The new generation has a greattime. There are old men, who achieved victory in the Great
Patriotic War and earned Russia the fame of a great power, historic chance, to build a Russia, which we shall not be

ashamed to pass on to our children.who get by somehow, or even worse—scavenging on the
street. It is the fruits of their labor, their resources, which Those who claim that we would use this opportunity for

purposes of dictatorship, are afraid of their own shadow. Aour generation is now eating up, while replenishing the
national treasury with practically no achievements of our great nation treasures its freedom and respects the freedom of

others. There is no reason to fear a strong Russia, but it cannotown. We have to pay them their due, not only as a social
debt, but as a political and moral task in the full sense of be left out of account. To offend us is costly.

It is our priority, to construct our foreign policy based onthose words.
Yes, we have finally begun to pay pensions on time. We the national interests of our own country. In essence, we must

recognize the priority of domestic over foreign goals. . . . Ifhave begun to help the needy, as possible. But endless hole-
patching, without breakthrough ideas and approaches, is re- certain international projects are not beneficial for our citi-

zens, no matter how loudly and prettily they are promoted,ally no way to solve a national problem.
Of course, it is impossible to escape poverty without there is no need for us to go there. . . .

There is not and never will be a national power, wheremoney. . . . Here, our main resource is the new generation
of working-age people, . . . young, energetic people, all those weakness and poverty rule.. . . But, I would like to note that

our present economizing of efforts by no means implies, thatwho have recognized the value of work and who can work
their way forward in life. . . . we have no place for external expansion, in the positive sense

of the word. What other countries call zones of vital interest,
we can also see for ourselves. But let us see them as sourcesState regulation

It is our priority, to defend the market from illegal interfer- for further peaceful economic, international, and political de-
velopment.ence, either by officials or by criminals.

Today, we are simply obligated to ensure property rights
and to protect the entrepreneur from arbitrary, illegal interfer- ‘Our common purpose’

I have laid out here, what I consider the most essential.ence in his business. . . .
We have talked for many years about state regulation of Those who object, that this is not yet an entire program, will

be correct. I do not pretend to have the absolute truth, but Ithe economy. People understand different things by this. But
the essence of it is not to strangle the market and expand thought it was my duty to tell my fellow citizens about my

principles and views on the state.bureaucracy into new domains, but rather to allow the market
to get its feet on the ground. People have the right to demand I am convinced: The main characteristic of the new cen-

tury will be not the struggle of ideologies, but the acute com-protection against their business falling into the hands of ban-
dit groups. They have a right to demand the observations of petition for the quality of life, for national wealth and prog-

ress. Either there is progress, or there is not. No partyrules for honest competition. All economic subjects must be
treated on an equal footing. It is impermissible, for state insti- principles, whether left or right, may be invoked to justify the

poverty of the peoples. If there were a slogan for my electoraltutions to be used in the interests of clan or group warfare.
The picture is clear, in my view. We have high taxes, but campaign, it would be very simple: Dignity in life. Dignity in

the sense that most of my fellow citizens believe in it andwe collect only a small portion of them. We need low taxes,
but we must collect them. Enough so that the state can be want to see it. That is how I myself see our life, being a

Russian person.strong and effective. . . . The key decision for our entire eco-
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Euro-tour gives co-government status
to Colombia’s FARC narco-terrorists
by Ulf Sandmark and Valerie Rush

Seven leading narco-terrorists from Colombia were wined sins, and terrorists, which long ago aligned itself with slavery
and neo-colonial drug trafficking. They are responsible forand dined across Europe, during a 23-day tour that took them

to Sweden, Norway, Switzerland, Italy, France, and Spain. kidnapping thousands of children and deploying them as
child-soldiers in battle. They have kidnapped an estimatedTogether with Colombian government and business represen-

tatives, the delegation from the Revolutionary Armed Forces 1,500 Colombian citizens and foreign residents in Colombia,
holding them for huge ransoms, just as often killing them asof Colombia (FARC) met with government ministers, depu-

ties, and leading organizations of European industry, com- releasing them. They extort “protection money” from farm-
ers, industrialists, merchants, and politicians who live, alongmerce, and labor. Official photographs of the meetings, pub-

lished around the world, conveyed the message that it is with their families, under perpetual threat of kidnapping or
death.acceptable for anyone to meet—and do business with—the

drug-trafficking FARC killers. Prepared to take full advan- But the majority of the money which keeps the FARC
better armed and equipped than Colombia’s national defensetage of this public-relations coup, the FARC is now planning

a comparable tour of Ibero-America. Arrogant in its new- forces, comes from drugs: the cocaine and heroin which daily
pours into the streets of the United States and countries aroundfound “acceptability,” the FARC has even stated that it would

like to visit the United States, despite being on the State De- the world. Virtually all of the FARC’s fighting units are in-
volved directly in the drug trade, either protecting the cocapartment’s list of banned international terrorists.

Raúl Reyes, the FARC’s financial chieftain and head of and poppy plantations and processing laboratories, taxing the
growers and smugglers, or forcing the peasants, in the areasthe delegation to Europe, summed up the tour: “The FARC

has received de facto recognition of belligerency [status]; that they control, to grow drugs. Last year, an estimated 520 tons
of cocaine was produced in Colombia, double the amountis why, on this tour, we have been seen as a political force to

be reckoned with; we have been put on the same level as from the year before. The dramatic increase is directly linked
to the decision by President Andrés Pastrana’s governmentthe government.”

The London and Wall Street financial oligarchy, which is over a year ago, to give the narco-terrorists absolute control
over a Switzerland-sized chunk of land in the south of thedesperately counting on the billions in drug dollars that a

“laundered” FARC will bring to the moribund world mone- country, in the heart of cocaine territory.
tary system, is delighted with the FARC tour. According to
the editors of the Economist, mouthpiece of the City of Lon- Useful fools

The first stops on the FARC’s “Euro-tour” were Swedendon: “The European tour has given new impetus to the peace
talks. . . . The immediate benefits went to the FARC: Daily and Norway, in order to lend the FARC and the Colombian

government “peace negotiators” who accompanied them,television footage of the rebel leaders in crisp business suits
and ties meeting top officials in European capitals, was a some of the cachet of the Israeli-Palestinian peace accords,

achieved in Oslo in 1993. Although the FARC’s invitationpropaganda coup.” The State Department’s Madeleine Al-
bright publicly endorsed the tour as “an important contribu- to Sweden formally came from the Swedish Association of

Businessmen, these industrialists proved to be useful fools oftion to peace efforts” in Colombia, despite widespread out-
rage among Colombians over this whitewashing of FARC their own government. It quickly became public knowledge

that the tour had been organized jointly by Swedish Foreignnarco-terrorism.
The FARC is not a legitimate liberation movement engag- Minister Anna Lindh and former Norwegian Deputy Foreign

Minister Jan Egeland, the latter now a personal envoy to Co-ing in a “civil war,” as they and their apologists claim. Nor
are they on the side of economic and social justice, as they lombia for UN Secretary General Kofi Annan. The govern-

ment-linked Swedish Aid Authority paid the bulk of the costrepeatedly insisted to the Europeans they met with. Rather,
the FARC is a 15,000-person scourge of kidnappers, assas- of that first leg of the tour.
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FARC members meet
with Swedish Foreign
Minister Anna Lindh
(third from left). In the
center is Raúl Reyes, the
FARC’s financial expert,
who met with New York
Stock Exchange
president Richard
Grasso; and to his left is
Carlos Villegas, from
the Colombian
industrialists’
association, and
Colombia’s Ambassador
to Sweden Teresa Ivars.

Upon arriving in Sweden, all pretenses were dropped. The cial and business leaders. The group, led by New York Stock
Exchange President Richard Grasso, went to Colombia toFARC leaders met first with former Foreign Aid Minister

Pierre Schori, then with Lindh. They went on to meet with offer political and financial backing to President Pastrana’s
so-called “peace process,” which is nothing less than the pro-members of Parliament, government officials, leaders of in-

dustry and trade unions. The Colombian guests were brought gressive dismembering of Colombia into terrorist-controlled
drug plantations, as the first step toward drug legalization.to a palace in the forests of Sweden and entertained for eight

days with seminars about the social “benefits” of the Swedish Grasso, point-man for the operation, had gone down to the
FARC-run “demilitarized zone”—where government forceseconomic model.

The same pattern was followed in the other countries vis- are banned from entry—in the jungles of southern Colombia
last summer, in a high-profile visit to discuss “investmentited. In Norway, Jan Egeland and the United Nations were

the official hosts, while the industrial associations of Norway opportunities,” a discussion captured by photographers in the
infamous Grasso/Reyes embrace, since sarcastically dubbedand Colombia provided the seminars that gave a transparent

cover for all the meetings with government officials. the “Grasso Abrazo.” When he returned to Colombia in Janu-
ary 2000, Grasso brought his group of financial “heavy-hit-In Spain, on the final leg of the tour, the FARC’s Reyes

appealed to the European Union to run interference against ters” with him, to convince the FARC that the international
financial oligarchy was ready to play ball.the United States. “The Colombian peace process is an inter-

nal issue which we Colombians have to solve, without outside At the time of Grasso’s visit to Colombia last June, the
Wall Street executive had described Reyes as “very sophisti-interference, and I am referring to the U.S. In return, Europe,

especially Spain, must become a balancing element to stop cated [because] he knew a lot about investment and capital
markets.” Reyes, in Europe, was accompanied by, amongthe interference of the U.S.” Reyes was referring specifically

to individuals like U.S. Director of the Office of National others, FARC regional commander “Simón Trinidad,” a for-
mer banker who turned his international connections over toDrug Control Policy Gen. Barry McCaffrey (ret.), who is

fighting for the bulk of the $1.6 billion aid package now being the FARC when he joined their ranks. And yet, despite this,
U.S. Undersecretary of State Thomas Pickering just returneddebated in Congress, to go to boosting the Colombian mil-

itary. from Colombia, and praised the FARC Euro-tour as necessary
to make the narco-terrorists “acquainted with, and made
aware of what’s happened in the world in the last 40 years . . .The payoff

But the FARC’s tour was not designed solely to give the and that they need to begin thinking about Colombia in the
modern 21st century, not in the 18th or 19th centuries in whatFARC a patina of legitimacy. The tour served to kick off

phase two of a process begun in January, with the visit to are antiquarian terms.” One is tempted to ask what Pickering
has been smoking.Colombia of the Millennium Group of 13 international finan-
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A ‘Plan’ for disaster
From President Pastrana’s standpoint, the FARC tour of

Europe was designed to convince the governments there that
his so-called “Colombia Plan” is worth the billions he is ask-
ing them to commit to it. The plan, which few Colombians
have been privy to, is a hodge-podge of proposals for stabiliz- Continental Europe steps
ing the country, anchored around a so-called anti-drug strat-
egy which pledges to slowly reduce the country’s vast acreage into the British trap
of drug crops by 50% over the next six years, and completely
over the next 12 years—as if the country could possibly sur- by Rainer Apel
vive the political, economic, and social mayhem that long.
Nowhere does it mention that drug production in Colombia

Over the last three months, Germany most of all, but alsois meanwhile doubling every four years.
The Colombia Plan also makes no mention of recovering France and Italy have been destabilized by “corruption”

charges and other scandals directed against national politicalthe land currently under FARC domination, revealing that it
was, in fact, designed for another purpose entirely. Rather institutions. “Revelations” by the German-Canadian arms

dealer Karlheinz Schreiber, a fugitive from German andthan fighting drugs, Pastrana’s Wall Street-endorsed Colom-
bia Plan is a scenario for channeling international investment Swiss prosecutors who lives in a comfortable exile in To-

ronto, played a crucial role in generating the scandals thatfunds into so-called “alternative development” projects,
which, in Colombia, are a euphemism for drug cultivation. A have primarily paralyzed the Christian Democrats of Ger-

many. But some aspects of Schreiber’s insinuations havepilot project for the Plan is already under way inside the
FARC-controlled territory, under the auspices of the Pastrana also re-opened investigations in France, into charges of em-

bezzlement linked to the Elf-Aquitaine oil company, withgovernment and the United Nations, where millions are being
channeled through the “authorities”—that is, the FARC— which Schreiber did business in the 1990s.

In both France and Germany, the destabilization begansupposedly for road-building and “crop substitution.” As for-
mer Armed Forces commander Gen. Harold Bedoya (ret.) in the first days of November 1999. On Nov. 2, French

Finance Minister Dominique Strauss-Kahn was forced totold a Washington, D.C. press conference on Feb. 23, this
is like handing Marshall Plan funds directly to Hitler and resign over a relatively minor affair involving charges of

embezzlement, during an earlier affiliation he had had withMussolini, in the middle of World War II! (See “LaRouche,
Bedoya, in Washington, Urge Defense of Nation-State, War student insurance funds. And on Nov. 4, the German media

reported charges of a conspiratorial transfer of 1 millionon Drugs,” EIR, March 3.)
Not only will drug cultivation not be eliminated this way, deutschemarks in 1991, involving Schreiber and Walther

Leisler Kiep, then party treasurer of the German Christianbut the involvement of the United Nations, the International
Monetary Fund, and foreign investors is a guarantee that the Democratic Union. This opened a big can of worms on

illegal party-funding methods of the CDU.FARC will be protected from any attempts by the Colombian
military and police to stop the kidnapping, blackmail, and What was the political context for these developments?

Well, by late October, the governing Socialists of Francedrug trafficking which are the raison d’être of the narco-
terrorists. This will mean the virtual legalization of the and Germany were on the brink of breaking not only with

the “Third Way” of Britain’s Prime Minister Tony Blair,drug trade.
Anticipating such a scenario, President Pastrana has al- but the Germans and Italians were also about to join with

the French in a united thrust for reform of the Internationalready agreed, under pressure from the international human
rights lobby, to eliminate whatever resistance to this plan that Monetary Fund. This is not to say that those reforms would

have solved the fundamental problem with the IMF’s free-might emerge from military ranks. Immediately following
last month’s release of a document by the non-governmental market austerity conditionalities, but what the French, in

particular, had to say about the priority of state-run econo-organization, Human Rights Watch, condemning the Colom-
bian Armed Forces for alleged links to death squads, Pastrana mies over the free market, has been a red flag for the hard-

core monetarists of the British-American-Commonwealthannounced that any member of the military against whom
evidence—or even suspicion—of collaboration with so- (BAC) faction. The scandal-mongering campaign which the

BAC launched, particularly against Germany, has now alien-called “paramilitaries” is alleged, will be automatically
booted from the Armed Forces, without even benefit of an ated the German Social Democrats from the French Social-

ists, such that the French find it impossible nowadays toinvestigation. Analysts consider such a move, taken on the
basis of the President’s own discretionary powers, to be the discuss economic issues with the Germans, who seem ob-

sessed with their domestic scandals. Phase One of the desta-death knell of the Colombian military as an institution defend-
ing a sovereign nation. bilization of France and Germany, through the paralysis
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created in Germany, has worked rather successfully for the is rather its vigorous campaign for a New Bretton Woods
financial system—and the only ones that can criticize theBAC crowd.

The second phase of destabilization was launched with AN for that, are those BAC/City of London circles that
hold onto the ailing IMF system—the same circles that arethe artificial, Europeanwide controversy over Jörg Haider,

a right-wing populist, whose party became part of Austria’s orchestrating the destabilization of Germany and France, as
the two other potential supporters, in Europe, of a Newruling coalition. When, more than three months after the

national elections in October, coalition talks between the Bretton Woods arrangement.
Austrian Christian Democrats and Social Democrats broke
down in mid-January, the former decided to form a coalition Italians react

Schröder’s blast did not go uncontested: Italian Primewith Haider’s Freedom Party, instead. This provoked what
commentators in the British press, such as Lord William Minister Massimo D’Alema announced that his government

would make a formal protest to Berlin, while President CarloRees-Mogg of the Times, have slyly but appropriately de-
scribed as “hysteria” on the European continent, resulting Azeglio Ciampi asserted: “All Italian parties are democratic.”

Former Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi, who had broughtin a joint resolution of 13 European Union governments,
backed by the British, to boycott Austria politically, as long the AN into his government, called Schröder’s remarks “an

unacceptable interference into Italy’s internal affairs.”as Haider’s party, being pilloried as a “neo-fascist” party
(although it is actually Thatcherite in its policies), stayed in Last November, when Schröder and his Socialist col-

leagues of France and Italy met in Florence, they agreed tothe government. And the EU’s General Administrator of
Security Policies, Javier Solana, went beyond that, in a Feb. oppose the economic policy of Tony Blair. What prompted

Schröder, three months later, to threaten the Italians over the17 interview with Germany’s Die Woche weekly, when he
called for the overthrow of the Austrian government: “There potential entry of a party like the AN into the government, if

that same party featured a strong anti-Blair policy? Makingare only two consequences to be drawn: that the Austrians
act, and that Chancellor Wolfgang Schüssel act by returning the AN issue one of phony “neo-fascism in Italy,” Schröder

is doing the dirty work of the City of London, which wantsto the coalition” with the Social Democrats.
the campaign for a New Bretton Woods and the debate about
its original author, Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., to be firmlySchröder lashes out

It was German Chancellor Social Democrat Gerhard suppressed. A situation is being orchestrated in Europe which
makes it a taboo for Europeans to look at proposals for anSchröder, however, who expanded the EU conflict with Aus-

tria into a new round of squabbling among the 14 anti- overhaul of the IMF system, because the Europeans are being
told that it is politically incorrect to study initiatives that comeAustrian EU members themselves. In an interview published

on Feb. 17 by the German weekly Die Zeit, which caused from “such a party” as the AN.
Since all European governments will remain unstable, asa uproar in Italy, Schröder said, in response to a question

about whether he would call for the same kind of EU sanc- long as they are unable to create a viable alternative to the
ailing world monetary system, the cohesion of the Europeantions against Italy, should the Haider phenomenon emerge

there, that the EU “would have to, if neo-fascists sat at the Union is now placed in question. If 13 EU governments could
be so easily manipulated by Britain into a conflict with Aus-government table, there, again. . . . The new policy does not

stop at [the borders] of states with a large population and tria, and when the German Chancellor threatens the same
kind of action against the Italians, more such conflicts seemgreat economic power.” Schröder said that western Europe

had gone through a profound transformation, with its single pre-programmed.
currency, its coordinated foreign and security policy, which
was made possible by the sacrifice of national sovereignty.
This implied a right to intervene in any nation’s affairs:
“Values and criteria do exist here, which set the standard
for all members.”

Schröder did not specify whom he meant to address, To reach uswhen talking about “neo-fascists” who might enter an Italian
government, “again”; it may be assumed that he, like other on the Web:commentators on the matter, was referring to the National
Alliance party (AN). (Strangely enough, no reference is ever
made to the Forza Nuova, the real neo-fascist party.) And, www.larouchepub.comalthough a conservative party, the AN cannot be accused of
xenophobic remarks of the kind that have been a trademark
of Austria’s Haider, which earned him the label “neo-fas-
cist.” What the AN has made its trademark these days,
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‘Community of principle’ is
the basis of multipolar world
by Mary Burdman

The concept of a “community of principle” among nations, “If a multipolar system is built, I am convinced that
India will be and must be one of its poles,” Védrine said.is the underlying idea for the creation of a multipolar world,

as discussed by French Foreign Minister Hubert Védrine He endorsed India’s right to be a permanent member of an
expanded UN Security Council.and Indian External Affairs Minister Jaswant Singh at a

high-level international seminar on “India and France in
Multipolar World,” in New Delhi on Feb. 16-17. Countering the ‘flight-forward school’

The importance of the discussion between France andThis was an official visit for Védrine, which included a
meeting with Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee. The India, can only be understood in the context of the extremely

unstable international situation. The plethora of highly dan-previous week, Brajesh Mishra, India’s Principal Secretary
to the Prime Minister and the National Security Adviser, gerous flashpoints—financial, political, and military—in the

world, is alarming a section of international policymakers,had been in Paris meeting French President Jacques Chirac,
after Mishra had participated in the annual Wehrkunde inter- among the transatlantic elites as well as within developing na-

tions.national security meeting in Munich (see EIR, Feb. 18,
2000). The 1997-98 wave offinancial disasters which swept Asia

and Russia, and brought down the “premier” Long Term Cap-At the Delhi seminar, Jaswant Singh called for a “concert
of open societies,” supported by an “overlapping network ital Management hedge fund, fuelled the Anglo-American

military attacks against Sudan and Iraq, and the NATO warof institutions among governments and civil societies,” to
build a plural order in the world. He said that Indian and against Yugoslavia in 1999. Now again, increasing financial

turbulence is driving the “flight-forward school”—typifiedFrench leaders “have consistently chosen the broader and
universal, over the narrow or parochial,” and hence are by former U.S. National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezin-

ski and his protégés in Washington, and by the circle around“uniquely placed to contribute” to a multipolar world.
Védrine, in his speech, stated that he wants to replace British Prime Minister Tony Blair—into provoking political

and military conflicts wherever it would be to their advantage.American preponderance in the world, with a system of
many different “poles,” which “would not oppose each other, Their top targets, are the “strategic triangle” countries of Rus-

sia, China, and India.either individually or in groups, but rather, maintain mutual
relations based on cooperation.” Multipolarity, he said, is However, there is a second, more “realistic” grouping

within the overall NATO/Western power-structure, espe-not about creating new rival blocs, but rather, about building
cooperative relations among leading powers. “What sort of cially in continental Europe, which fears that the flight-for-

ward school’s antagonism to Russia and China is spinning outprogress have we made, if, at the end of the day, new blocs
are set up, lending themselves to alliances and counter- of control. While some among this faction may be attempting

only to enlist the Russians into some form of crisis-manage-alliances among the poles, in a situation fraught with long-
term instability?” the French minister asked. ment, others, however imperfectly, are seeking some kind of

genuine solution to the world’s vast troubles.Védrine said that France, in a “quest for controlled and
constructive multipolarity,” has embarked on discussions As was demonstrated at the Munich Wehrkunde confer-

ence, and even more broadly at the tenth summit of the UNwith many other nations, including the United States (“which
is our friend and ally, but with which we are not aligned”), Conference on Trade and Development in Bangkok on Feb.

12-18, there are many national leaders from India, Malaysia,Russia (“to establish a long-term strategic Euro-Russian part-
nership”), China (“a global partnership”), and India (“a far- China, Africa, and Ibero-America, who are willing to state

the truth about the perilous state of the world economy andreaching strategic dialogue”), as well as Japan, Brazil, South
Africa, and other nations. its consequences, and to discuss alternatives to the madness
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of free-market globalization. while reforming its institutions. Obviously, whenever we
mention a multipolar world, it has an interest for us only ifA measure of the genuine quality of the French-Indian

concept of a multipolar world, is that both foreign ministers Europe is one of those poles.”
Védrine noted that while some Americans initially tookmade very clear, that while they oppose the overbearing U.S.

weight in international relations, their policies are not anti- umbrage at the phrase “hyper-power,” they subsequently
“discovered that it was just a statement of fact,” and that U.S.American. Rather, their blunt criticisms were simply, as

Védrine said, speaking the truth. A more balanced world, analysts had previously used the same phrase. “When you
look at what American leaders say when they talk about theVédrine said, was in the interests of the United States itself,

and the United States remains a “central and major factor in U.S., it is very obvious that they adopt a very similar line of
thinking,” he said.international stability.” The “overly unipolar system is exces-

sive, it is questionable, and it has negative implications, in- At the New Delhi seminar, Védrine noted the additional
problem, that interventionism for “human rights” is beingcluding for the United States.”

Singh, who referred to unease in France, Russia, China, used increasingly at the peril of national sovereignty, notably
in Kosovo and East Timor. “The way in which Western coun-and India, about American hegemony, also stated that all

“these countries continue to enjoy important bilateral rela- tries sometimes impose [human rights] through threats, or
use them for their purposes . . . may lead to suspicion andtionships with the U.S. . . . This is also an engagement they

all value.” rejection, because at times they seem to have colonialist or
power-mongering overtones.”

How to achieve a multipolar world
On the eve of his trip to India, Védrine had given an Indian response

Védrine’s interview was read with great interest in India.extensive interview to a leading Indian daily, The Hindu,
which was published on Feb. 15. Asked about his concept of The timing is opportune. India had been in a state of political

instability that left the country inward-looking for almosta multipolar world, Védrine replied that, since the collapse of
the Soviet Union, “we have lived in a changed world, . . . five years. The present Bharatiya Janata Party-led govern-

ment under Prime Minister Vajpayee, however, is grippedwhere one power is predominant in all fields, and that is the
United States. Because it is dominant in all these fields, I have with many developmental and financial shortcomings, but

not that of political instability.said that the U.S. is a ‘hyper-power.’ This is not criticism, but
just a statement of fact. Indo-French relations, although developed over decades

in the context of the Cold War and other political constraints,“We do feel this is not a healthy situation to be in. Indeed,
the world is a diverse one. And we believe that maintaining have always been cordial. France has long been one of

the major providers of key technologies to India, includingand protecting diversity across the world is a crucial issue. . . .
“The U.S. is a great friend of ours. . . . But we do think helping India develop its sodium-cooled nuclear breeder

reactor technology, and providing the country with spacethat other countries have a right to exist as well,” Védrine told
The Hindu Paris correspondent C. Raja Mohan. “It is also true satellites when Indian space research was in its nascent stage.

In addition, France has also provided the Indian Air Forcethat from the American point of view, too, a balanced situation
would be better for them. . . . We believe in a world where with Jaguar fighters, which are produced jointly by France

and Britain. There is no doubt that more such mututallythere won’t be just one American pole. If we have other poles,
in India, China, Russia, Europe, and maybe elsewhere, too, beneficial deals will be made in the future.

It is for these reasons, perhaps, that the French Foreignand if, obviously, these different poles cooperate and work
together, it would be a better world. Minister’s trip was well-organized. In addition to the Brajesh

Mishra visit to Paris, the Indo-French Forum met for the“We have to maintain an effective multilateral context,
and that is the United Nations, plus, a reformed UN Security fourth time a couple of days before Védrine arrived. The

forum, attended by scientists, intellectuals, educators, andCouncil. Multipolarity is about geopolitical balance, plus a
way of taking into account the richness and diversity of the businessmen of both countries, focussed on future coopera-

tion in information technology and food processing. Jeanworld.”
On his strategy to get to a multipolar world, Védrine said: François-Poncet, the French co-chairman, said that he hoped

the two sides would “suggest practical steps” to the govern-“For the Americans, it entails accepting the idea of a true
dialogue and cooperation with the others.” For India, “it ments for follow-up.

A few days prior to that, Indian President K.R. Naraya-would entail having a more global approach. The Chinese
problem is different again. Russia will have to cope with nan was invited to visit France in April.
the problems it is facing today before they can redefine their
vision of international relations.” Europeans “have a global Conflicts intrude

Despite the overall encouraging quality of the French-and comprehensive vision. . . . What we will have to over-
come is the simultaneous challenges of expanding Europe Indian political dialogue, very thorny problems emerged dur-
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ing Védrine’s visit. New Delhi was certainly most happy to Weapons sales
Despite these problems, France is very eager to deepenhear an important member of the Group of Seven, the nuclear

weapons club, and a permanent member of the UN Security its defense cooperation with India. Paris is making maximum
efforts to sell the Alpha Jet Advanced Jet Trainer to the IndianCouncil, advocating that India play a role in a multipolar

world. But, the happiness was tempered. Air Force. This is the reason why, three days before Védrine
arrived, the French Foreign Ministry and Air Force broughtIn his interview with The Hindu, Védrine had stated that

France is “ready to increase our cooperation in the field of the biggest-ever defense contingent to visit India for one
week. France is finding it difficult to sell the Alpha Jet. Thecivilian nuclear technolgy. This would meet and satisfy a

great need in India.” However, he noted, “to be able to make German Air Force, which bought the Alpha Jet, has discon-
tinued its use. If India decides to buy it, it would require closeprogress in this field of cooperation, India has to show it is

ready to go along with the international [nuclear non-prolifer- to 60 of the jet trainers, and such a purchase would fulfill
French hopes to revive the production facility.ation] regimes.”

The Hindu observed that this is the furthest anyone in The Védrine visit may open up other collaboration be-
tween Indian and French firms in the near future. Among thethe West has gone in suggesting that if New Delhi signs the

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT), India could begin projects on the table, is the opening of a French cultural center
in Mumbai (Bombay), a laser factory jointlyfinanced by Indiato benefit from nuclear technology transfers that have long

been denied to it. France itself—in contrast to the non-signa- and France, and an exhibition of Picasso’s work in major
Indian cities by the year 2002.tory United States—has signed the CTBT. However, this was

only after France had conducted a series of highly controver- French firms are also looking to India to purchase their
water purification and nuclear fission technologies. This po-sial nuclear tests in the Pacific in 1995-96.

Védrine repeated, when he reached New Delhi, that tential remains curbed by France’s strict adherence to the ban
on the transfer of dual-use technology.France is looking for “positive signals” from India, including

signing the CTBT and accepting the controls for safeguards The tone set by Védrine’s visit, should certainly be noted
in Washington. On March 19, President Bill Clinton arrivesstipulated by the International Atomic Energy Agency. It is

exactly this, that India, after conducting a mere two tests in New Delhi, to make the first visit of an American President
to India, the world’s largest democracy, in more than 22 years.itself in 1996, after long years of restraint, is unwilling

to accept. The next day, Clinton will go to Bangladesh, to make the first
ever visit of a U.S. President to that democratic nation of moreIn addition, Védrine, despite his express rejection of the

United States as the “only pole,” made clear that France would than 80 million people, and then return to India the same day,
where he will remain until March 24. It remains unclear, andlike to have the Americans mediate in Kashmir. Since inde-

pendence in 1947, and the subsequent, still-unresolved crisis a controversial issue, whether Clinton will visit, or even stop
over, in Pakistan.arose over the future of the states of Jammu and Kashmir,

New Delhi has consistently held that this is a bilateral issue, This visit of the U.S. President comes amidst a dangerous
atmosphere of escalating tension between India and Pakistan,which must, and can only, be resolved between India and

Pakistan. While Islamabad has consistently tried to “interna- over Kashmir especially. There is much reason to fear, that
once the winter weather conditions end in the region, wartionalize” the issue, and demands international mediation,

New Delhi has always rejected this. between the two countries will become a possibility. While
the nuclear-armed military leadership in Pakistan has goneDespite the fact that Prime Minister Vajpayee emphasized

that India utterly rejects the first use of nuclear weapons, on a confrontation course with India over Kashmir, India has
remained determined to resist nuclear blackmail. At the sameVédrine blamed India for raising the nuclear threat on the sub-

continent. time, as Indian Defense Minister George Fernandes said at a
New Delhi seminar on Jan. 24, India remains prepared to bothOn the issue of cross-border terrorism—a national secu-

rity issue for India, especially since the Pakistani intrusions fight and win limited wars, as it did in the Kargil conflict of
spring 1999.in Kashmir’s Kargil region in the spring of 1999—Védrine

was most careful. He said that France is not “involved in the Clinton is making this visit very late in his administration,
and the issues so far being mooted for discussion, include theproblem,” and does not want to take on the role of one of the

partners. But, when the Indian media pointed out that, prior CTBT and Kashmir. Clinton has stated, that he respects the
Indian position, that Kashmir is a bilateral issue, and that itto his visit, Prime Minister Vajpayee was quoted in the French

daily Le Figaro saying that France had to make a choice on might be possible he could have constructive input into the
fraught situation on the subcontinent. However, if he fails,whether it wanted to have a strategic dialogue with a demo-

cratic India or a military-ruled Pakistan, Védrine said that he the war danger would only be increased. The potential does
exist, within a world situation approaching chaos, that such awas not aware of this statement, and that he would take it up

with the Indian Prime Minister. Nothing has been heard about conflict could get out of control, and even escalate toward
nuclear war.this since.
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International Intelligence

Green party, which was expected to gain tions for the mind-drug Ritalin—which is
UN anti-drug report votes on the SPD’s coattails, actually lost given to so-called ‘hyperactive’ children to

improve concentration—has shot up fromseats. The SPD won 43.1%, an increase ofscores Europe’s laxness
3.3% over four years ago. The SPD’s gains just 3,500 in 1993 to 126,500 in 1998. The

U.K. is rapidly following in the path of thewere at the expense of the Green party, itsThe United Nations International Narcotics
national coalition partner in Berlin, which U.S., where a report last week showed thatControl Board Report, issued on Feb. 23,
lost 1.9%, from the 8.2% since the last 3 million children—one in every 30—arewas sharply critical of several European
election. now being given Ritalin. Children as younggovernments, for their laxness infighting the

The Greens have not recovered from as two are being given mood-altering drugs,drug plague, amounting, in several cases, to
their profound crisis, which began with the including anti-depressants.”promoting illegal practices. For example,
Hesse state election in February 1999. Even Browne adds that “critics claim thatthe report said, the British and Dutch gov-
leading Greens have warned that this erosion drugs such as Ritalin are being used soernments failed to do anything about a new,
of their vote has to do with the popular rejec- widely, because they are an easy way to con-increasingly lucrative Internet trade in can-
tion of the ecology taxes imposed by the trol difficult youngsters. The drug is usuallynabis (marijuana and the powerful concen-
SPD-Green national government in Berlin; prescribed for kids suffering from the highlytrate, hashish), including the sale of potent
simply put, erstwhile Green voters who controversial medical condition called At-new strains. The report also attacked the
drive cars, balked at having to to pay these tention Deficit Hyperactivity Disordergovernment-sanctioned heroin “shooting
taxes. (ADHD), even though there is no agreementgalleries” in Holland, Spain, and Switzer-

CDU voters who defected, for the most on what causes it, or even whether it reallyland, where, under the excuse of preventing
part, did not vote for the SPD. The heretofore exists. Two years ago, Dr. Edward Hamlyn,the spread of AIDS, addicts are given “clean
moribund Free Democrats (formerly the na- a founding member of the Royal College ofneedles.” The Control Board compared
tional CDU coalition partner) went from General Practitioners, described ADHD asthese “shooting galleries” to the opium dens
5.7% to 7.6% in Schleswig-Holstein, while ‘a fraud intended to justify starting theseof the 19th century, whence addiction sim-
the CDU losses were kept to 2.2% over four children on a life of drug addiction.’ Manyply spread.
years ago. In post-election polling, only 13% medical experts believe that attention deficitThe report documents that, in Britain,
of CDU voters said that the party financing or hyperactivity can simply be the result of25% of all 13-year-olds have used drugs,
scandal influenced the way they voted. glandular disorders, nutritional problems ormost often cannabis, while, in France, 33%

even just tiredness, and so no mind-alteringof all secondary school students have used
drugs such as Ritalin are required.”drugs at one time or another. The report fur-

Ritalin, the stimulant methylphenidate,ther expresses alarm over the rise in cocaine New U.K. law to allow
is both highly addictive and has a high abuseand amphetamine use. forcible Ritalin use potential. In 1998, the UN International Nar-According to the London Financial
cotics Control Board report listed Ritalin,Times on Feb. 24, Antonio Lourenco Mar-

The Tony Blair government in Britain is pro- along with prescription pain-killers andtins, president of the International Narcotics
posing to remove legal restrictions on forc- stimulants, among the leading prescriptionControl Board, expressed concern about the
ible drugging, writes London Observer drugs on the international black market.role of offshore financial centers in launder-
health editor Anthony Browne on Feb. 29.ing drug money, saying that “financial ha-
According to British mental health profes-vens” had become “an enormous hole in the
sionals, the pending legislation to reform theinternational legal and fiscal system, and a Syria’s Assad gravely
Mental Health Act, proposes that doctors bechallenge to international drug control ef-
allowed to drug people, including children, ill, say Israeli sourcesforts worldwide.”
if they have “any disability or disorder of the
mind or brain, whether permanent or tempo- Uri Dan, the personal publicist for Israeli
rary, which results in an impairment or dis- fascist Ariel Sharon, and a shared employee

of Rupert Murdoch’s New York Post andturbance of mental functioning.” The legis-CDU scandal no benefit to
lation would do away with the safeguard, Conrad Black’s Jerusalem Post, claims in

the New York Post on Feb. 28 that IsraeliSPD-Greens in state vote against drugging people against their will,
unless they show “seriously irresponsible or sources are reporting that Syrian President

Hafez al-Assad is in poor health, and mayGermany’s Christian Democrats (CDU) lost abnormally aggressive behavior.”
Browne writes: “The concern over thethe state parliament and governorship in be dying of leukemia. His death would bury

hope of completing a peace treaty betweenelections in Schleswig-Holstein on Feb. 26, legislation follows alarming evidence that
tens of thousands of schoolchildren withbut were not damaged so badly by the party Syria and Israel, Dan gloated. He reported

that an American think-tanker recently metfunding scandals as might have been ex- mild behavior problems are being drugged
with Ritalin . . . simply in order to controlpected. And, while the Social Democrats with Assad in Damascus, and was struck by

how ill he looked. And, a Jordanian diplo-(SPD) technically won the election, the them. In England, the number of prescip-
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Briefly

THE BASQUE ETA terrorists set
off a car-bomb in Vitoria on Feb. 20,
killing local Spanish Socialist Party
leader Fernando Buesa. All Spain’smat, according to Dan, made a similar report Thus, Brazil’s Armed Forces would only be

“available international militias,” with or-to Israeli officials. “The Jordanian fear is that leading parties are now calling on the
Basque regional government to dumpif Assad passes away, his son Bashar will ders to set aside the Armed Forces’ legiti-

mate role in national development.not be able to make the tough decisions the ETA’s legal front, Herri Bata-
suna, from its coalition government.needed in the foreseeable future,” said Dan. In the daily Tribuna, the military-linked

journalist and outspoken nationalist CarlosBut, he also reported that, at the Feb. 26 Spain will hold regional elections on
March 12.Israeli Cabinet meeting, Prime Minister Chagas recommended The Plot as “an anti-

dote to globalization,” in a two-part seriesEhud Barak made a major concession to
Syria, accepting the June 4, 1967 border be- on Feb. 24-25. Entitled “How to Dissolve BRITISH Foreign Secretary Robin

Cook went to Georgia on Feb. 24,tween Israel and Syria, which would return National Sovereignty,” Chagas’s series ex-
poses Brazil’s President Fernando Henriqueland adjacent to the Sea of Galilee to Syria. where he showed off the character of

Perfidious Albion: While in MoscowBarak, at the meeting, cited the fact that ear- Cardoso, as the eager instrument of the Inter-
American Dialogue, which he helped found,lier Prime Ministers, including Yitzhak earlier in the week, Cook had cooed

about how much he enjoyed meetingRabin, had approved of withdrawal to the with the commitment to destroy the nation-
state. Chagas, using EIR’s material, reviews“June 4th Line.” with Russian Acting President Vladi-

mir Putin. But, once in Tbilisi, CookThe effort to re-start the Israeli-Syrian how the Dialogue—and Cardoso—view
Brazil’s military as an obstacle to their planspeace talks has been, according to Dan, com- warned Russia not to interfere in

Georgia’s internal affairs, and not topletely coordinated with U.S. President to transform Brazil “into an immense planta-
tion, exporting raw materials and semi-man-Clinton. Other news accounts say that the further upset the delicate situation in

the Caucasus.President has been personally involved in ufactured and under-valued products.”
private phone discussions with both Barak
and Assad to get the peace talks going on a INDONESIAN PRESIDENT Ab-

durrahman Wahid appointed Henrymore advanced track, after several months Former E. Timor Fretilin
of inaction, following the Shepherdstown, Kissinger as an adviser, it was an-

nounced on Feb. 28 in Jakarta. Kis-West Virginia meetings earlier this year. leader meets with Wahid
singer said he will confer with Presi-

A former leader of the East Timor Fretilin dent Wahid at least once a year on
political and social policy.guerrillas attacked UN corruption for creat-Brazilian patriots must

ing the current mess, according to the Feb.
25 Jakarta Post. Abilio Araujo, now presi-read EIR’s ‘The Plot’ MI5 IS SUING its former agent

David Shayler for breach of contractdent of the Timorese Nationalist Party, trav-
elled to Jakarta, to meet with IndonesianTwo Brazilian publications, Ombro a Om- and jeopardizing national security,

after failing to silence the renegadebro and Tribuna da Imprensa, urged their President Abdurrahman Wahid and Vice
President Megawati Sukarnoputri, and re-readers to study EIR’s book O Complo, the ex-officer. The spy agency had tried

to bring Shayler up on criminalPortuguese translation of its 1993 book The ported that “international support falls short
of meeting the serious current shortages andPlot to Annihilate the Armed Forces and Na- charges, but was unable to get the

French government to extradite himtions of Ibero-America. In its February issue, needs of our new country, while there is
little we can do during this transitionalthe journal of the Brazilian retired military several years ago. In interviews,

Shayler has accused both British in-association, Ombro a Ombro, carries an arti- period.”
He attacked East Timor leader Xananacle, “What Are They Being Taught?” which telligence services MI5 and MI6 of a

variety of dirty deeds, includingrecommends that all military cadets should Gusmao’s policies, especially making Por-
tuguese the national language and dollariz-be given The Plot. Military education should involvement in the death of Princess

Diana.explain the global situation: that since the ing the currency. Araujo favors Bahasa In-
donesian as the official language, “to enablefall of the Soviet Union, “it is the United

States, in alliance with the British and the us to have a greater presence in the commu- SOUTHERN SUDAN is being
abandoned by private aid agencies,Canadians, which defines the international nity of Malay-speaking peoople, a commu-

nity which East Timor is part of, and whereconjuncture. Some even refer to it as British after John Garang’s Sudanese Peo-
ple’s Liberation Army gave all aidbrains and U.S. muscle,” operating in Lord 300 million people understand each other

by means of Malay, the root of Bahasa Indo-Palmerston’s tradition that Britain has only agencies until March 1 to sign a
“memorandum of understanding”“permanent interests, but no permament al- nesian.” Araujo advocates reconciliation

with the Indonesian Army rather than ven-lies.” In this New Order, says Ombro a Om- with the SPLA, giving it effective rec-
ognition as a sovereign government.bro, our nations are allowed to only have geance, and called on Wahid to help rebuild

East Timor, and to allow the 2,000 Eastsmall rapid deployment forces, ready to be Garang’s war against Khartoum has
left thousands in the south starving.deployed by foreign mentors to intervene Timor students in Indonesia to finish their

studies.against states that resist the New Order.
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LaRouche fights for justice,
above sewer of U.S. politics
by Michele Steinberg

As the campaigns of the so-called front-runners George W. ‘Stop ducking . . .’
The LaRouche campaign has exposed the continuingBush and Al Gore have become a shrill effort to keep substan-

tive political debate out of the election, and with the media heavy-handed, illegal operations which are designed to keep
him from being heard by the mass of voters whom Franklinwriting political obituaries for Democratic Party challenger

Bill Bradley, the Lyndon LaRouche campaign is engaging Delano Roosevelt termed “the forgotten men.” His candidacy
has successfully mobilized tens of thousands of DemocraticAmericans, particularly students, Hispanic Americans, and

the real working base of the Democratic Party, at an unprece- voters in Michigan who had been shunted aside by the DNC.
After LaRouche’s victory in Michigan, campaign supportersdented level.

On March 2, LaRouche’s Democratic Presidential pri- took to the streets in cities all across the United States and
western Europe in a “Day of Reckoning,” demanding freemary campaign released a 24-page pamphlet entitled the

“U.S.A. vs. Lyndon LaRouche: ‘He’s a Bad Guy But We elections in the United States, and a halt to the rigging of the
Presidential primaries.Can’t Say Why’ ” (see Feature). Following LaRouche’s Feb.

22 victory in the Michigan Democratic primary, and a world- On Feb. 25, outside newspaper and Democratic Party of-
fices, and in downtown areas, rallies and leafletting bywide “Day of Reckoning” on Feb. 25 that featured rallies and

meetings supporting LaRouche, the release of the pamphlet LaRouche volunteers urged Americans to throw off the at-
tempts by Wall Street, through the Gore wing of the Demo-is a shaped-charge escalation leading up to the March 7 and

March 14 primaries, where LaRouche is facing off against cratic Party, to exclude LaRouche. The rallies had a great
effect, activating citizens against the blatant media censorshipBradley and Gore in 15 states.

The pamphlet, which documents 30 years of targetting of and the racist moves by the DNC to rip up the Voting Rights
Act, and engaging the population in real politics.LaRouche by the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) and for-

mer National Security Adviser Henry Kissinger, will be pre- In Washington, D.C. and Maryland, the LaRouche cam-
paign demonstrations raised a ruckus, when a 6-foot, Donaldsented at press conferences across the country, where

LaRouche representatives will report on the international hu- Duck look-alike joined activists in visits to the haunts of the
leading establishment politicos. The duck and his associatesman rights campaign to stop the blackout of LaRouche’s Pres-

idential candidacy, and to stop the deliberate disenfranchise- carried signs that said, “Stop ducking the issue,” “Stop duck-
ing LaRouche,” and visited the Maryland State House in An-ment of LaRouche voters being carried out by Gore and his

racist cabal in the Democratic National Committee (DNC). napolis. In Washington, the entourage made appearances at
the U.S. Supreme Court, the DNC office, and the WashingtonCampaign representatives have started an intensive out-

reach to civil and human rights organizations, including the Post, whose owner (dubbed “Katharine Graham-quacker” by
one sign) has systematically blacked out all mention ofOrganization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, and to

the thousands of VIPs in the United States and around the LaRouche.
The DNC’s practice of locking out real Democrats wasworld who have signed an appeal to President Clinton to exon-

erate LaRouche. As the pamphlet documents, LaRouche was exposed, as the duck, accompanied by LaRouche Democrat
and Maryland Central Committee member Helen Alexander,framed up by means of “secret files” and other illegal tactics

of the DOJ in its 30-year campaign of injustice against him. approached the office, and asked to speak with DNC chair Joe
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Andrew or his spokesman Dwayne Ingram. Alexander was, captured momentum” by winning the Republican primaries
in Virginia, North Dakota, and Washington state. For months,at first, told that “someone” would come down and speak

with her, every entrance was shut tight, and nobody, not even the Gore apparatus has been working to cancel Democratic
primaries wherever possible—which they accomplished inemployees or even a flower delivery boy, was let in or out.

The most popular targets of the demonstrators were the Virginia, South Carolina, Arizona, Puerto Rico, and Kansas.
The Gore forces also have a pre-rigged deal with Bush, tomedia outlets, the leading culprits in “fixing” the U.S. elec-

tion. The New York Times, CNN, and other major radio and herd independent voters into the McCain column in order to
keep them from voting for Bradley or LaRouche, with theTV stations in cities from Philadelphia to Detroit to Los

Angeles, all heard from citizens who are outraged at their assurance that the Bush camp has devastating exposé material
against McCain which will eliminate him from the race, onceelimination of LaRouche from normal election coverage and

debates. “Wall Street and the News Media Preach Democracy Gore has presumably secured the Democratic nomination.
Abroad, But Practice Vote Rigging at Home!” read one sign-
board sported by picketers in Philadelphia. Real politics needed

With this corrupt deal in full force, the Feb. 29 primaries
sunk to septic-tank levels, with Pat Robertson forces accusingAll the way to August

On Feb. 22, the day of the Michigan primary, LaRouche McCain of kissing up to gay rights groups, and of religious
bigotry when he attacked the so-called “religious right” ascampaign volunteers participated in an Internet town meeting

dialogue with LaRouche. Campaign volunteers asked hypocrites. For his part, McCain, trying to maintain the image
of “insurgent reformer” against big-bucks Bush, attempted toLaRouche to lead them into the next phase, the March 11

“caucuses,” where the DNC racists under Chairman Andrew “expose” Bush for holding a campaign rally at the right-wing
Bob Jones University in South Carolina, which condemnshave excluded LaRouche and his thousands of voters from

the delegate selection process. In that discussion, LaRouche interracial dating, and whose head, Bob Jones, refers to Pope
John Paul II and the Roman Catholic Church, as being insaid, “Let’s create a Michigan Freedom Democratic Slate

caucus!” and urged supporters tofight to ensure that all Demo- league with the Devil. But, after McCain’s campaign made
the error of falsely stating it had had “nothing” to do withcrats’ votes are counted.

To that end, a letter was sent to Michigan supporters in telephone calls denouncing Bush for the Bob Jones University
appearance, McCain was roasted for “dirty tactics” and aearly March from the LaRouche campaign, urging Democrats

to rise to the occasion. It reads in part: “Just as in 1964, Fannie cover-up. But, the fact is, that McCain has failed to attack
Bush for his real horrors—like his dirty Texas deals whichLou Hamer and the Mississippi Freedom Democrats fought

the racists in the Democratic Party in defense of the right of enriched him, and his maltreatment of the poor and hungry.
On the Democratic side, one day before the Washingtonall Americans to vote and have their vote counted, so today

we intend to do the same. This fight is not just to defend our state primary, an avalanche of false reports went out that
Bradley was dropping out of the race. On Feb. 29, electionown rights, but to defend the very foundation of our nation—

the sacredness of the right to vote—a right for which many day, Bradley spokesman Eric Hauser had to call a press con-
ference to deny the rumors, and told reporters that maybe thehave given their lives.

“For this purpose, we hereby constitute ourselves as the rumors were “wishful thinking” on the part of Gore. Bradley
purchased five minutes of national television air time onMichigan Democratic Freedom Caucus. Should [state party

chairman] Mr. Brewer, or any other party official, disregard March 2, to address the American voters directly.
In Harris County, Texas, Houston Democrats are worriedthe U.S. Constitution, the 1965 Voting Rights Act, and the

Michigan Democratic Party Rules and Delegate Selection about the “LaRouche factor,” according to the “Politics” col-
umn in the Feb. 27 Houston Chronicle. Headlined “Republi-Plan, which provides for a write-in vote for any candidate not

placed on the ballot by the party apparatus, we will oppose cans, Democrats Worry about Primary Party Crashers,” local
leaders of both parties are quoted expressing dismay aboutthis party tyranny and take a challenge all the way to the

August Convention, just as the Mississippi Freedom Demo- voters crossing over to vote in the other party’s primary.
Though not mentioned in the column, the Chronicle carriedcrats were forced to do in 1964.”

The LaRouche Democrats will be going into the Michigan a commentary the week before by local Democratic Party
leaders David Jones and Mike Charlton, in which they calledcaucuses in a strong position, given the fact that their cam-

paign won citizen support in gathering more than 20,000 peti- for Democrats to vote in the Republican primary. In response,
two Houston area Democratic clubs drafted a “manifesto” totion signatures, and brought out tens of thousands of voters

to the primary, contrary to the instructions of the Democratic explain to Democrats why they should vote in the Democratic
primary, which the “Politics” column summarized as follows:Party leadership. In some parts of Detroit, LaRouche garnered

more votes than George W. Bush. “They noted that ducking the primary perpetuates a bad cycle
that results in fewer Democrats running for office, and por-The importance LaRouche’s campaign was all the more

evident following the Feb. 29 elections that saw the media tends the party’s takeover by fringe groups such as supporters
of Lyndon LaRouche.”fawning over crown prince, George “Dubya” Bush, who “re-
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The Diallo affair, and the new
violence in the United States
by Dennis Speed

Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. ment in the City of New York, that caused Diallo to die.
Law enforcement in New York, is not carried out from the—Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
standpoint of the Constitution’s “General Welfare” clause,
but rather from the standpoint of maintaining post-industrialThe fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, but in our-

selves. “law and order,” by video-game-trained, New Age “Nintendo
cops.” The function of law enforcement, particularly for “spe-—William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, Act I
cial forces units” in Mayor Rudolph Giuliani’s New York, is
to produce a quota of arrests, gun confiscations, and the like,Since Feb. 4, 1999, when West African immigrant Ama-

dou Diallo, a 22-year-old devout Muslim with no criminal that “prove” that the lackey Mayor is doing his level best to
make sure that “the streets run on time” for the 20% of therecord, was gunned down without provocation by four police-

men in the Bronx, New York City, investigators for EIR have population in the upper-income brackets.
African-Americans, Hispanics, and Asian-Americans,followed this case without comment. Now that an acquittal

has been rendered, resulting in an explosive effect on at least are not the constituency to be placated. African immigrants
are not only at the bottom of the list—they’re not even onpart of the nation, it has become urgent, that direction be given

to the electorate, and the populace in general, as to how to the list. (The Street Crime Unit, a “Special Forces”/“Dirty
Harry”/“cowboy” unit, whose slogan was “We Own thethink about this tragic event, and the culture of death that

spawned it. Night,” was the brainchild of Giuliani, Police Commissioner
Howard Safir, and other errand-runners for Wall Street.)Since 1975, when New York City was forced under the

financial dictatorship of the Municipal Assistance Corpora- When confronted with the Diallo murder last year, Giuliani’s
response was to announce, at a press conference on Feb. 13,tion, (otherwise known as “Big MAC”), that austerity regime

has introduced a “New Dark Age cultural paradigm-shift,” to that New York police would switch to hollow-point bullets
(which do more damage to the intended victim, thereforeerode the social resistance that would have otherwise natu-

rally overthrown the Big MAC enterprise. New York led requiring fewer rounds to be fired).
Diallo’s mother, interviewed by a reporter as she returnedAmerica’s way, in a Wall Street parody of 1920s Weimar

Germany, into the “post-industrial society” (for example, to her native Guinea, expressed not horror, nor revulsion at
the Mayor’s action. She could not understand it; she couldNew York was home to the infamous “Studio 54,” which

performed the multiple functions of a whorehouse, drug-den, not fathom it. What had she, or her son, done to the Mayor,
or to America, that they should be treated this way?and after-hours “diplomats lounge,” and whose lawyer, and

Babylonian ring-master, was the notorious East Side degener- Perhaps there is no more pervasive, and perverted, crime
in the 20th century than the slaughter of innocent individualsate, Roy Marcus Cohn).

A faction of Wall Street and British financiers has de- in the name of the law. Southern lynchings, the Nazi oblitera-
tion of the Warsaw ghetto, the continuing sanctions againstcided, Hitler-style, that, among the 80% of the “have-nots”

of this and other nations, there are hundreds of millions of Iraq, are eloquent testimony to that. The question is: If the
adherence to “correct legal and police procedure” leads to thelives deemed “not worthy to be lived.” It is this mind-set,

emanating from the top of the nation’s institutions, which killing of innocent people, as it so often does on death row,
as well as in the streets of America, what causes that? Aremust be examined in determining the cause of the Diallo

killing. officers being trained, with the help of video games, not to
apprehend, but to kill? Does Mayor Giuliani’s idea of the
price of effective law enforcement, require policemen to riskProcedure replaces justice

The Diallo killing occurred, not because the officers in- killing law-abiding citizens in order to save them from crime?
EIR is not in the business of sculpting a “reaction” totended, when leaving their car, to kill an unarmed, innocent

man. It was the perversion of the very purpose of law enforce- the verdict in the Diallo case, a verdict which appears to be
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A rally at the Justice
Department on March 3,
protesting injustice in
the Diallo case.

internally consistent with the charge made to the jury, as well At some point, he pulled out his wallet, apparently in an at-
tempt to identify himself. According to one trial witness andas with the case put on by the prosecution. Juror Helen Harder,

in an interview with the New York Times, stated: “Two or the four policemen-defendants, thefirst officer yelled, “Gun!”
Forty-one bullets werefired infive seconds, 19 of them hittingthree days earlier, I would never have expected that verdict.

It surprised me. We were charged by the judge and told that their target. Forty-four minutes after midnight, Amadou Di-
allo was dead.the prosecution has to prove its case or there is no case. Well,

that made it different.” Diallo had no criminal record. He was a devoutly reli-
gious Muslim who did not smoke or drink. He was employedWhatever one’s conclusion may be about the fairness of

the verdict, it is undeniable that the nation is plagued with an as a street peddler. During February of last year, the govern-
ment of Guinea characterized the case as “of national impor-epidemic of violence—police violence, violence of armed

and unarmed children, and death penalty executions which tance,” and organized a prayer service for him at the Faycal
Mosque in Conakry, Guinea’s capital. Members of Parlia-continue, even though ample evidence has been supplied, in

Illinois and elsewhere, that this barbaric practice regularly ment, and other government officials, met the coffin at the
airport, and Diallo was given the equivalent of a state funeral.kills innocent people, and contributes to a climate of blood-

lust in which the morality of the lynching lies just beneath The case has subsequently become quite well known
throughout Africa.the surface of the so-called “retributive justice” of the state-

sanctioned execution. Jurors indicated that they were shocked that the prosecu-
tion was not more aggressive, that they did not cross-examine
witnesses, not even a criminologist who normally criticizesThe tragedy

On Feb. 4, 1999, Amadou Diallo, an immigrant worker police methods in arresting suspects, but contended that, in
this case, police had “followed the correct procedure.” Asfrom Guinea, was shot in the vestibule of his home by four

members of the New York Street Crimes Unit, at about 12:40 reported in the New York Times, “James J. Fyfe, a criminolo-
gist at Temple University in Philadelphia and a former Newa.m. Diallo was unarmed, and offered no resistance to the

officers. The plainclothes officers, who had been driving in York City police officer who often testifies against police
departments, this time testified in the four officers’ defense.their car, noticed Diallo as he was entering his home. They

stated that they believed that he was acting suspiciously. They He said that the defendants had broken no departmental guide-
lines and had been forced to make split-second decisions inbacked up their car, and two of them got out. One officer

pulled out his badge, and said, “We’d like to have a word with what was a police officer’s nightmare.”
Juror Helen Harder stated, “All of a sudden, the case wasyou.” Diallo continued to enter the vestibule of his building.
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over. We had no idea, and still don’t, why [the prosecution] Los Angeles.
As a result of Perez’s confessions, 20 officers have beendidn’t question him.”

New York Post columnist Jack Newfield commented, with relieved of their duties, 40 criminal convictions have already
been reversed, and prosecutors have stated that as many asrespect to the police officers, “All their assumptions and per-

ceptions that night were wrong. They thought Diallo was a 4,000 cases could ultimately be affected. Perez admitted to
shooting and paralyzing an unarmed 19-year-old (who wascriminal, but he was not. They thought he had a gun, but he

did not. They thought that he was reaching for a gun, but he also hand-cuffed), planting a gun on him, leading to his con-
viction and a sentence of 23 years. The victim, Javier Ovando,was not. They thought he resembled the sketch of a rapist,

but he did not. They thought he was an intruder on Wheeler was in jail for two years and 11 months. Juan Saldana, also
shot by officers, was not so lucky. After planting a gun onAvenue, but he was not. . . . All four officers testified they

saw a gun, which was only a wallet. . . . [Officer Sean] Carroll Saldana, the officers took time out to prepare their alibi before
calling an ambulance. As a result, Saldana bled to death.said he saw a ‘muzzle flash’ aimed at him. This was another

hallucination. He fired 16 shots and reloaded.” More fundamental than any of these incidents, however,
is the degenerate street culture that increasingly permeatesWhat accounts for these assumptions on the part of the

police force? Is it simply racial profiling? Or are we dealing the police department. “One of the most brazen officers was
Perez’s friend David Mack,” Time reports. “Mack is servingwith a set of officers who responded in accordance with “Ni-

nentendo”-style “virtual training”? The Street Crimes Unit, a a 14-year prison sentence for robbing a bank of $722,000.
After the robbery, Perez says that he travelled to Las Vegastestosterone- and adrenalin-powered outfit, had a quota of

shakedowns, illegal gun retrievals, and arrests. Despite the with Mack for a high-living gambling spree. Mack has report-
edly renounced his police associations and claims to belongfact that crime had decreased in New York City over the

1990s, arrests increased. For example, in 1993, there were to the Piru Bloods, a Los Angeles street gang. The Los Angeles
Times has reported that Mack is being investigated in connec-126,681 felony arrests. In 1998, despite a significant drop in

crime, there were 130,089 such arrests. Also in 1998, prosecu- tion with the murder of Christopher Wallace—the rapper No-
torious B.I.G.—who was shot to death after leaving a partytors tossed out 18,000 arrests in the city, more than double

the number rejected in 1994, even before those arrests were in 1997.”
Both the New York City Street Crime Unit, which usedreviewed by a judge.

Columnist Nat Hentoff reports that Giuliani, in a conver- the slogan “We Own the Night” like a gang chant, and the
Los Angeles CRASH unit, often bear a closer resemblance tosation with Hentoff during Giuliani’s days as a U.S. Attorney,

before becoming New York City Mayor, once contended that street gangs than law enforcement. That fact, however, is
something to be laid at the doorstep of the entire popularthe U.S. Constitution’s Fourth Amendment did not contain

the phrase “probable cause”—(“The right of the people to be cultural matrix, in the which these officers are completely
inculcated—the “hip-hop” culture of the streets, the porno-secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against

unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and graphic content of much of television, and the weird world
of computer video games, not to mention various forms ofno Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause. . . .”) It

is within the Giuliani-defined matrix of “police procedures substance abuse. At his sentencing in late February, Perez
admonished, “Whoever chases monsters should see to it thatrequired for making the streets run on time,” that one must

seek the true perpetrators of the Klan-like killing of an inno- in the process he does not become a monster himself.” But
what precisely is the cultural inoculation that you give to thesecent man on the doorstep of his adopted home.
officers, most of them in their 20s, when they are drawn from
the same proto-fascist popular-cultural “pool” that producedThe West Coast

In the March 6 issue of Time magazine, which has a the Columbine shooters?
poignant picture of Diallo on the cover, wearing a t-shirt
emblazoned with the letters “USA,” there is a report on the Is it just racism?

Many of those who have protested the killing of Amadounow-unfolding scandal involving the Los Angeles Police
Department’s Community Resources Against Street Hood- Diallo and others, have contended that these are racial crimes.

These is no doubt that racism is at work. The question is, how?lums (CRASH) unit. One member of the CRASH unit, Ra-
fael Perez, arrested for attempting to steal six pounds of Last December, New York State Attorney General Elliot

Spitzer produced a report on the New York City Police De-cocaine from the downtown headquarters of the LAPD, has
begun turning in so many other police officers, that a new partment that criticized the department for its policy of sweep-

ing street searches, 70% of which did not originate with a callterm, borrowed from Rap music, “gangsta cops,” was coined
to describe the LAPD. CRASH, like the New York City to the police, nor with any complaint made by a victim. In

April of last year, one set of statistics showed that, of theStreet Crimes Unit, was again a “special unit,” with its own
rules, and instructions to break up the street gang apparatus 40,000 people whom the police had stopped and searched,

largely on the premise of potential confiscation of illegal guns,located near the Rampart division police station in downtown
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only 9,500 were actually arrested. In 40% of the forms filled killing him. By the next morning, Busch had been transformed
into a “dangerous psycho running through the neighborhoodout by police to explain the motivation for the stop-and-search

actions, there were not sufficient reasons for the detention with a hammer,” who required maximum force to be re-
strained.indicated. African-Americans and Hispanics were stopped

and searched six times, and four times, respectively, more Although the Jewish community, after some initial pro-
test, ceased its activity when the Mayor’s representatives as-often than whites.

The bogus explanation is offered that, because much more sured them that there would be a fair investigation, now, after
the acquittal of the four officers, Gidone Busch’s mother,street-level crime is committed in the African-American and

Hispanic communities than in other, largely better-off areas, Doris Busch Boskey, has announced that she will file a civil
suit against the city. She has also been increasingly vocalthe arrests make sense. That does not explain the arrest or

detention of such people, however, as Brother Tyrone Davis, about the miscarriage of justice, and has appeared at rallies
and other functions, including the vigils for Amadou Diallo.a Catholic religious who teaches at Rice High School in Har-

lem. The head of the New York Archdiocese’s Office of Afri- Interviewed by reporter Rebecca Segall for the Feb. 29 issue
of the Village Voice, she stated, “I feel betrayed by Mayorcan-American Ministry, Davis, according to reports, has been

stopped by police and searched so many times, that he now Giuliani and Police Commissioner Safir because they should
have waited before incriminating my son on television thealways makes sure that he is wearing his clerical collar when

he leaves the school. As reported in the New York Times, on day after he was killed. I feel betrayed because they labeled
him violently deranged before knowing anything about him.July 16, 1998, Broadway actor Alton Fitzgerald White, who

is suing the city for false arrest, was “made to kneel in the I feel betrayed because I never got a sympathy call from Giuli-
ani and because they had no intention of a fair investigation.vestibule of his building with his hands cuffed behind his

back. He was told by the police to ‘face the wall’ and keep I feel betrayed because there was an agenda not to indict the
cops from day one.”his mouth shut. He was not allowed to ask any questions or

to assert his innocence.
“ ‘If I had gotten irate I could have been killed,’ he said. A black-Jewish combination

Clearly, the killing of Busch does not conform to the “anti-. . . As he knelt on the cold tile floor, he said, he realized that
in the eyes of the police he was not a good guy, a decent and African-American Giuliani police department” profile that

many have sought to curve-fit to the present situation. Further,honest man, a star in a hit show. None of that. He was a
complete nobody, just another black man with no rights and the possibility of broader action in the Diallo case and the

Busch case, by uniting the African-American and Jewish con-no claim to respectful treatment.” White was then arrested,
hand-cuffed, and taken to the 33rd Precinct, where he was stituencies in the city, is precisely what the Mayor’s advisers

are most concerned about. Such a combination could echo, ifstrip-searched.
All this would seem to corroborate the racism charge. not resurrect the same winning combination that worked so

well in the days of the civil rights movement.Consider, however, the case of Gidone (Gary) Busch, an Or-
thodox Jew from Boro Park, killed on Aug. 30, 1999 by four It should be recalled, that the civil rights struggle of the

1960s, as well as earlier, was a collaboration between thosepolicemen who fired 12 shots at him. Busch was well known
in the neighborhood and, although somewhat eccentric, was participants in, and descendants of, the “Yiddish Renais-

sance,” and the African-Americans who carried forward thenot considered dangerous by those who knew him. The story
told by police, that Busch had attempted to assault them with legacy of the revolutionary Reconstruction legislatures, and

their descendants, such as Paul Laurence Dunbar, James Wel-a hammer, has since been disputed by several witnesses. More
ominously, although Police Commissioner Howard Safir don Johnson, Paul Robeson, and others. The famous Harry

Burleigh’s decades-long service as a singer at Manhattan’sclaimed the day after the shooting that the police had several
eyewitnesses who would corroborate the story of the police, most prestigious synagogue exemplifies this. Can this tradi-

tion be called upon, through the tragedy of these deaths, tothose witnesses have yet to be produced.
Police who had gone to Busch’s apartment twice earlier rally those who would desire a popular movement, both in

New York City and throughout the nation, to bring justice,that evening, were called back to the neighborhood some time
between 6 and 7 p.m. When Busch appeared in the doorway and the spirit, more than the letter, of the law, back to the

streets of the United States?with a hammer, he was allegedly pepper-sprayed by Officer
Daniel Gravitch. Busch then panicked, and ran, screaming, If the answer were affirmative, then we could lay to rest

the fear, that the people of New York were not human enoughpast the police onto the sidewalk. Six officers surrounded him.
Several witnesses reported—contrary to the police contention to insist that they, and consequently law enforcement officers,

prosecutors, and elected officials, all see each of us, no matterthat Busch was swinging the hammer in a threatening man-
ner—that at no time did he in fact attempt to hit anyone. After how poor, as being made in the image of God. Then Amadou

Diallo’s mother, and, perhaps, Amadou Diallo himself, mightBusch was warned to drop the hammer, one officer counted
to three, fired one shot, and then four others fired 11 times, smile and say, “This were something worth dying for.”
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tion to the epidemic of youth violence is gun control. In less
than a month, the nation, for the most part, went back toBook Reviews
sleep, only to be once again shocked by another surge in “the
new violence.”

Fortunately, there are a handful of experts who see clearly
through the fog of Hollywood propaganda, and who have
pinpointed the actual causes and scale of this new AmericanHow the media kill! tragedy. One of the most valuable books to appear on what is
being done to America’s children is Stop Teaching Our Kids

by Jeffrey Steinberg to Kill, by Lt. Col. David Grossman and Gloria DeGaetano.
Colonel Grossman is perhaps America’s leading expert

on the rampant abuse of behavior modification techniques in
military and police training, and in the burgeoning violent
video-game industry, targetted at our nation’s most vulnera-Stop Teaching Our Kids to Kill: A Call
ble citizens, our youth. His earlier book, On Killing, providedTo Action Against TV, Movie & Video

Game Violence an in-depth historical and analytical account of the devasta-
by Lt. Col. David Grossman and Gloria DeGaetano ting consequences of the use of aversive conditioning and
New York: Crown Publishers, 1999 other mind-control methods, in training soldiers and police
196 pages, hardbound, $20 officers to overcome their aversion to killing human beings.

Grossman’s writings provide as crucial an insight into the
escalating pattern of police abuse of “shoot-to-kill,” as they
do into the “Manchurian children” phenomena (see DennisOn Feb. 28, a six-year-old first-

grade student at an elementary Speed’s article in this issue on the Amadou Diallo case).
Coincidentally, Colonel Grossman lives in Jonesboro, Ar-school near Flint, Michigan shot

and killed a classmate in the school- kansas, the scene of one of the first of the schoolyard killing
sprees by teenage and pre-teen boys. He experienced firstyard. The boy who did the shooting

came from a broken home. His fa- hand, the anguish of the community, and had access to a good
deal of information about the two boys who, using profes-ther was in jail, and his mother, a

drug addict, had left the boy with sional military tactics, carried out the carnage, literally pin-
ning their victims down in a killing field, while they fired aan uncle who, according to news

reports, ran a crack house, where total of 27 rounds, many with deadly accuracy.
As Colonel Grossman noted at the outset of his currentthere were always plenty of hand-

guns. But, when the Genesee contribution, co-authored by another expert in the field, Glo-
ria DeGaetano, “So here I am, an expert in the field of ‘killol-County Sheriff and District Attorney interviewed the boy, he

cited a number of violent television shows, and expressed ogy,’ as it is referred to, and a school massacre of terrible
proportion happens right in my backyard. . . . It was Marchno understanding that he had done anything wrong. He had

merely copied the actions of numerous “characters” he had 24, 1998; a schoolyard shooting that left four girls and a
teacher dead. Ten others were injured and two boys, agesseen on the TV screen. Three days later, a 16-year-old girl

fatally stabbed a fellow student on a school bus in another eleven and thirteen, were convicted of murder.
“I spent the first three days after the tragedy at Westsidepart of the Midwest.

These latest incidents underscore that the Littleton, Colo- Middle School, where the shootings took place, working with
the counselors, teachers, students, and parents. None of usrado massacre on April 20, 1999, and the half-dozen other

nationally reported instances of mass killings of children by had ever done anything like this before. We all felt that there
were lessons to be learned, and perhaps the most importantchildren, have now become everyday occurrences in

America. one is this: children do not naturally kill.”
Despite this, the degree of disassociation displayed by

parents, educators, and policymakers regarding this grave na- How children are transformed into killers
With that in mind, Colonel Grossman and DeGaetano settional crisis, is a scandal of untoward proportions. Following

two weeks of intensive media coverage of the Littleton school out to provide a concise profile of how children are trans-
formed into killers, oblivious to the real-world consequencesmassacres last spring, there was absolutely no action taken.

Congress did not hold a single day of hearings. The President, of their actions. The book is a devastatingly powerful call—
a primer for parents, teachers, legislators, and citizens of allafter making some initial, sound statements—castigating

Hollywood for providing “dependable daily doses of vio- stripes—to wake up and realize that a $10 billion-a-year in-
dustry has been created, here in the United States, that is usinglence” that “desensitize our children to violence, and to its

consequences”—fell back on the tired mantra that the solu- the most mind-deadening behavior-modification techniques,
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to turn our nation’s youth into unnatural-born killers. MACS (Multipurpose Arcade Combat Simulator), is nothing
more than a modified Super Nintendo game (in fact, it closelyThe authors provide a systematic summary of the evi-

dence that the burgeoning youth violence and brutality is the resembles the popular game Duck Hunt). . . . The FATS
trainer (Fire Arms Training Simulator), used by most lawdirect consequence of exposing our children to a daily dose

of violence on television, in the movies, and in the video enforcement agencies in this country, is more or less identical
to the ultra-violent video arcade game Time Crisis.”arcades. There is a new epidemic sweeping the country, which

Grossman and DeGaetano call “AVIDS”—Acquired Vio- The message could not be more straightforward. The au-
thors of the television and movie violence, the designers andlence Immune System Deficiency Syndrome. This is no cute

play on words. The authors document, that exposing children peddlers of the violent video games, are brainwashing Ameri-
ca’s youth into a succession of generations of potential “Man-to television, movie, and video violence during the formative

years of brain functioning, can cause permanent damage, in churian children,” programmed to kill, and stripped of any
of the cognitive/moral concepts that enable mature adults tothe same way that babies born to crack addicts and other drug

abusers can be permanently impaired. distinguish between right and wrong. It were as if a multibil-
lion-dollar industry existed in America today, dedicated toThe book shows that, since no later than the 1970s, the

medical profession has repeatedly, publicly warned, that ram- stripping our youth of the idea that man is created in the image
of God.pant exposure to media violence destroys cognitive capabili-

ties, desensitizes children to the consequences of their own Grossman and DeGaetano conclude with a direct message
to parents: Turn off the television, read with your children,violent actions, and produces automatic stimulant-response

patterns of behavior, often leading to tragic results, such as the develop their cognitive skills, rather than their “killer in-
stincts.” And, don’t tolerate the media massacres. The authorsrecent Flint incident, and the larger body counts at Littleton,

Paducah, Jonesboro, Conyers, etc. provide 60 pages of “resource” information: organizations
that have produced studies on the violence epidemic; the
names, addresses, and phone numbers of the major mediaOperant-conditioning techniques

In a particularly powerful chapter, “Feel Something When agencies behind the child violence; and a list of civic groups
that are already engaged in the fight. For parents, teachers,You Kill,” the authors reveal that the very “operant-condition-

ing techniques” used by the military and police agencies in legislators, of all ages, this is a most worthwhile book—a
must read!training their troops to kill without compunction, are the basis

for the increasingly lucrative point-and-shoot video-game
“industry.”
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• Pieces by Lyndon LaRouche
• Every week: transcript and audio of

the latest EIR Talks radio interview.
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e-mail: larouche@larouchepub.com

“There are three things you need in order to shoot and kill
effectively and efficiently,” the authors write. “From a soldier
in Vietnam to an eleven-year-old in Jonesboro, anyone who
does not have all three will essentially fail in any endeavor to
kill. First, you need a gun. Next you need the skill to hit a
target with that gun. And finally you need the will to use that
gun. The gun, the skill, and the will. Of these three factors,
the military knows that the killing simulator takes care of two
out of three by nurturing both the skill and the will to kill a
fellow human being. Operant conditioning is a very powerful
procedure of stimulus-response training, which gives a person
the skill to act under stressful conditions.”

The authors continue, “Today soldiers learn to fire at real-
istic, man-shaped silhouettes that pop up in their field of vi-
sion. This ‘simulated’ human being is the conditioning stimu-
lus. The trainee has only a split second to engage the target.
The conditioned response is to shoot the target, and then it
drops. Stimulus-response, stimulus-response, stimulus-re-
sponse—soldiers and police officers experience hundreds of
repetitions of this. Later, when they’re out on the battlefield
or walking a beat and someone pops up with a gun, reflexively
they will shoot, and shoot to kill.” The punch line: “Now
these simulators are in our homes and arcades—in the form
of violent video games! If you don’t believe us, you should
know that one of the most effective and widely used simula-
tors developed by the United States Army in recent years,
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Congressional Closeup by Carl Osgood

China trade deal in did not satisfy Moynihan, who ter said that the 16 months from the
time the FBI initiated the request untiltrouble, Senators warn warned, “You’re going to lose this.”

Moynihan and Roth demanded “aWhile improving trade ties with China November 1998, were “very crucial
with respect to the activities of Dr.generally has had broad support in clear signal” from the White House,

which would help them move legisla-both the House and the Senate, devel- Lee.”
Torricelli said that the bill main-opments in late February have raised tion implementing the agreement.

Other members of the committeealarm bells on Capitol Hill, that ap- tains the current standards of probable
cause for requesting surveillance war-proving China’s entry into the World focussed on parochial concerns. Kent

Conrad (D-N.D.) and Jay RockefellerTrade Organization (WTO) may not rants under FISA, and adds further ac-
countability. “We simply want tobe a simple affair. During a Senate Fi- (D-W.V.) expressed concern about

trade in wheat and steel, respectively.nance Committee hearing on Feb. 23, know,” he said, “that the standard
which has always existed will be used,committee chairman William Roth Conrad told Barshefsky that the Chi-

nese “are skating desperately close to(R-Del.) warned that WTO accession that procedures will be followed, that
people will be held accountable, notand the passage of permanent normal sending us a message that they’re

quick to sign agreements but they’retrade relations (NTR) by the Senate “is that government is any more or any
less intrusive.”not a foregone conclusion.” Roth said slow to keep their promises.”

that “China’s reckless threat to use
force against Taiwan over negotia-
tions on the future of cross-strait rela-
tions,” is only one reason. Specter, Torricelli Iran non-proliferationThere are also mixed signals com-
ing from the Clinton administration it- propose FISA reform act passed by Senate

On Feb. 24, the Senate unanimouslyself. On China, Roth said, “the Presi- On Feb. 24, Sens. Arlen Specter (R-
Pa.) and Bob Torricelli (D-N.J.) intro-dent has been the strongest possible passed a bill that targets U.S.-Russia

and U.S.-China relations by requiringadvocate for a WTO deal.” However, duced a bill to require the Attorney
General to personally review ForeignRoth noted, Vice President Al Gore the President to report all known trans-

fers of technology to Iran that mayhas promised organized labor that, if a Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA)
warrant requests, when those requestsdeal is not reached this year, he will have application to nuclear and missile

weapons programs. The bill does notrewrite the agreement in a way that are made by the Director of the FBI. If
the Attorney General turns down thewill not be acceptable to China. require sanctioning of individuals and

agencies involved in such transfers,“Those statements,” Roth said, “raise FBI Director’s request, then she must
explain that rejection in writing. Theserious questions about the adminis- but its language makes it unlikely that

the President would decide againsttration’s commitment to getting this bill was inspired by events in the in-
vestigation and indictment of formerdeal done.” Roth was echoed by Dan- sanctions.

The bill would hold hostage Rus-iel Patrick Moynihan (D-N.Y.), who Los Alamos nuclear scientist Wen Ho
Lee, who has been subjected to asaid of Gore’s stance, “We need to sian participation in the International

Space Station, by withholding U.S.know that the administration disavows wholesale politically motivated legal
assault.any such suggestion, that they want a payments to the Russian Aviation and

Space Agency, unless the Presidentbill now, and they will fight for it now, Specter explained, in remarks on
the Senate floor on Feb. 24, that whenand they will help us get it for them certifies that the Russian government

is actively opposing the “proliferationnow.” FBI Director Louis Freeh, through a
representative he sent to meet with At-Roth and Moynihan put U.S. to Iran of weapons of mass destruction

and missile systems capable of deliv-Trade Representative Charlene Bar- torney General Janet Reno on Aug. 12,
1997, requested such a warrant in theshefsky on the defensive. “The admin- ering such weapons.” The only excep-

tions are for crew safety and for theistration is absolutely united” behind Wen Ho Lee case, Reno turned the
matter over to a subordinate with nothe WTO agreement and permanent Russian-built service module, without

which the station can’t function.NTR for China, she claimed, and Gore experience in such requests, who sub-
sequently rejected it, and there the“fully supports” the agreement “as ne- The bill, which was passed by the

House last September by a vote of 419-gotiated.” Barshefsky’s assurances matter lay until November 1998. Spec-
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0, is a slightly weaker version of a bill fare to work, and to eradicate child- approaching $2 per gallon, many inde-
pendent truckers are facing bank-that President Clinton vetoed in 1998 hood hunger by increasing the avail-

ability of food stamps to low-incomethat, rather than merely “authorizing” ruptcy. He said that the protesting
truck drivers don’t want handouts,sanctions, required them. At the time, working families.” The bill repeals

many of the provisions of the 1996Clinton did sanction seven Russian only work. “If those rigs stop rolling,”
he said, “the nation stops rolling, too.”agencies in the hopes that the veto welfare reform bill that restricted ac-

cess to food stamps for immigrants,would not be overridden. Clinton as- As has been the fashion of late,
Campbell blamed the Organization ofsured Congressional leaders at that and it eases Federal restrictions on the

value of a vehicle that a family cantime, that Russia was cooperating and Petroleum Exporting Countries for
the price rise, and decried the factwould make progress. own and still receive food stamps.

The gist of the remarks at the rallyHowever, Senate Majority Leader that 55% of U.S. oil consumption is
imported. Campbell’s bill, however,Trent Lott (R-Miss.) indicated in floor was that, given the alleged economic

boom, there is no reason why thereremarks on Feb. 22, that nobody in which has the support of the leader-
ship of both parties, does not addressCongress is satisfied that Russia is should be hungry people in America

today, yet, according to statistics com-making “progress.” Russia is “not the long-term supply situation, but is
intended to “ease the burden on somaking progress and this dangerous piled by a variety of agencies, as many

as 36 million people, 10% of all house-transfer of technology that could lead many Americans based on our lack
of a national long-term energy pol-to proliferation of nuclear weapons holds, lack secure access to enough

food for a healthy life. Sen. Arlencontinues,” he said. He noted the re- icy,” by providing temporary relief
for truckers, farmers, and public trans-cent parliamentary elections in Iran, Specter (R-Pa.) called it “shocking”

that there are hungry people inand suggested that “it appears reform- portation.
The next day, Sens. James Jeffordsers have been making some gains,” America. He said that it is “shameful”

that someone has to choose betweenand “relations with Iran will change as (R-Vt.) and Joseph Lieberman (D-
Conn.) announced that they woulda result of that.” However, he insisted food stamps and having transportation

to get to their job. Rep. Tony Hall (D-that “the danger is still there.” push for a policy they claim to be a
long-term solution. They announcedLott said that the bill authorizes Ohio) said that there are enough re-

sources in the country to say that “no-sanctions but does not require them. that they would be introducing legisla-
tion to give tax credits to domestically“If we do not see some actions by the body will ever have to go to bed hun-

gry in this country today.” All that’sadministration,” he said, “then we may produced “clean” fuels, i.e., highly in-
efficient solar, wind, and biomasswant to go that next step.” lacking, he said, is the will. Sen. Paul

Wellstone (D-Minn.) condemned the power, which they claimed would off-
set “millions of barrels” of importedfact that there has been a tremendous

decline in the food stamp program, but oil.
Lieberman indicated that panic isthere hasn’t been a comparable declineRally supports in poverty. developing as a result of the skyrocket-

ing price of oil. He said that the recentanti-hunger bills
More evidence that things are not so testimony of Federal Reserve Board

Chairman Alan Greenspan “leads mewell in the economy as Wall Street
claims, leaked out on Feb. 29, during to conclude that we are still at seriousOPEC blamed fora rally by a coalition of anti-hunger risk of a dangerous cycle of prolonged

oil-price increases leading to creepingand pro-immigrant groups, which was high oil prices
A couple of days after some 500 com-joined by several members of Con- inflation rates, leading to correspond-

ing hikes in interest rates, leading togress. The rally was in support of the mercial truck drivers drove their rigs
to Capitol Hill to protest high dieselHunger Relief Act, introduced in both an end to our historic run of economic

growth.” Lieberman also backed pro-Houses last October. fuel prices on Feb. 22, Sen. Ben Camp-
bell (R-Colo.) introduced legislationAt the time, Sen. Edward Kennedy posals to open the Strategic Petroleum

Reserve and step up pressure on oil-(D-Mass.) said that the goals of the to temporarily suspend the 24¢ per gal-
lon Federal excise tax on diesel fuel.legislation were “to promote self-suf- producing countries to increase their

output.ficiency and the transition from wel- He told the Senate that with diesel fuel
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Editorial

We are in a new Dark Age

On March 3, London Guardian commentator Larry El- the crime of Mozambique. In New York one year ago,
an unarmed street vendor was shot to death by fourliot wrote a scathing attack on globalization, as respon-

sible for the disaster in Mozambique, under the title, plainclothes policemen, on the front stoop of his own
home. At their trial, the judge instructed the jury that“We Should Be Ashamed.”

“This is not a time to be measured and considered,” the policemen were innocent, because they were simply
doing what they had been trained to do! Then it turnedhe wrote. “This is not a time to be grateful that the aid

is now—belatedly—starting to flow. It is a time to be out that there are a great many such instances in New
York, and a far bigger scandal in Los Angeles.angry: angry that in the third month of the 21st century,

100,000 people were yesterday precariously clinging to After the Columbine High School shootings last
summer, followed by the Atlanta day-trader massacre,life, a week after it was clear that Mozambique was

facing a full-scale natural disaster. now six-year olds are shooting their classmates in our
schools.“Let’s not mince words. The response by the inter-

national community to Mozambique has been pitiful. How much more does it take, to recognize the obvi-
ous? We are not in the 108th month of continuous eco-Day after day, there have been pictures of people hud-

dled on shrinking islands of dry land, where the food is nomic expansion—far from it. Rather, we are entering
the fourth decade of an ever-more rapid collapse of ex-running out, and malaria is now rife. Day after day, they

have waited, terrified and desperate, for rich govern- tended European civilization. We are in a new Dark
Age.ments to get off their backsides and mount a proper

rescue effort. . . . Especially among those between the ages of 35 and
55, and especially in the United States, those whom one“Ultimately the tragedy of Mozambique speaks vol-

umes about the way in which globalization works. In would previously call our policymaking elites, have be-
come completely irrational. They are living in a game-the global pecking order, the ability to move money

around the world in a split-second comes first, disman- world, with fixed points and rules, or else in an existen-
tialist’s nightmare. In a fantastic substitute for reality.tling trade barriers come second and rescuing people

from trees in Africa comes nowhere. We have no prob- Our populations have become irrational, especially
in the United States. Particularly the top 20% of family-lem air-lifting green beans from Africa so that they can

be served up fresh the next day in our supermarkets, but income brackets, have lost all their senses. They inhabit
a make-believe world of money-manager accounts, In-moving helicopters and boats in the opposite direction

is beyond us. If this is a global village, it is one where ternet stocks, and pure psychological manipulation.
They have completely forgotten such truths, as, for in-for some houses it takes a week for an ambulance or a

fire engine to turn up after a 911 call. . . . stance, that the things they need to survive every day,
must actually be produced on farms, and in factories“Imagine for one second, that a mother in the West

gave birth in a tree, after spending three days in the and mines.
The blind are leading the blind, and our civilization,agonies of labour, while the flood waters rose around

her. Consider how we would react, if somebody we or our un-civilization, is falling into the abyss. How did
we come to this point? How can we stop it? As Lyndonknew was, like Sofia Pedro, winched to the safety of a

helicopter with the umbilical cord still attached. How LaRouche shows elsewhere in this issue, under the title,
“He’s a Bad Guy, But We Can’t Say Why,” the answerwould we feel? Would we say that the authorities did

the best they could in all the circumstances, that there can be found by examining 30 years of operations
against LaRouche by the U.S.Department of Justice andwere serious logistical problems that had to be over-

come first? Or would we say that the episode was a allied groups, and examining also the ideas which have
been denied to the American people for 30 years, bymoral outrage, an affront to our common humanity?”

We should indeed “be ashamed,” but not only for these police-state means.
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